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Dan Shipley,'54 grad, named
MSU ag alumnus ofthe year
Dam Shipiey, Rt. 5, Murray. an
Losurasios aped who has hese•
partner in a bergs Callaway QUOty dairy operation, was NNW Ihe
Oulateadimg Agriculture Abrams
et the Year far 1166 by the
Agriculture Alumni Association of
Murray State tfedverdty.
A 1964gradaste of Murray State
and motive of Calloway County,
Shipley is the president-Owe of
the tudversity's Alumni Amociation. He will take office in the spring at 11103.
His selection makes him the
11th Murray State agriculture
alumnus to be awarded the honor.
He was recognized at the annual
association dinner meeting on
Homecoming eve Friday at the
University Center on the campus.
Dr. Jimmy H. Clark, professor
In the Department of Dairy
Science at the University of Illinois and the 1911 recipient,
presented Shipley to the gathering.
Other past recipients of the
award have been:
Dr. Charles W. Byers, University of Kentucky, 1990; Michael E.
McKinney, Fountain County, Ind.,
1979; Hemp Brooks, Murray,
1971; Charles L Eldridge, Murray, 1977; Roy E. Skinner,
Mayfield, 1971; Dr. Joe H. Jones,
Southern Illinois University, 1975;
Dr. Charles Chaney, Murray,
1974; Dr. Lowell E. Wilson,
Auburn University, 1973.
Charles Magness, Mayfield,
1972; Charles M. Moon, Fulton
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Arstard
of Slipevealig
wee the
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pistil et Ile
Agrireltart Altai Sehetinkl.
kr lm. Thaiteius
Aandhe
Carol Myers,
.
frealiman; David R. Itheinedter.
Spells. M., treehmea. mud Paula
AM Ilepham Ledbetter Renee
sephemers. Al are sifted/rare
farittiLir
e
feinner
president of
the
Ahunni A.,'.was selected as the eateteamaw eggioaltare atudent hie
year atRam Male.
Alter serving two years in the
May,be was awarded a graduate
aseishmetship to attend Virginia
Peblectinic Institute. Memo in
Ohl family dictated that he return
Moo to help with the family
farm, however. and he later weed
Into the dairy Weiner on his own.
Shipley. who Ma been a partner
In the insurance essacy few the
pest Ill years, has bees active in
civic affairs and was presented
the Outstanding Young Farmer
Award of the Junior Chamber at
Commerce and do Distinguished
Service Award
A deacon in the First Baptist
Church of Murray. he was taught
a Sunday School clam for university students for the pad 20 years
He and his wife, the farmer
Mary Evelyn Billington, have two
daughters. Donna. a graduate of.
Murray State, and Gina, a
freshman
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Dam Shipley
County, 1971; Joe Dick, Murray.
1970; Dr. Walter Woods, Purdue
University, 1909; State Sen. Pat
McCuiston, Pembroke, 1911;
William Ralph Alexander,
Sturgis, 1917; James L Pryor.
Mayfield, 19111; and Mancil Vinson, Murray,1915.
The three retired chairmen of
the Department of Agriculture at
Murray State were honored at the
dinner. Chairmen recognised and
the years they served were: the
late J. Stanley Pullen, 1126-1665;
the late A. Carman, 1931-1969; and
E.B. Howton, 1959-1973.
Photographs of each were unveiled and will hang in the student

Tamper-resistant drugs closer
Perk Jo Cram(OM OPIIIP,.
-1130'LLAiltJOB —
A MliflON
Bonds isempll by the CitY ft behalf of theKroger Company's new plant beim' WO=in Amy.tot Woe
Foods will utilise portions of the former Tappan Plant for prediction ottheir sugeir-beeed and maid mond
varieties. The bonds had been previously authorized through an midland, by the Murray City ComeiL
Assisting in the endeavor is Done Freeman, representing ilks firm of thwire, Sanders, and Denim
Washington,D.C.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Hospital to rejuvenate organization
Plans have been made at Sara Housman, a senior socal
Murray-Calloway County Hospital work student at Murray State
to rejuvenate the local chapter of University and an intern in the ofMake Today Count, an organiza- fice of Gale Cornelison, the social
tion formed as a group for people work director at the hospital.
Make Today Count (MTC) was
living with life-threatening illnesses, their family members founded in 1974 by Orville Kelly,
who has since died of lymphocytic
and other interested individuals.
A reorganizational meeting of lymphoma after an illness of more
the local chapter has been than two years.
The author of two widely-read
scheduled for Friday, Oct. 29,
from 11 a.m. to noon at the books dealing with his illness and
his daily philosophy of living each
hospital.
The meeting is open to anyone day to the fullest — "Make Today
whose own life or the life of so- Count" and "Until Tomorrow
meone close to them has been Comes" — Kelly founded the
threatended by a disease such as organization with 18 members.
Today it has more than 200
cancer, cystic fibrosis, kidney or
chapters across the United States
heart disease.
Coordinating its preparations, as well as in Canada and Europe.
which will feature a film dealing It is headquartered in Burlington,
with its cancer-victim founder, is Iowa.
If plans materialize, the Murray
chapter will become the third such
organization in Kentucky affiliated with the national organization. The others are in Louisville
Today, sunny and pleasant
and Owensboro.
with highs in the mid to upper
60s. Northwest winds around 10
miles an hour. Tonight, clear,
lows in the low 40s with light
and variable winds. Sunday,
continuing sunny but a little
warmer.

pleasant day

A
Based on his own experiences
and those of thousands of cancer
patients with whom he talked,
their doctors, families, friends,
and clergymen, Kelly's books
have helped hundreds of people
facing a terminal illness or a lifethreatening situation to live life to
the fullest— one day at a time.
"I do not consider myself dying
of cancer, he wrote in 'Until
Tomorrow Comes,' but rather living despite it. I no longer think of
each passing day as another day
closer to death, but rather as
another day of life to be appreciated and enjoyed.
"We know there are many people in this community who are
dealing with such life situations as
these," Ms. Housman said, "and
we urge everyone interested to attend the Oct. 29 meeting.
"Their willingness to give, plus
proper planning and hard work,
we are confident, can produce a
permanent, meaningful Make Today Count chapter in this area."

(AP) —
sums* asset be on the alert for
altered over-the-counter drugs
eves after new tamper-resistant
wimps become mandatory next
year, the government's leading
drug official says.
"Individuals have got to have an
elevated sense of awareness about
their health responsibility," Dr.
Arthur Hull Hayes Jr., commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, told a House subcommittee Friday.
"They really have to look at the
medicines they take," he said.
"Has the cellophane been torn?
Has the seal been punctured? Do
the capsules or the tablets or the
liquid look strange? Are they
discolored? Do they smell badly?
If so, take them back to the place
of pinschase and get something
else."
Hayes said there were visible
signs of abnormality among the
cyanide-tainted Extra-Strength
Tylenol capsules that recently
killed seven Chicago-area
residents.
"There is no question that some
of the capsules that have caused
the problems were not as they
should have been, even to visual
Inspection in terms of discoloration, malformation, crushing and
the like," he told the House
Energy and Commerce subcommittee on health and the environment.
"One bottle contained two dif-

forest kinds of capsules and obviously had been mixed by the
perpetrator or whoever," Hayes
testified.
He said an FDA regulation requiring tamper-resistant packaging will be ready by the first week
In November.
He estimated that manufacturers of over-the-counter drugs
would be able to comply by about
90 days later, but a spokesman for
an industry trade group said
manufacturers already are moving to make their packages safer.
Daniel F. O'Keefe Jr., general
counsel of the Proprietary
Association, said drug companies
have started ordering machinery
and taking other steps to switch
products into tamper-resistant
packages Some drugs already

are mid this way.
"This industry will move as
middy as industrial capacity permits." he said. "I do not think this
will ultimately result in significant consumer cost in the king run
for over-the-counter products"
O'Keefe showed the subcommittee some package samples and
described reconunandations for
Industry-wide packaging requirements that the aasociation
sent the FDA on Thursday.
David E Collins. board chairman of McNeil Consumer Products Co., which makes Tylenol.
said the company intends to
resume selling Tylenol capsules
but only when tamper-resistant
packages are available. lie said
he could not estkaate whoa this
would occur.

General Tire work continues
following contract extension
General Tire and Rubber Company employees. Mayfield, will
continue production under an extension of their present contract —
agreed upon by both union and
company representatives Friday
— to run through Sunday.
The union's three-year contract
expired at inidaight bmt might. According to a apoksimen for the
union, the extension will provide
negotiating teams an opportunity
to meet again today and tom-

morrow in an attempt to ratify a
new agreement.
An II a.m. meeting Sunday has
been scheduled for the 1,301
members of the United Rubber
Workers Local OM in Mayfield for
discussion of the current talks.
The union has been seeking a
normal pattern in the tire industry
at this time. Seven representatives of Local 666 have been
meeting with the company
negotiating a settlement.

Comedian Red Skelton
to perform at university
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Morey Ledger & floes
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 7S3-1116 between 5:31
p.n. sod 6 p.n., Mondry through Fri*,or 3:31 p.m. ad 4 p.m. Sensdos.

Comedian and pantominist Red
Skelton, considered one of the
greatest performers of the century, will appear in Racer Arena
at Murray State University at 8
p.m. on Oct. 23.
The event,sponsored by University Center Board Productions,
will highlight Parents Weekend.
Skelton will also be available to
the media for questions at a press
conference on Oct. 22at 11:30 a.m.
on the third floor of the University
Center.
Skelton is widely known for his
comedy television program during the 1960s. More tickets were
sold at the 1982 World's Fair to see
Skelton than any other performer.
Joe Sating, president of the
University Center Board, said
ticket sales are going well.
Tickets are $9 for the general
public and $11 for Murray State
students. They may be purchased
at the ticket office on the lower
level of the University Center.

Red Skelton
Tickets may also be obtained by
sending a mail order to: Red
Skelton Tickets, 2002 University
Station, Murray State University,
Murray,Ky.,42071.

GM'NUTS ABOUT NUTR2111011 —Cepa'Nitrides bad a geed time with two of the beldam at Robert.
am Momentary School Fridley allienedi Alb relating his magic tricks in the saidoore seed for a adritime
helmeted diet. Taking a day frees his ropier doles with Allen Feeds, Evemoville, Captain Nuerithes visited
both Robertson and Carter Elementary Schade in Murray.
Styli photo by Greg Travis
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by marjorie m. major

Murray couple discusses travels during recent trip to Chino
(EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following article is the second in a
three-part series concerning Bill
and Marjorie Major's recent trip
to China.)
SHANGHAI
Although Shanghai has nearly
12 million people (one in four of
the world's population is Chinese),
no authoritative census has ever
been made. However, July 1, 1912,
marked the beginning date for a
complete census of China.
Transportation is by your own
feet, bicycle, train, plane, bus,
taxi or if you are an "important"
person such as former President
Nixon or a high Communist Party
member, there are a few private
cars with curtains drawn to protect the privacy of the passengers.
Portions of main streets built for
vehicular traffic are now fenced
off for pedistrian traffic as there is
so much more of it than vehicles.
One of our lingering impressions
Is of the mass of humanity, black
hair above white shirts and dark
pants, undulating along the
streets. Bicycle riders cut in and
around buses with many close accidents — or so it seemed to us
who were not familar with this
everyday traffic problem.
JADE FACTORY
The Jade Carving factory was
housed in a substantial brick
building reported to be about 35
years old. The upper floor, where
grinding was done, had windows
on two sides for cross ventilation
plus ceiling propeller fans. Each
of approximately 30 craftsmen
had their own bench, electric light
and grinding tool plus a spigot
water supply. We were told that
some pieces took weeks or even a
month or more to complete,
before being sent to the floor
below for polishing. Jade is either
pale green or white and pieces being wrought here were of near
museum quality — and expensive.
We were surprised to notice that
the carvers were not wearing protective glasses even though the
work required eyes to be about six
inches from the grinding. While
factory workers in America often
work with a "coke" nearby, the

Chinese always have covered
mugs of hot green tea at hand.
RUG FACTORY
The rug factory was in an old
brick building with possibly 10
hand-operated looms on each
floor. Behind each operator there
were possibly 50 various shades of
wool yam) conveniently placed on
a long spoql rack and to be chosen
as needed. The design was copied
from a small colored drawing
mounted close to each worker.
The display room had many
beautiful rugs — small to room
size — and all were expensive.
The 4x6 in gray, beige and
caramel which we particularly
liked was POO.
THE CHILDREN'S PALACE
The visit to the Children's
Palace was a sheer delight. It is a
comprehensive after-school centre for children aged 6 to 15 years
of age. Its activities are of two
types: one is mass activity such as
visits to factories and rural people's communes, games and
sports performances. The other
type includes training classes in
the fields of art, music, magic,
dance, painting, table tennis,
radio assembling, model shipbuilding and "fun" things such as
roller skating. We witnessed
children singing, playing the
piano, doing magic tricks and
skating (some for the first time)
and they were charming in their
performances.
SHANGHAI ACROBATIC
THEATRE
The acrobatic performances we
saw in this round theatre were the
best we have ever seen. On the
stage was a handsome, huge circular rug the exact size of the
stage. The acrobats were attractively costumed and their performances so daring the audience
shrieked at times. One of the best
was the "Balancer." With head
slightly backward, a single support on his chin, he managed a
three tier set of glass plates, each
holding four glasses filled with
champagne. Another great act
were trapeze artists.
SHUZHOU(SOOCHOW)
While Shanghai is the business

and commercial center of China,
Soochow is the classical and
cultural city. It was here that dear
Miss Alice Waters, Methodist missionary, labored for 95 years. (Incidentally, her grand-niece Sue
Costello told me that early in her
stay there, the natives used
snakes to try to run her out.
However, in the years that followed, she became a beloved person
to her Chinese friends.)
Out Shanghai/Soochow and
return trip gave us a favorable impression of railroad travel in
China. As tourists, we had the
benefit of a private first-class car
for our party of about 50 people.
Each two seats, covered with
white seat covers, faced each
other with a small table between
on which were covered pots of hot
tea and a small living plant. A
visit to an adjacent coach revealed that the "people" did not have
air-conditioning nor the other
amenities. Soochow is near the
Grand Canal.
SOOCHOW'S GARDENS
The gardens of Soochow are
possible the loveliest in the world.
Certainly their names evoke
pleasure. They were created during several dynasties, beginning
in the llth century, and the Peo- tional Travel) at our luncheon in
ple's Republic has restored them. the Nanlin Hotel. In spite of the
These classical gardens bear language barrier, we sensed our
welcome and to reciprocate, we
charming names such as Gentle
"penned"
hime with a Kentucky
Waves Pavilion, Lion Grove
Garden, Joyous and Lingering pencil and a stylized horse sticker.
Garden, Humble Administrator's Toasts were given and permission
granted for picture taking of the
Garden and the Master of Fishing
Nets Garden — a portion of the lat- people at the head table. Each
ter is to be reproduced at the table had a "Fancy Basket"
centerpiece which contained
Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York City. These gardens delicacies, steamed chicken,
have towers, gazebos, terraces, shrimp and bean curd, crisp duck,
winding corridors and water-side
pavilions laid out in artistic
designs among ponds, rockeries
and trees. Tiger Hill, located two
miles out of town, is an artificial
hill and is more than 2,500 years
old. It is a favorite place of the
Chinese and the area was alive
with families enjoying the beauty
of the day and the gardens.
We were privileged to have Mr.
Lin Chien-Hua of the Peking
branch of CITS (China Interna-

jade carver
distinguish embroidery from the
painted scrolls it replicates. Embroidery and gossamer silks are
enduring reminders of Soochow's
beauty.
In contrast to all this classical
beauty of China, in our transfer
via bus to the railroad station, we
noted something indicative of the
past. A cobbler with a portable,
foot-operated sewing machine
was repairing a shoe while the
shoeless customer waited for his

Yangzte River and the Purple
Mountains. From the 3rd to the
early 15th centuries, it was the
capital of eight feudal dynasties
including the Southern Tang and
the early Ming dynasties.
Our guide in Nanking was Li, a
charming, intelligent girl who had
graduated from Nanking University and then was "assigned" as a
tour guide because of her proficiency in English. She was an only
child and her father was a scientist. As we became better acquainted with ner, we suggested,
"Maybe some day you will visit
America" but her solemn reply
was,"Oh,no,I could never do that
— we work for the people" which
was evidence of her adherence to
Communism.
NANGKING BRIDGE
To us, a high point of interest in
this city was the magnificent
bridge over the Yangzte River
which many engineers said could
not be built. It is a double-deck affair with top deck for vehicular
traffic and the longer lower deck
„fon trains.It was begun in 1960 and
completed eight years later and it
issn engineering marvel. Adding an aesthetic touch are the twin
towers with elevator up the the
equivalent of several stories and
the view from the top of the surrounding countryside is magnificent.
DR.SUN YAT-SEN
MAUSOLEUM
morjorie with guide in front ofstone animal
In October 1911 the Revolution
fish chips with green chili, shoes to be repaired. China, with led by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen toppled the
vegetables and lastly, of course, its elegance and its simplicity, is a Quing Dynasty thus putting an end
lake tai greens soup.
reminder of the contrasts in this to the thousand-year-long feudal
rule and Nanking was chosen as
world.
EMBROIDERY RESEARCH
the provisional capital of the
INSTITUTE
NANJING(NANIUNG)
After lunch we had a short time
Since this is our last night on the Republic. You may remember
to browse around the hotel YAO HUA,the Captain's Farewell that Madam Sun was the former
grounds and visit a Friendship Dinner Party was a gala affair as Chingling Soong and one sister
Store where only foreigners may American, Canadian and Mayling Soong married Chian
shop. Next we visited the world- Japanese passengers mixed free- Kai-Shek and the other sister Eilrenown Embroidery Research In- ly despite the language barrier. ing Soong became the wife of Dr.
stitute. In well-ventilated work However, gestures, smiles, toasts Kung, an important figure in the
shops, some air-conditioned, and brochures on Kentucky which Kuomintang, the National Peoyoung girls were working on a we passed out, were bridges of ple's Party. In addition, their
wide range of patterns. The work understanding and mutal respect. brother T.V. Soong was also an
is very hard on the eyes and a Our Japanese friends and the 12 important person in the Chinese
three-year training program is travel writers aboard were to Republic. Their father C.J. Soong
necessary before a girl can take leave the tour in Nanking so our was an American-educated
on the responsibility of the most group was reduced to eleven business man from an outstanding
family.
exacting designs. Here silk weav- passengers.
ing and embroidery are so refined
Nanking was founded over 2,500 (The concluding article on
it is almost impossible to years ago in a basin formed by the China will follow next
week.)

an embroiderer

Rehearsals for second play begin
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre has begun
rehearsals for its second production of this season. "The Haunting
of Hill House," a play based on the
novel by Shirley Jackson, will be
presented at the Playhouse in the
Park on Oct. 28-30 and Nov. 4-6
with a special midnight showing
scheduled for Halloween.
The cast includes Pat Clements
as Mrs. Dudley, Dave Fisher as
Arthur Parker and Louise
Weatherly as Mrs. Montague.
Playhouse regular Ren Lays por-

trays Eleanor Vance, the young
lady around whom "the spirits"
seem to gather. She is joined by
parapsychologist Dr. Jon Montague, played by Bob Valentine.
Luke Sanderson, heir to the illstarred house, played by Tim
Lyons, and the mysterious
telepath Theodors, played by
Kathryn Lea Ballard.
Paul Wilson will direct the production aided by assistant Director Kathy Pasco and Production
Chairman Carol Julian. David
Weatherly will serve as lighting

technician, Beth Hegel is sound
technician, and David Fleming is
stage manager.
"We're going to create a "Hill
House" atmosphere for the
theatre, said Wilson. "The audience is going to be in the middle
of the haunting, whether they
want to be or not.
Reservations for season ticket
holders may be made beginning
Oct. 19. Reservations for the
general public will begin Oct. 21.
For further informaton or reservations, call (502) 759-1752.

State unemployment funds dwindled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky has run out of state
funds to pay unemployment
benefits and is once again looking
to the federal government for
help.
However, that help may run out
and future unemployment
benefits could be in danger
without help from the General
Assembly, probably in a special
session.
That was the word Friday from
state Human Resources Secretary
Buddy Adams, who said Kentucky
has asked to borrow $51 million

from the federal government to
cover claims for the rest of this
year.
And Adams said that if Kentucky is _unable to pay interest on
the borrowed money, it could endanger future unemployment
benefits.
"We have to address the problem now before it gets any
worse," Adams said at a news
conference.
Adams said it appears Kentucky will have to continue borrowing money from the federal
government at least through April

of next year. He said the issue
should be addresed by a special
session of the General Assembly,
if one is called by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.

Correction
It was incorrectly reported in
Friday's edition that Lisa Allen
will appear at The Pass, Paris, on
Saturday. She will be appearing
on Monday, accompanied by
Loretta Lynn's Dude Ranch Band.

HUMANITIES DISCUSSION — Dr. Ralph Janus (second from right), executive director of the Kentucky
Humanities Council, met at the Calloway County Public Library with representatives from regional institutions and agencies who have been recent recipients of KHC grants. The group reviewed the growth- of
humanities projects in the Purchase Area and discussed ideas and development for future plans. With Janus
is Margaret Trevathan (far right), director of the public library and a member of KHC; Cynthia Hulick,
teacher at Livingston County Central High School and president of the Western Kentucky Association of
History and Social Studies; and Dr. Joseph Cartwright, chairman of the department of history at Murray
State University. Others attending were Dr. John Adams; Dr. David Earnest; Dr. Michael Cohen, Murray
State department of English; Jim Carpenter, director of Land Between The Lakes Homeplace; Dr. Joe
Fuhramm, Murray State department of history; Sheila Rue, humanities producer at WKMS-FM; Rebecca
Blaine, Purchaae Area Development District; Martha Guier, director of Wrather West Kentucky Museum;
Dr. William Parsons, dean of the College of Creative Expression at Murray State; Cynthia Flood, visiting
curator for the Wrather Museum; and Kit Wesler, Murray State staff archaeologist.
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International Newspaper
Carrier Day
I inhume the obeerreade ei Internetimai
Newspaper Carrier Day as as eppertnelty to cans
mend these individuals theeughout the emmtry who
deliver our newspapers
As newspaper carriers you are aa kinpartist link
In the chain between publisher and reed.Your job
helps mallow ol Americans to enjoy the convenience of home and office delivery everyday.
Through your efficient and timely Marts, you
help keep America informed and provkie a vital
service to our citizens.

(10750."
Good news and bad news
Like the old joke about some good news and some
bad news, the government's mid-month statcs
continue to show falling inflation rates, and the endof-the-month statistics keep showing rising
unemployment, stagnant sales levela and reduced
industrial output. The good news is that the Reagan
administration has figured out how to whip inflation, and the bad news is that it's being done by prolonging the recession.
This is not quite what Reaganomics was supposed
to be about. The original idea was to reverse the
recession with tax cuts that spurred both industrial
Investments and consumer spending, and to control
the inflation that might otherwise result with a
tight-money policy. As it turns out, the high interest
rates required by the tight-money policy have served only to aggravate the recession (or, as some
economists say, to create it). And the tax cuts — in
part because they have been overshadowed by the
interest rates and in part because they were poorly
designed in the first place — haven't worked at all.
The best economic news all year, in fact, has been
the Federal Reserve's recent tendency to ignore
Mr. Reagan's policy and reduce interest rates.
That's what sent the stock market surging in
September.
But even the Fed's new interest rates haven't
been enough to convince many businesses or consumers to change their recessionary spending
habits. After all, the administration's tight-money
rhetoric hasn't changed, and the Fed itself has a
long tradition of precipitating temporary boomlets
just before election time. Given all that, it is not surprising that the economy seems to be responding
with a wait-and-see attitude. Industry has not rushed into the Interest rate breach with revitalization
projects, but seems chiefly concerned with how to
take best advantage of the interest rate fluctuations
to refinance old debts.
Of course, if the Fed is willing to force interest
rates low enough and keep them down long enough
to re-create the level of industrial investment and
consumer borrowing that the economy needs, then
attitudes will undoubtedly change. If that were to
happen, the recession should melt away rather
quickly. But that would also leave the Reagan administration with no anti-inflation policy — and, indeed, with a series of tax measures in place that
could send inflation rates back through the ceiling.
The fault is not the goals of the president's program. What it will take both to spur growth and
curb inflation is precisely the industrial investments and increases in productivity that the administration says it wants. Only if industry gets the
equipment in place that will produce more goods,
more cheaply, will the economy be able to grow
without the Consumer Price Index growing faster?
What's at fault is the administration's insistence
that all this will be accomplished without interfering in the private market.It is thus left with no tools
except these very broad-brush policies that don't
work.
Because he eschews pinpointed credit controls or
any kind of wage-and-price policy, Mr. Reagan
must rely on the Fed to control inflation, which it
can achieve only be precipitating a recession.
What's more, the Fed, if it follows Mr. Reagan's
policies, is limited to making broad, economy-wide
changes in th money supply, and those tend to
create economy-wide havoc.
Similarly, because he doesn't want to get involved in guiding investments decisions, the president's
only tool for fighting the recession is across-theboard changes that cost the government more in
revenues,threaten the economy with more inflation
and are far less effective than specifically targeted
investment programs would be.
Good inflation news and bad recession news do
not have to go hand-in-hand. But unless the government steps into the current economic mess and gets
its own hands dirty, we will never have one without
the other.
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Halloween's religious aspects neglected
The older we become, the teniduir
the year passes. Here it is thne for
Halloween again, and we wonder
where the time dace the last one has
flown.
I'm frank to admft I cloal much
like what the horror movies have
made out of Halloween Wkly. I don't
like the way they play up violence
and gore in association with the
children's happy hour. Nor do I care
at all for those Scrooges who cisme
away the little goblins, or for them
sick people who put!armful things in
candy.
One of the most frightening scenes
in good literature is Ichabod Crane's
Halloween encounter with the
headless horseman. Another is the
little tomboy,Band's,encounter with
a crazed critnital, in "To Kill A
Mockingbird." The Halloween
frights can be Imodied wall in such
writings, but recent films Were only
been interested in exploiting young
people's fascination with horror and
the forbidden.
Halloween has both pagan and
reU00011 cle1
/
40110, but its pagan side
has been over-emphasised and Ks
religious aspects negelected.
Before Christianity, the ancient
Celts in England gathered around
their priests, the Druids, under
sacred oak trees on each last day of
October. There they paid homage to
Samhain, the Lord of the Dead and

Primes al Dadaism, who ascended at
midnight to rues ever the world far
the ant six 111(11111611, wham the ma
god mold retina es April 311.
Between the Bret end fifth cos
wink A.D., the Ramis added to
this Gene celebrities their etre
Feast ef Pomona. They left traits aid
Ws for Penises., goddess of traits
aid gardens,to thank her for a seed
hernia Ilud part of the old Halls
wesa we still observe, but at
lboningiving.
With Woe, niedieval seperstitions
and witchcraft practices were added
to the day.
Yet, Halloween is a holiday, and
"holiday" means "holy day." Halloween is need a Christian word. In
Chridian history, Halloween was
noted as the evening before All
Hallow's Day, which was always
November 1. Beginning in
AD.,
All Hallows' Day was set 'girls as a
day to honor the martyrs and saints
of the faith. It is also called All
Saints' Day.
November 2 was still another holiday. After Halloween and All Sada'
Day came All Souls' Day, a day to
honor the dead and to think about
one's own destiny. It was much like
New Year's Day in being a time for
making resolutions about how to live.
We have pretty much lost the
November 1 and 2 traditions, and

16011111111111 Heel came to include all
dove days'meming
One roam we probably aegiscesd
• Minks' Day IPSO that kw people
believe is Walesimmer*. everyone.
even the mast admired wow
memo to have same hems task —
Estfeet of cloy, at Mast.cap tee or
We.Panne to aid snits mem as.
aide of Halloween is ewernot just is the movise
bat hiearown lives, too.
There is, as the movismakers
knew, aninalling et the dark side el
Hallowesa hi all of us,some lingerie,
fascination with irAl; and power and
caelatiens. Pad sew this chary
whim be wrote that "all have sinned
and fallen short." He said "Al." and
that loaves no roam for —There is, however, plenty of resin
for would-be mints and that is the
ii1111811/011111 dimension we need to
redieurrer. An around us we corn
point to sainkillie people. among oar
weak and acquaintances, or out in
the ommanolly. The New &WNW
Puritans spot a lot of time describtag the eel aide of every man, but
they still tried to create•society of
"visible saints."
What both Paul and the Puritan
Fathers saw was that each human
life is a battlefield, in which the Old
Adam fights againd the New Adam.
Or, as the playwright. Hendrik Ibsen

o Iles is le ear with Wells la
mod sea- Wawa Wise
Yearns aid the same Wag -la ney
hametSo demur and the gods wags
alma!hales."
Ihdlowees we a holiday la remind
es el the eilkbes Kist seenstimee
caw eot
Es, kit All UMW Day
end Al
Dal were badge to
rumba ma aid
the aside mid all
ear Weed ono have lea& Oho setae
lights we do sad drteme the wiliches
beck.
The real buyer ci Ilialleisons is
that the derbies@ and sasarinses
within each et um all* biome se
pervasive as to make Halsemen km
all yasr mend Is • esmplacent
society, prase to neglect its obligebens kw doing good ando ethers, or to
"let George do IL** that year-keg
witches* holiday could lamas We
caul keep web( the beck el
reseimisibility to nekaown awls
everting it
people to train amr
children tar as, to awake oar
scamp for as.to save ow plead for
re. We are le Ids jeck-w-lemiern
wed& not to be mitartakeed aid served,but to participate and toserve.
We may not wind :
st
ab
remembwed sahib on All
Day, but adding for secoad place
isn't bed. To be mane them worth
honoring on All lords' Day would be
no little achievement

Cir
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looking bock
Ten years ago
Faculty Hall. newest classroom
building on campus of Murray State
University, will be dedicated Oct. 21
as one of the features of the school's
golden anniversary homecoming.
Murray High School winners in the
Foreign Languages Festival at Murray State University were Scott
Willis, Jana Jones, Martha McKinney, Ginger Gilliam, Karla Wilkinson,Robert Mason and Michelle Timmimeos, French; Jinuny Fenton
, and him Harcourt,Spad&
to
and Mrs: Donald Cathay,Oct. 13,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Riley,
Oct. 2, and boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Harrison, Oct. 12.
Elected as officer, of Callosy
County Band Boosters were Bobby
Joe Sims, Mrs. Hoyt McClure, Mrs.
Jewell McCallon, Mrs. Dorothy Pike
and Mrs. Ray Broach.
Gary Richard Haverstock, son of
Mr. and Mrs. E.J. Haverstock, is a
candidate for Juris Doctor degree at
Ohio Northern University, Ada,Ohio.
Twenty years ago
Murray is to be the location of one
of the educational television
transmitters of Kentucky Educational Television System.
Deaths reported include Gus
Parker,90.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Gibson, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Clark, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Lane and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Dickson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernion E. Collie will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 27.
Anna Hine, Judy Parker and aisle
Caldwell had high individual three
games' average in Magic-Tri Bowling League at Corvette Lanes last
week.
Thirty years ago
A special story on Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of radio, written by
Paul Abell of Carbide Kentuckian,
weekly publication of Carbide & Carbon Chemicals of Paducah, is
published today.
Don Hughes, sophomore, and Joe
Wilson, freshman, were elected
presidents of their classes at Murray
State College.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bowerman, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Goodman
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell, all on Oct. 10.
Carolyn Fish of Paris, Tem , was
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Bullish on Wall Street
NEW YORK (AP) As puzzled as
anyone else, some of Wall Street's
seers are suspending judgment about
the stock market and assuring their
customers that if it looks like a bull
and acts like a bull then it probably is
a bull.
But others remind us that these are
days of deep deceit, and that now is
the very time that judgments should
be based on more than appearances
lest, for example, a bear stalks the
market dressed ass bull.
That is the dilemma in which investors — amateur and professional
alike — now find themselves. Which
Is worse, to believe it's a bear when
it's really a bull, or a bull when it's
really a bear? Neither choice
satisifies, of course.
You'll get little help from the professional forecasters, because they
have demonstrated themselves as
being unable to determine the nature
of the beast. Their records, as compiled by Mark Hulbert, aren't impressive.
Looking back two months and better than 200 points in the Dow Jones
industrial average, few of the pros
faresser the turn that shot the Dow to
its present eminence — 1,012.79 at the
close of business Monday.
Buried in a mudslide of gloom,
their forecasts were awful, in just
about any way you want to apply the
description_
Joe Gran-rifle, who once convinced
some people that he was the thing,
whatever it is, that propels or buries
the market, said at the time that the
market was entering its "free-fall

zone," the third phase of a bear
market.
Richard Russell of Dow Theory
Letters agreed with Granville. "I
would say that we are now in the early stages of the third phase of the
bear market," he told readers.
Lawrence Heim of the Heim Investment Letter announced a "modernday Depression" had arrived and
that "it is d-itely time to sell
short." Harry Schultz, who charges
more for a brief consultation that
most people earn in a week,said that
"no light-brigade charge to 900 is
anywhere in sight."
Hulbert, whose newsletter is based
on the dastardly practice of checking
up on the forecasters,found very few
who alerted their readers to the rally
that began about then.
James Dines of The Dines Letter,
and Market Logic, a publication of
the Institute for Econometric
Research, probably came closest,
the latter with a forecast that "the
risk of a buying panic continues to far
outweigh the risk of renewed heavy
selling," and that 100 million-share
days were ahead.
But all in all, rigidity seems to
dominate forecasters: Those that are
bears continue to be bears, and the
balls tend to remain bulls, no matter
what the market does. They become
prisoners of their forecasts. They
miss turns.
Anybody in any aspect of the
farecading business will tell you that
the game is easy when events just remain the same, month after month.
The trick is to forecast major turns in
the outlook,and not many do it well.

named as football queen at Murray
State College. Her attendants are
Barbara Ward of Murray and Gloria
Slice of Paducah.
Murray Training School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association will
meaner a book bazaar Nov. 17-21, according to Mrs. Rue Overby, pron.
dent.
Forty years ago
Owen Billington has been named to
serve as superintendent of Calloway
County Schools agampor
rfrocd
ndek
Lassiter, present
will leave Oct. W feed1111111017101.,
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Louisa Spann Dodds, Wanda Joyce
Farris, 20 months, Wallace Hodges,
41, R.W. Shelton, $1, and ER. IRAp,
Brandon, 73.
Dr. C.S. Lowry, professor of
political science at Murray State College, will give a talk on "India and Its
Relation To the Present War" on
Radio Station WLAC, Nashville,
Tenn.,on Oct. 17 from 6 toil: 15 p.m
Mrs. Warren S. Swam Murray,
will preside as pndnot of Kentucky
Division o/ United Desebters et Confederacy at 46th annual meeting at
Irvin Cobb Hotel. Paducah, on Oct.
71.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie S. Robertson,
Oct. 3, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Arlen*
Norman, Oct. 9, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Nesbitt, Oct. 4, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Markey Wilkey, Oct.
10, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gordis
Turner. Oct. 11, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. G.W. Hill, Oct. 12.
Elisabeth Parker, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Albert Parker, was married to Dewed Brown,son of Mr. and
Mrs.011ie Brown,on Oct. 11.
The Rev. T. Hicks Shelton is pastor
of Memorial Baptist Church.
Fey years ago
M.O. Wrather, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, has been
named Calloway County chairman
for White House Conference on CUM
Health and Welfare. Other county
committee members include Dr.
E.B. Houston, Dr O.B. Irvan, Judge
CA. Hale and Prot W.J. Caplinger.
Deaths reported include Herbert
Hatcher, 51, and William D. Colson,
92.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moody,Oct. 10.
Dr. Ora K. Mason spoke on "Health
Habits" at meeting of the Mothers
Club at Murray Training School.
Mrs. B.A. Johnston is club president

thoughts in season
By itss WoN
"To be great is to be
misunderstood." Ralph Waldo Emerson once wrote.
Alas, the opposite is not also true.
To be misunderstood is not to be
great, although many of us like to
think that this is tree.
To order a copy of all T'boughts in
published over the pest three
years — in paperback — call Abdo
Graves at 759-4901 or Susan Hart at
753-3474.
Proceeds from the salt of this book
will support the Murray-Calloway
Comity Comprehensive Care Center
and Murray-Calloway County
7iesdline Association.
11410/0111
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community events listed
Saturday,Oct. 16
Mini Gospel Singing
Conventian featuring four
quartets Will be at 7 p.m.
at Bible Facts Store, 51
/
2
miles south of Murray at
Cherry Corner off
Highway 121 next to
HkirA Cemetery. There is
no admission charge.
Murray Country Club
will have a homecoming
dance from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. with music by
Brethren. Members may
invite guests with coat being $15 couple.

Guests visit in manyofarea homes

Sunday,Oct. 17
Tuesday,Oct. 19
at Ellis Community
Christian Women's
Center.
Club of Murray, KenBy MRS. R.D. KEY
tucky, will have a "Stitch
Events in Land Bet- In Time" luncheon
Sept. 27,1992
at
ColCaptain Wendell Oury ween the Lakes will inMr. and Mrs. Mike
onial
House
Smorgasbo
rd
Chapter of Daughters of clude Deer Population '82
Jenkins, Kit, Jill and
from noon to 2 p.m.
American Revolution will at 2 p.m. at at Woodlands
Troy James of
meet at 1:30 p.m. at home Nature Center.
Music Department of Muscatine, Iowa, and
of Dr. Helene Visher.
Murray Business and Murray Woman's Club Mrs. Iris Easlick of
Professional Women's will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Davenport, Iowa, were
Alcoholics Anonymous Club
here to attend the wedwill have a prayer club house.
and Alanon will meet at 8 breakfast
ding of Kenny Jenkins
at
7:30
a.m.
at
p.m. in western portion of Boston
Tea Party and a
Murray Assembly No. and Kim Holland Sept. 17
Livestock and Exposition tea
from 2 to 4 p.m. at 19 Order of the Rainbow at North Fork Baptist
Center.
home of Tot McDaniel.
for Girls will meet at 7 Church. They, along with
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
p.m. at lodge hall.
Homecoming events at
Monday,Oct. 18
Jenkins and son, Adam,
Murray Shrine Club ac- Murray State University
Penny Homemakers
Alcoholics Anonymous Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs.
tivities will include MSU will include Annual Club
will meet at 1 p.m. will meet at 8 p.m. in Eva Oliver and Katherine
homecoming parade at Alumni meeting in
at home of Murrelle western portion of Etheridge were supper
9:30 a.m. followed by Barkley Lecture Room,
Madrey.
Livestock and Exposition guests on Sept. 18 of Mr.
hospitality room at Ralph Third Floor, University
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
Center.
Emerine Barn; football Center at 7:30 a.m.;
Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
game at 2 p.m.; social Welcome Home Coffee fessional Chapter of ProSecretarie
attended
s
the homecomInSingles
Class of
hour at 4:30 p.m. and sup- and Greek Reunion at ternationa
l (PSI) will Seventh and Poplar ing at Palmersville Bapper at 5:30 p.m. at Sirloin cener from 8 to 9:30 a.m.;
meet at 7 p.m. in Church of Christ will tist Church on Sept. 19
Stockade; country and parade at 9:30 a.m.;
Mississippi Room, meet at 7 p.m. at church. where their son, the Rev.
western dance at 8 p.m. baseball alumni game at
University Center, MurGlynn M.Orr,is pastor.
at Emerine barn.
Reagan Field at 10:15 ray State.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Murray
TOPS
(take
off
a.m.; smorgasbord at
Sykes,
Brian and Amanpounds sensibly) Club
Oaks Country Club will cost of $5 with reservaBluegrass
recently
da,
State
visited Mr.
CB
will
meet
at
7
p.m.
at
have a dinner party and tions encouraged by calland Mrs. Lanoice Harrdance at the club house ing 762-3737 at center Club will meet at 7 p.m. Health Center.
at Joe's Family
ington of Parsons, Tenn.
after Murray State ballroom to recognize
Mrs. Carte B. Paschall
Free blood pressure
homecoming football former football players, Restaurant.
now
is visiting Mr. and
tests
will
be
given from
game.
cheerleaders and student
Theta Department of noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Mrs. Hester Cunningham
government presidents
Murray Woman's Club
ay Adventist of St. Louis, Mo.
Bargain Matinees from 11 a.m. to 12:30 will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Seventh-D
Mrs. Charlene Whitford
Church.
p.m.; queen crowning at Calloway
Public Library.
and
children, Matt and
Sat. & sun. 2 00
1:45 p.m. and MurrayJosh, of Nashville recentMurray
Optimist
Club
Middle
Tennesse
football
(hen & Cine
Murray Lodge No. 105 is scheduled to meet
at 6 ly visited her parents,
game at 2 p.m. at Stewart Free
and Accepted p.m. at Joe's Family Mr. and Mrs. Charles
All Seats $ 1 .50 Stadium, followed by
Masons will meet at 7:30 Restaurant.
Paschall.
reception at Oakhurst;
p.m. at lodge hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul
homecoming dance at no
Boyd
of Chattanooga,
Senior Adults of First
charge at 9 p.m. at center
Recovery,
Tenn.,
Inc.,
recently visited
will
Baptist
Church
ballroom.
will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the church at 10:30leave Mr. and Mrs. Carnol
a.m.
Health Center, North for fall foliage
Boyd.
Final performance of
tour.
Seventh and Olive
This community was
"On the Twentieth CenStreets.
saddened
in the death of a
Baptist
Bible Study will
tury" will be at 8 p.m. in
be at 6 p.m. at David CUIV- good friend, Fred Orr, a
Robert E. Johnson
Murray Civic Music ningham home.
deacon of the North Fork
Theatre, Murray State
Association will present
Baptist Church. Our symUniversity.
Ballet Gran Folkloricode
pathy
to the family.
Activities for senior
Mexico at 8 p.m. in Lovett citizens
Miss Cindy Phelps of
will be at 9:30
Events at Land Bet- Auditori
Nashville and Cletus
um, Murray a.m. at Dexter
ween the Lakes will in- State
Center;
University.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Phelps of Benton visited
chide 1850 Basic WoodHazel and Douglas the Rev. and Mrs. James
ikittkig Skills Workshop
Tom Queetv Indian Centers;,
on Sunday and atat 1 p.m. "at The
and from 10
—missionary, 1W speak at a.m.
tended'
-church
at North
to 3 p.m. at Ellis
Homeplace-1850; Flying
7:30 p.m. at Hazel United Center.
Fork Baptist Church.
Time at 9:30 a.m.,
Methodist Church.
central °enter 753-3314 Managing for Wildlife at
2 p.m., Fall Color Walk at
Special sale of Brownie
3 p.m. and Deer Populaor Girl Scout uniforms,
tion at 8 p.m., all at
handbooks and other
Woodlands Nature
705,900+
Sat.,Sun:
equipment
will be from 7
Center.
to 8 p.m. at Murray Girl
Attorney for Calloway and Mrs. Garrett joining
Scout Cabin, Sharpe
Murray Moose Lodge
AT IIIIDGEMONT MGM
County,
Max Parker, the club.
will feature Johnnie Street. For information spoke about "Small
Other members preBeaver from 8:30 p.m. to call 489-2244.
Claims Court" at meeting sent were Gladys Mitmidnight.
Hearing Conservation of Wadesboro chell, Jewel Lawson,
Homemakers Club on Paula Palmer, Debbie
Program
by Murray InSunday,Oct. 17
Sept.
16 at home of Betty Burchett and Ruby BurGolf Scramble will be dependent and Calloway Palmer.
706.500+ 2:00 Sat., Sun.
chett.
County
School
at 1 p.m. at Oaks Country
Systems
Dixie Palmer introducThe club will meet Oct.
Club. A chili supper will will start today.
WO lift yew 140 whore you Won.
ed Mr. Parker.
21 at 1 p.m. at home of
RICHARD
DEBRA
follow.
Hi-Y
WINGER
GERE
and Tr -Alpha
Laverne Hardie Paula Palmer.
Clubs will conduct com- presented a lesson about
Salad Smorgasbord by munity UNICEF from
"Fall Fashions and
JR
ALAelll
Calloway Chamber 5:30to 7 p.m.
Fabrics." She showed
"
XT
ric*N
M
Boosters will be served
patterns, materials and
from noon to 2 p.m. with
Tuesday,Oct. 19
7:15,9:10 + 2:00Sat.. San.
clothes
in different styles.
Menus for the Nutrition
cost being $3 per person
Pawnee Bedwell, presi- Program for the Elderly
Returning Students
in cafeteria of Calloway
United will meet from dent, presided. The club and Meals on Wheels for
County High School.
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in voted to change meeting the week of Oct. 18-22
Scarbrough family reu- Room 100, Ordway Hall, day from third Wednes- have been released by
Clamouniiii '
day to third Thursday.
Tripp Thurman, director
nion will be at 12:30 p.m. Murray State.
The recreation was of Murray-Calloway
conducted by Gusta Con- County Senior Citizens.
elieetnwt street 753-3314
V ner.
Meals are served MonVisitors were Charlotte day through Friday at
MURRAY
Guarneros and daughter, Hazel and Douglas
'Bulbs lAll Varietiesi
Barbara Witte and Centers and each TuesDRIVE-IN
*Cushion Mums
daughter and Jean Gar- day and Thursday at Ellis
•Lawn Seeding
rett with Mrs. Guarneros Center. Meals also are
SEMMEOME
'Landscape
•ENDS
-541N.•
Planning St Planting
NEW IN TOWN?
UP YOURS(R)
boor Felt% Also
M*41111S A New novo
TAKE All Of ME(R)
To Coll
CLOSED MON.-NO.-WM.
$5 A CARLOAD TOMS.
(502)753-1725
Newry leleindiatt & Alm
407 N. 12th Merrey

Wadesboro club hears
lawyer discuss lesson

rAfrriorf

Oct. 11,1912
The Rev. James
Farmer preached at
North Fork Baptist
Church on Oct 10 in the
absence of the Rev.
James Phelps who is on
vacation. The pastor
visited his father, Cletus
Phelps,of Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hopkins and son, Mike,of
Chicago, Ill., Mr. and
Mrs. Odell Hopkins,
Karen, Kim, Kenny and
Kirk, from Ohio were
here for the funeral of
Rufus Hopkins of Paris,
Tenn.,last week.
Mrs. Ruby Owen has
returned home after
spending seveal weeks
with Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hopkins of Chicago.
Recent dinner guests in
my home were the Rev.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, and
the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes and son, Mitch.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
Mrs. Grace McGee and
Mrs. Jane Bonneau were
Saturday guests of Mrs.
Jewel Key.
Mrs. Jesse Hopkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Hopkins, Karen, Kim,
Kenny and Kurk, Mr. and
Mrs. Derrel Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Lavettia and Mr. and
Mrs. Mabern Key visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson at Paris
Manor.
Guest of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on Friday was
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke of
Murray.
Mrs. Leaxie Orr, Mrs.
Carlene Paschall and Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Morris
were recent guests of
Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
Marilyn Paschall and
litha Lee were Sitarnight supper guests
e Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Fletcher, Chris and Jeffery, visited the Ruben
Fletcher family on Sunday.
Hafford Cooper has
been a patient at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Jenkins were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
This was in celebration of
Kenny's birthday on Oct.
7.
Mrs. Mark Paschall is
now recuperating at her

R

Weekly menus listed

I

Fall
is
for
planting
ONES LANDSCAPING

McDonaid's
Breakfast Special
Scrambled Egg,Sausage
on English Muffin
MURRAY
LOCATION
ONLY

2 for 99c

UR?)

et Lwow
Special Muses se Ins weenies emptier lotion, 4%1
ie let
WNW he el Wilk Mlles
— N else Is specialize/ trim
•sers mixt
751242
22 S. us
7,7

GOODS E ARD
UNITED
METHODIST
CHURCH
ILL 11:11.II.

PASSIM
Mg SMALL

sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — beef and
noodles, green peas, sliced carrots, hot roll, butter, chocolate brownie,
apple, milk,coffee or tea.
Tuesday — tuna salad,
potato salad, green
beans, whole wheat
bread, butter, chocolate
chip cookie, peaches,
milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday — fried cod
fish, cole slaw, baked
beans, cornbread, butter,
pineapple upsidedown
cake, pineapple, milk,
coffee or tea.
Thursday — swiss
steak, lima beans, fruit
salad, hot roll, butter,
banana, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — Spanish
omelet, hashbrowns,
tomato wedges, hot roll,
butter, apple cobbler, apple, milk, coffee or tea.

•

442-3600
442-3600

2302 Ky. aye
Paducah, Ky.

No Coupon Required. Offer
good only during Breakfast Hours.

at
McDonald's
107 N. 12th

753-5548

home on Rt. 4, Murray,
after undergoing surgery
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Boyd of Chattanooga,
Tenn., attended the
funeral of his brother,
Dennis Boyd, on Saturday and were overnight
guests of another brother,
Carnol Boyd and Mrs.
Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs Jimmie
Journey of Detroit,
Mich., are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Orr. They all spent last

week with Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Journey in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramond
Hemphill and Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Journey
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Orr on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollin
Jones attended church at
Cottage Grove, Tenn., on
Sunday to hear Dr.
Robert Orr. They, along
with Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Rickie Orr, Russ and
Jamie, attended the
singing in the afternoon
at the church.

Toxic shock syndrome
studied by researchers
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) body's blood supply," Ms.
— Women who wear birth Baehler said.
control diaphragms for 24
The study, presented at
hours or more may face a meeting of the
Increased risk of toxic- American College of
shock syndrome, ac- Obstetricians and
cording to researchers at Gynecologists in Maui,
the University of Buffalo. Hawaii, involved 19
A study showed that 19 women known to have the
women who wore bacteria.
diaphragms for 24 hours,
Tests showed that colthe maximum recom- onies of the bacteria inmended by manufac- creased after the women
turers, experienced an wore diaphragms for 24
"overgrowth" in the cer- hours, Ms. Baehler
vix and vagina of
None developed toxicbacteria linked to toxic- shock syndrome, Ms.
shock syndrome.
Baehler said, though she
Dr. Elizabeth Baehler, noted that none was
resident physician in the menstruating.
university's obstetrics
Studies have shown,
and gynecology program she said, that the "ideal
and head of the study, environment" for the
said the bacteria, called bacteria to grow is the
Staphyloccus aureus, presence of vaginal
normally are removed secretions combined with
from the body by a barrier to removal of
menstruation and other the poisons from the
vaginal secretions.
body.
"Tampans as well as
Researchers re.comthe diaphragm may block , mended that women 'usthe exit, enabling the .. ing a gliaphragr_n not wear
poisons produced by the it for more than 12 to 18
bacteria to enter the hours.

datebook
Tennis play Tuesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Oct. 19, at 9 a.m. at the club.
Substitues will be Patsy Greer, Agnes Payne and
Becky Wilson.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Marilyn
Adkins,Norma Frank,Cathy Young and Ann Uddberg; Court Two — Vicki Baker, Gayle Foster,
Janice Howe and Vicki Miller; Court Three — Janie
Ryan, Mug Rigsby, Annie Knight and Judy
Latimer.

Adults plan tour
Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will have
their annual fall foliage tour on Tuesday, Oct. 19.
The group will leave the church at 10:30 a.m., have
lunch at Iron Kettle at Grand Rivers and return
about 4 p.m.

Vinson will speak
Returning Students United will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 19, from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Room 100, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. Charles Vinson
of Student Financial Aid Office, MSU, will speak
about "Financial Aid."

UNICEF drive Monday
Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha Clubs of Murray High School
will conduct the community UNICEF on Monday,
Oct. 18, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Proceeds will be used to
alleviate the suffering of children throughout the
world.
Any local groups wishing to work with the two
clubs in the drive are asked to contact Mary Ann
Russell or Kent Barnes at Murray High School, 7535202, no later than Monday.

Thetas to meet Monday
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the Calloway Public Library at 7:30 p.m. on
Monday, Oct. 18. Margaret Trevathan, libtary
director, is scheduled to present the program.
Hostesses will be Jan Hough, Martha Guier and
Dorothy Byrn.
HAMANN

NEW STORE HOURS
(starting Oct. 3rd)

6 AN-10:30 AN kloc-Set.
7 AM-11 AM Sanday

Miinay Ledges a runes

North Fork News....

Saturday,Oct. 16
Square and round dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.

CHERI 3

AO!

Open Monday-Saturday 9 AM.-5 P.M.
Friday Night 'Til 8
Sunday 1 P.M.-5 P.M.

reillimmm..
For cayour
." Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing

American and International Trovettime

•

•

shop talk

MOSS SeamIsl.Oesioar 16. 111111

Msay Ledger & Turns

Loans, counseling available
Tbe Small Bair Administration's busbies
loans and cooneeling ser•ices have helped
tinsimands of small firms

originate, expand. and
prosper. Prospective sew
bomber owners, as well
as prams already in
lissinent, will have op-

Robert Major named
marketing manager
CHEVROLET-EASTERN AIRLINES PROMOTION — Dwain Taylor (left) presents keys to a new
1983 Chevrolet C-I Pickup to Harvey Ellis. By purchasing the truck during Chevrolet-Eastern
Airlines sales promotion, Ellis is eligible for two
round-trip tickets for two on Eastern Airlines.

Delivery of truck
makes Ellis eligible
to Eastern tickets
The delivery of a new U.S. cities and 22 more
1983 Chevrolet C-10 cities in 13 other. counPickup from Dwain tries, including the CaribTaylor Chevrolet has bean, Mexico, the Virgin
made Harvey Ellis eligi- Islands, Bahamas and
ble for round-trip tickets Bermuda.
for two on Eastern "We don't think
Airlines. Ellis is the first anybody has ever done
local customer to take ad- this before," said Dwain
vantage of this Chevrolet Taylor, owner of Dwain
and Eastern Airlines Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
"But it's natural.
sales promotion.
As a Chevrolet buyer Chevrolet and Eastern
before the offer ends Nov. are both in the mobility
15, Ellis may use the business. What better
tickets for a round-trip way to generate interest
Eastern flight almost in our cars and trucks
anywhere Eastern flies and at the same time
almost anytime before generate interest in an
Nov. 15, 1983. Ellis said airline trip of a
his plans were to travel to lifetime?"
Chevrolet and Eastern
the west coast with his
Airlines are expecting
wife.
All buyers (excluding this sales promotion to
fleets) of designated make a big impact on the
Chevrolet cars and trucks economy, according to
from participating Taylor.
dealers in the U.S. are
eligible for tickets, which
good for travel to-94
are
.pts

Robert L Major,son of
Mr. and Mrs. William S.
Major, has been appointed Manager,
Marketing Research for
Sunedco Coal,Denver.

Keith Curd
appointed
senior adjustor
by Shelter
COLUMBIA, MO. —
Keith Curd, an employee
of the Owensboro claims
office of Shelter Insurance Cos., has been
promoted to the position
of senior adjuster from
that of adjuster.
He joined the
Owensboro staff in October 1978.
He is a graduate of
Calloway County High
School and has attended
Murray State University.
He and his wife, the
former Pam White, have
two children: Brandy,
age 4, and Sean, age 10
months.
Shelter Insurance is a
mutual, personal-lines
firm with approximately
1,250 licensed agents and
nearly 1,800 employees in
13 southern and
midwestern states. The
company's home office is
in Columbia,Mo.
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Vocational
center begins
income tax
course
The Murray Area Vocational Center will begin a
class in Income Tax
Reporting on Oct. 26 at 6
p.m.
The class will be held
on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6 until 9
p.m. for approximately
three weeks. Robert Mart i n , CPA with
Shackelford, Goode and
Thurman, will be the instructor for the class.
Changes in tax laws
and current information
will be made available to
farmers, small business
owners, and individuals.
All materials such as
forms, tables, etc. will be
furnished. There will be a
15 registration fee due
and payable the first
class meeting.
To register, call the
school at 753-1870 between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. The class
will be limited to the first
20 people.
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ATTEND CONVENTION — Judy aid Dam Stemfill, Rt. 5, Murray, attended tbe Cher Beli Convention in Memphis.
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Stanfills attend

Memphis convention
"Galdepeet." Ni is.
conducted Swift sir
vices
An asthma* linsiallem
dinner ale* was a
bighhght of the ease*
ties
Cher Bel is aii Al..
Vera Me of Asia and
akin core predates with a
complete Nee of ig=
products Mace
in 1577, Cher Soh bee
grown from just a few
pee* to hundreds of
representatives is the
Vatted States, Puerto
Rice and England.

by Loretta Job*
PAM, Reguloeion Z, VRM, ARM — Would
you believe all these initials ore only. few of
real estate financing terms used in todoy's
real estate market — most of which ham appeared on the scene in the lost two years.
Your reoltor con help you through the initials of o real estate transaction. PAM
stands for Pledged Account Mortgage that
coils for all or portion of a buyer's down payment to be placed in an interest-bearing account. Your OC.004/111 it,pledged as additiona
security for the loan and can be used to SUP*molt the loan's paythents during the early
years of the loon.
Regulation Z is one of these federal
regulations that discloses to you the type and
amount of finance charges associated with
your loon. Perhaps you hove heard of Truth in
Lending low — this is Reputation Z.
Variable Rote Mortgage interest rate is
adjusted to reflect changes in the lender's
cost of loanable funds. Adjustment can be in
the form of o change in your payment or by
extending your loon term.
ARM — Adjustable Rote Mortgage is one
which the interest rote may be adjusted up or
down based upon o change in o verifiable
Your reoltor works very closely with our
local lending institutions. Your bonker or savings and loon officer ond your reoltor ore
here to help you hove the American dream —
o home for you. Coll your reoltor. let him or
her know your needs. Whether you are buying your first ham* or preparing to purchase
a second home, your reoltor con help you
familiarize yourself with terms used in the
real estate market of today.
This is the first in a series of articles with
the idea of answering some of the questions
most often asked about the reel estate profession. If you hove a question or if there is o
particular area you would like to see covered
in this column, coil me at my office at 7531492 or write me at 1200 Sycamore.
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Jody and Don Mesta
Rt. 1, Murray, allsnied
tis Cher Ball Cessention
at the Hyatt Regency In
Memphis
Approximately 2.0410
representatives across
the United Stenos and
Puerto Eke alleseied the
four day and light mat.
Training miens were
taught by New York
make-up artist Joey
Mills
Motivation seminar
was preesnted by Dr
Norman Vincent Peale,
author and publisher of

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI

We at the

1

Before Joining Sunedco
Coal, Major worked for
Data Resessces, Inc., a
subsidiary of McGraw
Hill, the world's largest
economic forecasting and
consulting firm. He was
Associate Director of the
coal service which provides detailed forecasts
of coal supply, demand
and prices.
Prior to working for
DRI, Major spent five
years with AMAX Coal
Compuiy as Director of
Marketing Research.
Previously be had served
as an Eonomist at
Argonne National
Laborator and earlier he
was a Fuels and Energy
Economist at Batelle Columbus Laboratories and
then as an Associate
Mineral Economist at Illinois State Geological
Survey. Following college, he served as a Field
Geologist for the Peace
Corps in Cyprus.
Major received his BA
degree in Geology from
Priceton University and
his MS degree in Mineral
Economics from Penn
State University.
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Did you know that a dirty, clogged filter in your central

heating system can cost you money?
When ale filter becomes dirty, it puts a strain on your
system, causing it to work harder and use more energy
To keep your system working
efficiently, check the filter
regularly. When it becomes dirty,
clean or replace it.
Remember, keep it clean Your
heating system wil wort( more
efficiently, and you'll save On
energy costs.
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west kentucky outdoors
Ati, the life of an outdoor writer, traveling all
the time,' hunting and
fishing and getting paid
for it. Early mornings
and late nights in front of
the typewriters.
Deadlines. No pension
plan. Maybe I should
write more about the latter things and less about
the former. There'd be
less competition in the
business.
I did sneak in a couple
of trips this past week,
short rush trips, of
course, and just to get
stories. No fun involved,
and if you believe that...
The first was opening
day of duck season, or -I
should say the special
September duck season
which by now has enjoyed
its second playing. The
hunt was a part of a
three-year experiment offered Kentucky and Tennessee hunters by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. After the 1983
season the feds will
decide whether or not to
make it a part of the annual scenerio.
The hunt has been
described as the "wood
duck and teal season,"
though it truth and under
tight restrictions, all
ducks are legal game.
Several years back the
wood duck was a bird in
trouble throughout the
country and especially in
northern states. The people who write the
migratory bird hunting
laws clamped down on
the wood duck harvest,
and special woodie programs were emphasized
by the various state agencies. (That's where all
the wood
,dNic boxes
came from.) tifj
To keep itAhort, the
plan worked and the
wood duck populations
bounced back, especially
here in the south. But our
southern birds weren't
getting hunted, mainly
because they migrated
into Texas and points
south before our regular
duck season opened.
Hence the September
season, which is an alternation of the old early
teal hunt. Throw in the
woodies and add a
"mistake" duck of any
kind, and you have the
makings for a good
outing.
And that's what it was
last year. Kentucky

Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources
biologists were surprised
at the number of hunters
who participated and the
birds they bagged. But
they weren't surprised
that most of these ducks
were woodies raised on
Kentucky ponds and
creeks. Banding and
survey studies showed
that the htut did exactly
what it was designed to
do: harvest a homegrown product. And fthe
pre-1982 season survey
showed the woodies'
population suffered no ill
effects from the 1981
September season. If the
same is true after the
three-year test, one
would assume the U.S.
Fish and Wildlifed Service would make the
season permanent.
Now if they could just
do something about the
mosquitoes! Don Buck,
Phil Sumner and I (the
old trio) were nearly carried off our Barkley Lake
mudflat by the pesky, insects. Opening morning
had no breeze to carry the
bloodsuckers away, and
they were in their glory.
We hadn't had time to
scout, but in years past
this spot had yielded good
numbers of teal. We
spread 18 decoys and hid
in the buck bushes, hoping for the best.
Three hours' hunting
gave up two woodies and
a bluewing. We saw
several hundred birds
trading up and down the
lake, but most of the
shooting came from the
backs of the bays.
I got sporadic reports
of cit*ps hunters and their
su•-er•
-41• it.
Woedies seemed
little
less populous up in the
coal counties, but
shooting in the Mississippi River bottom counties
was good, as usual.
Regardless of success
factors, however, the early duck season is an example of sound wildlife
management. It also
gives hunters a new and
enjoyable diversion in
September. Let's hope it
continues after the 1983
season is over and the
test is evaluated.
Trip number two was a
weekend jaunt with the
Tennessee Outdoor
Writers to Manchester,
Tennessee. Part of the ac-
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canine education

Biologists begin annual surveys
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Tree Service
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tivities included an all- can be obtained by
The cool weather we
The yo-yo elevation
night session on Woods writing: Wade Bourne,
are having now should changes have been a maReservoir after WPSD-TV, 100 Television
red* get-some fish mov- jor factor as to where the
smallmouth bass. Woods Lane, Paducah, KY
bass are active in the
l$8!
is famous for "brown 42001. Or you can register
Our big bass haven't mornings and it looks as
fish," and my guide is at the tourney site before
been active for about If we are going to have to
famous for fooling them. 6 a.m. the morning of the
three weeks now and they live with it for awhile.
He was Doug Potter of event.
must start putting away
I fished Wednesday
Chattanooga, and each
Please, come out and
some food in order to with my son Ricky, who is
summer and early fall he support this tournament
build enough body fat to home on leave from
fishes at least a couple of and the fight against
last through the winter.
Japan,and Ruth Perkins.
nights a week.
cancer. Fishing should be
The last or first cold
We tried several places
Did we catch anything good, and so's the cause.
spell we had really turned in the Kenlake area but
to brag about? Don't ask!
everything on and almost couldn't locate any big
He caught'em the night
everyone caught good bass, not even a linesbefore and probably the
fish!
inger, so we switched to
night after, but when I get
I have really had to the white striped bass
in the boat..? (Potterd did
work hard to find bass and bingo!
CRAPPIE CATCH — Ted Cash, Mayfteld, and
hang a monster, one that
that were big enough to
We found them
Murray, display their catch of 48
Tynes,
Richard
pulled the front of our
keep. There have been susupended around
crappie,caught at Barkley Lake.
boat around while the
fish where I thought they underwater structure and
-•angler held on for dear
should be but most of as the day progressed
life. Potter speaks from
them were too short.
they became increasingly
experience, and he said
We used-topwater buzz active.
odelman
belle
by
mary
the smallmouth felt like a
baits, stickbaits, jitterA few stripes broke the
six-plus.)
bugs, shallow and deep surface for a short time,
Q.
I
have
seen
several
Is
correct adjustment. In
to make good pets.
The lessons the Tenrunning crankbaits, but not enough to get exother words, it's what
nessee angler taught me Dobermans turn on their there any truth to this?
plastic worms, spinner- cited about about.
owners
and
bite them
A. Doberman's brains happens when you let a
could be applied to Kenbaits and spoonplugs in
It was pretty choppy all
tucky Lake. We're now when they got to be bet- do not outgrow their Doberman grow up every depth of water day and I'm sure that had
getting some excellent ween nine and fourteen skulls. That is without obedience train- possible to find in Ken- a lot to do with it.
smallmouth fishing on months old. I always physiologically impossi- ing and correct people tucky lake.
We used slabspoons,
the lake's east side, yet heard that their brain got ble. What does happen is socializing. It happens
Some areas were more pedigos and a gay blade
bigger
than
their
skull
terms
of
in
with
predictable
any
more
dog
but
is
it's a fishery that's still
productive than others, to boat 55 stripes and one
virtually untapped. and it drove them crazy the dog's social system of a problem with large which is nothing new but, large mouth, many of
and
now
I
am
afraid
concomes
to
dogs
into
bred
it
to
bite
when
to
deSmallrnouth stay deeper
the larger fish we caught which were two pounds
on the gravel points, and get one even though they flict with man's social (Continued on Page 12) didn't have a pattern to each.
are
seem
pretty
and
very
of
benefit
without
system
few west Kentucky
go by.
We culled them down to
fisherman get their baits
We lost a lot of good 39 and that waS plenty
down deep enough. The
bass simply because the because I only had one
smallmouth also feeds a
hooks pulled out or they Knife!
lot at night, a time when
were not properly set.
A word of caution to all
most area anglers are
GOLDEN POND — survey of Bards, Honker,
The survey crews use a
At least ninety percent fisherman who will be gohome in bed.
Land Between The Lakes and Hematite Lakes by commonly accepted of the bass we found was ing out the rest of this
Try something dif- (LBL)fisheries biologists mid-November, ac- sampling method known on some kind of brush or fall! Wear a PFD when
ferent. Load up with jigs have begun their annual cording to Dr. Tom For- as "electrofishing" to treetop close to a bank or moving above idle speed!
and trailers or pork rinds. survey of the fish popula- sythe,fisheries biologist. gather samples. This in- ledge.
The water is even
Also pick up a few short- tions in five of LBL's inDuncan Lake, which volves sending a small
Sometimes it took four cooler, setting you up
armed spinner baits. terior lakes.
was drained earlier this electric current through
or f- ive casts to get a bass for hypothermia if you
Work these baits from
Crews began sampling year, is being restocked the water to temporarily
to strike but they would get dumped into the
shallow water to deep on Energy Lake earlier this and will not be included in stun the fish. Researwater!
do it.
the main lake gravel week and will finish the the sample this season.
chers then collect the
Happy Fishing!
points. Keep them near
samples and transfer
the bottom to at least 20
them to tanks of water in
feet down. And you might
their boats. After being
try doing this at night.
and weighed be
What you find tnay sur-•
e reiburnegito ,Ohe4
prise you.
One more note. Part of
"Erectrolthing is efmy job is serving as Outfective only in shallow
door Reporter for Chanwaters," Forsythe said,"
nel 6 television in
so the surveys must be
Paducah. The station is
conducted either in the
sponsoring a "Sports
spring or fall, when fish
Against Cancer" funcongregate along the
draiser the weekend of
shorelines."
Oct. 2. There'll be a softElectrofishing gives
ball tournament, a bicyresearchers a practical
cle race, bowling, etc. I
method of gathering a
volunteered to hold a bass
sufficient sample size of
tournament.
fish to make scientific
It'll be a buddy event on
predicitions and concluOct. 2 at Kenlake State
sions.
Park Marina ( Aurora).
With the data collected
Entry fee is $40 per team,
from the surveys, researFIVE POINT DEER — Hal Nance used a bow to
and the top 10 teams will
chers will have some inGETS DEER — Keith Brown killed this deer with
get
this five point, 160 pound deer.
get cash prizes. ($500 for a bow in Calloway County Oct. 3.
dication of the survival
first place.)
rate of the species in the
Registration blanks
lakes, Forsythe said.

Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Millray Ledger & Timm

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing

and Sporting Equipment

_. .
IIIappy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals

Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON blatURI

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait

GRAYSON NIcCLURE

Yoke 91 last out of Murray for 2 roles Turn r.ght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 m•Iss post Bonner
Grocery Yoke
bloc& top •nto Ponoromd and follow blorh fop to your right

Telephone,502-436-5483

Rt. 1 Nordin(502)4741245 or 474-2211. Ext. 171
ro

Sales & Service
*Mercury Outboard
•Pro Craft
*Lowe 8, SkeeterBass Boats

OUTBOARDS Mack & Mack Marine
Aurora, Ky.

474-22S1

OIARUE'S--_ RESfAURANT
listotk

)11100110
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[Murray Bait Co.

Serving Those
Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
Wilt
Be Open 7 Days A Week
We
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

tom ofh YIP/A

0 Wholesale

Retail

For All Your Fishing Needs
i

Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
HwyL.94 East

Murray, Ky. 42071
Jew xup,-- c.c

Phone

502-73-5693
1oet mac xpiK
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o
Jimmy Tripp
Eric Whited
Steve Robinson
Teddy Delaney III
Paul Reed
Buddy Workman
Art Body, Jr

Kon Hains worth
Karen Hainsworth
Glen Unklesbay
David Robinson
Aaron Barrett
Lynn Lee
Michael Davis
Ben Yoo
Mathew Ferguson Bort Washer

*VIP,

David Doughaday
Mark Futrell
Jeff Garrott
Sandy Clayton
Roy Ferguson

"Dedicated"
"Superior"
"Best carriers in town"

October 16

CARRIER DAY
Saturday, October 16, is International Newspaper Carrier Day, a special day for
special people. It is the day that the newspaper industry has set aside to reward
newspaper carriers for thetr valuable service towthe industry as o whole and to the
customers who support 014 industry.
Because the rewards that. on be realized by doing a job well have always been
held as important, we want to insure that carriers know how much their work is appreciated and that they get ta#e recognition they hove earned.

Newspaper carriers ore the distributors of our industry. They work odd hours in oll
kinds of weather every day of the year. Having a newspaper route is a traditionol
job for children, and we are proud of the fact that having a route teaches kids
lessons about responsibility and what it meons to work. But whether a newspaper
corner is o child or on adult, the work he or she does is a vital link in the spreading
of information around the world.
On Saturday, October 16, we invite you to take port in honoring the Mem"
Wiper 11# Times carriers. Take a minute to ter, your carrier how much you appreciate his or her service. A word from you is one of the rewords of o job weal
done

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Murray High swaps mistakes,
comes out ahead at Greenville

TANK ATTACK — Murray High assistant coach Jerry English discussed strategy with the star of Friday's
Tiger victory — fullback Steve McDougal (34). McDougal rushed for 188 yards, scored once, intercepted a
pass and led the Tigers to a 28-25 district win over Greenville. Listening along with McDougal is lineman
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Trevor Mathis (72).

Lanning travels to 'ultimate'exercise;
oldest entry competes in MC Triathlon
You are free to run
yourself to death if you
want!"
Quoted from the the instruction sheet for the
Fourth Annual Music City Triathlon, the
guidelines are as stringent as the event itself.
Murray State professor
By JIM RECTOR
Adam Lanning III has
Sports Editor
read the rules and is
eager to accept the
challenge.
But if Lanning's entry
"I read something like
that (opening quote) and Into the Triathlon apIt gets my blood flowing pears to be a death wish,
— I'm really looking for- think again.
A proficient
ward to this," Lanning
said about Sunday's tri- marathoner and former
competitive swimmer,
stage test of endurance.
The Triathlon, con- Laming thrives on err
ducted in Nashville, durance sports and would
Tenn., begins with a 1.2 like to compete in the
mile swim in 70-75 degree prestigious Iron Man
water across Percy competition held in
Priest Lake, a 51-mile Hawaii each year.
"Maybe next year,"
bike ride and finally a
13.1 mile run to the finish Lanning forecasts about
line near Centennial his Iron Man expectebons. "Right now I'll setPark.
For a $25 entry fee the tie for this (Music City
participants are free to Triathlon)."
For a man of 52, Lannliterally run (swim or
ride) themselves to ing's entry might come as
a surprise to some.
death.
"Triathlons are the
ultimate test of endurance," the 52-goingon-20 Lanning says. "You
receive a total-body
workout doing something
COCKEYSVILLE, Md.
like this."
(AP) — Negotiations to
The MSU professor will end the National Football
be the oldest participant League's 26-day players
In the competition which strike are back on track
Is limited to a field of 50. today after surviving
Doug Jeffords, their first major flareup
Triathlon official, em- since a private mediator
phasizes in his instruc- joined the talks.
tions to all participants
Mediator Sam Kagel,
that except for their sup- who had orchestrated
port crew (four members three days of steady proonly) the participants are gress and developing
on their own. They corn- momentum, soothed the
pete at their own risk,
angered parties in

covering
oil fields

His age, however,
doesn't shock Jeffords
who wrote to Laming,
"... eight entries over 40
— yours will be oldest,
eight women and only
three entries under 30,
one being female. Median
age about 37. Endurance
sports are not ter
children!"
When asked what inspires Laming and other
endurance sports en,thusiasts to compete, his
answer was this, "You're
not competing against
everyone else, you're
competing against
yourself. Can you do it?
Can you make yourself go
the distance?'

"When y
running
nee
one of
races y.
te on
dig to
two
guy in
catch up with
front of you and you run
scared from the guy
behind you."
The race will begin at 7
a.m. Sunday morning
with the invigorating
swim in chilly Percy
Priest awaiting all participants. Lanning says
he may have an advantage in the water
because many of the entrants are strong runners
or strong cyclists, but
weak in swimming.
The total race is expected to take until about
2:30 p.m.. when the finish
line dole&• — • Laming said he had
two goals going into the
weekend competition.
The first was to finish in
less than six hours, the
second, to beat one person.
"Being the oldest, I'm
expected to finish last,"
Lanning laughed. "I
figure if I beat one person
I've won."

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The game was over.
Host Greenville had
fallen to Murray High, 2825, and players,
cheerleaders and coaches
mingled in post-game
hand shaking formalities.
Above the murmur of
congratulations came the
shout of Greenville's Ron
Wigglesworth, "Where's
McDougal? Where's
No.34?"
Steve McDougal's
Tiger teammates steered
him toward the
Blackhawk coach who
was so eager to meet the
Murray fullback.
"McDougal," he said,
shaking a sweaty grip,
"you played a heckuva
game. We couldn't stop
you inside at all tonight.
You were like stopping a
Sherman tank out there.
Good luck."
Wigglesworth wasn't

'McDougal... you were like
stopping a Sherman tank.'
—Gri..n yule football coach
Just passing a casual congratulations to the Murray senior. He meant
every word.
McDougal almost
single-handedly carried
the Tigers past their
district foe ... he at least
carried most of the
Blackhawk defenders one
at a time or another
throughout the night.
"I knew before the
game coach (Tim)
English wanted me to
have a big game for us. I
wanted it bad tonight and
it looks like I got what I
wanted," McDougal said
after Friday's victory.
The 5-foot-10, 220pounder bulled his way to

188 yards on 27 carries,
one touchdown, one pass
reception for 10 yards,
one game-clinching interception with 2.15 remaining and numerous
tackles as defensive
linebacker and lineman.
"The line really blocked well for me tonight,"
McDougal admitted.
"They knew they had to
do it because we were
coming right at them.
They did a good job
tonight, good blocking."
But while McDougal
was revelling in the
spotlight of his best game
this season, the Tigers
were struggling to subdue
an unexpectedly tough

Blackhawk squad.
"They're a vastly improved squad since the
first of the year," Knglish
said about his opponents.
We gave them a couple of
mistakes — the interception return (fog a TD)and
the blocked punt(another
TD)— but then they turned right around and gave
us a lucky break (fumbled in own end zone,
recovered by Tiger Randy Payne)."
The entire night was a
see-saw battle of sustained Murray offensive
drives interspersed with
breakaway scoring plays
on alternating miscues.
Murray started the
scoring on the night's
first possession.
The Tigers marched 65
yards in eight plays, capping the drive with an 11yard Mark Boggess pass
to Chris Farmer. David
Denham's kick was good
as were all four of his
extra-point kicks for the
night.
Greenville coughed up
the ball on its third play
from scrimmage and Jeff
"Cat" Downey recovered
on the Greenville 36.
However, on the third
play after taking over,
Boggess lofted a wounded
duck and Greenville's Anthony Hawkins alertly
picked it off returning 65
yards for a host TD.
With 2:13 left in the second period the
Blackhawks regained
possession after a Murray punt. On the first
play, quarterback Doug
Thompson hit halfback
Curt Fleming with a pass
near the left hash mark
and he promptly flipped
the ball to trztfling team- mate Kenneth Tidwell
who jetted 71 yards for
the second Greenville
score.

SMASHING THROUGH — Senior Tiger fullback Steve McDougal explodes
through the Greenville defense enroute to a 188-yard rushing night — the best
game for the Murray High runner this year.
Staff photo by Jima Rector

Murray trooped 82
yards in 11 plays and
McDougal crashed in
from the Greenville 2 to
even the score. The
Tigers went ahead 14-13
on Denham's kick, but
(Continued on Pg.9)

Negotiations to end football strike survive major flareup
separate meetings Friday following an eighthour disruption over
bargaining tactics.
The union claimed
management negotiators
had demanded it drop unfair labor practice claims
against the league as a
prerequisite for further
talks.
The Management
Council responded that
there had been no such
demand and said instead

KEEP ALL DIRT
ASHES AND SMOKE
Avi OUTSIDE!
_SURE-FLAME
moo

that the union had failed
in a six-hour stretch to
provide a list of as-yet
unresolved issues.
Kagel, the 73-year-old
San Francisco lawyer
brought in Tuesday to
mediate the dispute,
managed to mollify both
sides and resumed the
through -the -night
bargaining.
The loss of much of one
day's worth of bargaining
time, coupled with the apparent loss of steam
which had built up under
Kagel's pressure, increased the likelihood
that a settlement would
not be achieved until next
Monday at the earliest. If
the talks go on much
beyond that, a fifth
weekend of regularseason games would be
jeopardized.
The National Labor

Relations Board is considering the union's complaint that the Management Council, the
owners' negotiating committee, has failed to
bargain on wages. The
owners have repeatedly
rejected the union
demands for a fixed wage
scale based on years in
the league and a central
salary fund to be in-

non-roster players in an
attempt to force an end to
the walkout.
If the NLRB rules for
the owners, the dispute
would be deemed an
economic strike, not an
unfair labor practice
strike, and the league
could theoretically open
the camps to outsiders or
close for the season.
Negotiations, which

dependently administered.
If the NLRB rules in the
union's favor that
management's actions
have in effect prolonged
the strike, the league
would be prohibited from
hiring players to replace
those on strike. In other
words, the NFL would be
barred from opening its
camps to free-agents and

Some players enjoying all-star week
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Tight end Don
Hasselbeck of the New
England Patriots says
he's having a ball in the
nation's capital.
"I'm kind of enjoying
the week," said
Hasselbeck after practicing with the player
union's AFC East team

that will meet an NFC
East squad Sunday at
RFK Stadium. "It's a lot
more fun than what I've
done in New England."
Asked to explain,
Hasselbeck said "there
are a lot more rules in
New England."
He said new Coach Ron
Meyer, formerly of

Southern Methodist, has
instituted the new rules
and "it's a lot like college."
Among the rules is one
that proihibits the
Patriots from leaving the
hotel in a visiting city,
and one that calls for the
offensive and defensive
teams to ride separate

New Nosiness in Town
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1983 Membership Drive
Italian Dinner Menu

Burns wood or
coal efficiently.

ANTIPASTO
(Salad)

CANNELLONI

Larger heating
capacity saves
you money.

(Pasta filled with Meat and Baked
in Tomato and Cream Sauce)
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(Steamed Broccoli with Nuts)

PARMIGIANA DI MELAZANE
• High efficiency - zero heat loss
with fiberglass insulation and
galvanized. pointed weather
Cover

el Extra capacity 700 to 1100 CFM
biovfer with unique baffle
system for 100.000-150,000
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heat distribution and comfort
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giant Efficient for all types or
homes,mobile homes shops
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HOMES STOVE SHOPPE
OZARK LOG
Hwy. 121
ly-Pess Money, Ky. 753-4774

had ended near dawn Friday and resumed at 11
a.m. EDT, broke off after
only five minutes.
Kagel's shuttle
diplomacy got things
moving again after 7 p.m.
with a list of peripheral
issues on the agenda and
the thornier matter of
economics — the wage
scale, central fund, etc.
— still to come.

(Eggplant Parmesan)

PIERE RIPIENE
(Pears stuffed with Gormonzola Cheese)

Sunday — October 17th 1912 —
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Free meet wit year pod op 1 983 Membership by Diener Time
There ill be a charge of $5.00 per meal for guests
and members who do not renew their 1983 Membership by Dinner Time.
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buses to and from the airport.
"This is more fun."
said Hasselbeck, a sixyear veteran who at 6foot-7, 245 pounds is one of
the biggest players here.
"I enjoy meeting all the
guys from the different
teams."
As for the game,
Hasselbeck said, "As
long as no one gets hurt, it
will be fine. It's fora good
cause."
The cause, of course, is
to put pressure on
management to agree on
a new collective bargaining contract and end the
players' strike, now in its
26th day.
The union's two all-star
teams were to be fitted
for their game uniforms
today and work out in
RFK Stadium for the first
time.
Lee Roy Selmon of the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
and Bill Gay of the
Detroit Lions arrived Friday to double the East's
defensive linemen corps Dennis Harrison of
Philadelphia and Phil,
Tabor of the New York.
Giants were the only
other two linemen at the
practices on Wednesday
and Thursday.
4
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It's a bird, a plane ... no,it's Willie McGee!

kiLLNAUKX1 LAP)— Itegnylistly jest kaisi thet
tile 79th Wald Swiss wodd tan We a king hall
dim= Milwaukee's day Comity Stadium
BM the last pur you'd aged to reach the nets
would be dueler Web Mss,the at.Lewiseeekir
RA* who mamiegid jest bur bensors in LIS gimes
during his rookie seaman.
Still, there was McGee doing his bane run trot
"rim Friday algid.&MN hi four runs as the Cardinals defeated Milwaukee 64 in Game $ of the
Series to take a 2-gamee-to-1 lead. And everytime
one of the Brewers took aim at the center field
seats, there was McGee leaping to make marvelous
ditches.
"I don't think anybody's ever had a better World
Series game than he had tonight," said Whitey Herzog, manager of the Cardinals."He had two homers
and was all over the outfield."
Actually, this was the second big World Series
day for McGee. A year ago, during the Series, he
was traded to the St. Louis organization in an
unheralded minor-league deal in which the New
York Yankees acquired left-hander Bob Sykes. At
the time, it was nothing more than a line of type in
the transactions list, but McGee graduated to the
Cardinal roster in May and on Friday night be was
a World Series hero.
"I don't believe I'm here," McGee said, a touch of
wonder in his voice. -Baseball is baseball.
Anything can happen at any time."
Friday night's game began as a pitcher's duel
between Pete Vuckovich of the Brewers and Joa-

gnin Andujar of the Cardinals. McGee had gone to
ttie fence in the first inning for leadoff man Paul
Maier% Wig mash.
"It idniaet readied." said Molitor, who had been
the hottest hitter in the Series' first two Silage with
seven hits. "I hit the ball real well to the deepest
part of the bell park. I hadn't noticed how deep
McGee plays. He has great confidence in his ability
to come in on the ball. He made the catch kind of
easily."
Through four innings, each team had just one hit.
Then, with one out in the fifth, Lonnie Smith, hitless
in the first two games, doubled to left center. After
Dane Iorg reached on an error by first basesnan
Cecil Cooper, McGee came to the plate.
"He threw me a high changeup on the inside part
of the plate," the rookie said. McGee sent it well In-
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had to be helped from the field. Be was taken is Mt.
Sinai Medical Center where X rays and
neurological testa were negative. He suffered a conof the bone just below his right knee and Andujar said upon returning from the hospital:
* "It hurts, but I'll be reedy if they need me."
Jim UM relieved for the Cards and after'biking
out Ben Ogilvie, he surrendered a single to Gorman
Thomas. Don Money pinch hit for Roy Howell and
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Oldest Racer rivalry resumes today when Raiders invade

Two of the OVC's
stingiest defenses will be
the focus of attention
Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium when Middle
Tennessee provides
Homecoming opposition
for Murray State.
Murray State and Middle Tennessee enter
today's contest (2 p.m.)
ranked first and second
respectively in scoring
defense. The Racers are
yielding 9.8 points an
outing and have allowed
just five touchdowns in
five outings while MTSU
is giving up just over 10
points a game.
The Middle Tennessee
series is the oldest on the
Racer schedule as the
two teams first played in

1925. Saturday's contest
represents the 53rd
meeting between the two
teams with the Racers
holding a 25-24-3 series
advantage.
Both teams have two
losses in conference action and each is hoping to
use Saturday's encounter
as a springboard off a losing streak.
The hard-luck Racers
dropped their fourth consecutive game last
weekend as UT Martin
downed Murray State 107. It marked the second
week in a row the Racers
lost by three points.
"We're a very disappointed football team
right now." said Racer
coach Frank Beamer.

"We can toss in the chips
or we can keep fighting
hard and expect good
things to happen. I feel
our coaches and players
will be working harder
than ever before."
I thought our kids
played hard against UT
Martin and I saw several
things we can build on
from that game." added
Beamer. "We're going to
take what we have and
try and improve."
A trio of Racer offensive performers were impressive in Murray
State's most recent
outing. Offensive tackle
Jeff Carty, making his
first varsity start, was
singled out as the coaches
offensive player of the

Andujar Xra
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Even before knee X-rays
proved negative, pitcher
Joaquin Andujar's St.
Louis Cardinal teammates were confident the
right-hander would
return to the World
Series.
Andujar was hit on the
bone just below the right
knee by a sharp onebouncer off the bat of Ted
Simmons in the seventh
inning of Game 3 Friday
night, which the Cardinals won 6-2.
"He's a gamer, we
need him," said third
baseman Ken Oberkfell.
"Usually, when he gets
hurt, he bounces back.
I'm just hopeful he'll be
able to pitch on Tuesday,
if we need him."
St. Louis catcher Darrell Porter said Simmons

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

753-3355

and 1-2 in OVC play
following last weekend's
35-18 loss at Eastern Kentucky.
The Blue Raiders only
otherd defeat was a 19-16
setback at home &waist
Akron. Middle Tennessee
has defeated Savannah
Stated, Elizabeth City,
Liberty Baptist and
Morehead State.
The Blue Raiders won
last year's encounter, 149, at Murfreesboro. Murray State, however, has
won five of the last six
contests.
Murray State will end
its current home stand
the following Saturday as
the Racers host
Southwest Missouri.

uriermay return
•

laced into a
"I went to get the ball,"
said Porter."By the time
I got it, everybody else
was around him. He had
pitched super, but he's
been like that all year"
Cardinals' pitching
coach Hub Kittle said Andujar was released from
the hospital and returned
to the team's hotel. But
he said the pitcher's injury would be closely
watched.
"You never know with
an injury like that how
much he might favor it
with his pitching motion," Kittle said."It happened to (hall of tamer
Dizzy) Dean. He broke
his toe and afterward
ruined his arm."
Aside from Andujar's
injury, the talk in the

Lexington broadcasters
selected for OVC games
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Two Lexington,
Ky., broadcasters have
been selected as announcers for the Ohio
Valley Conference's Friday night basketball
telecasts during the 196283season.
Ralph Hacker, executive vice president
and general manager of
WVLIC in Lexington, and
Kenny Rice, sports director at WTVQ-TV in Lexington, will announce five
OVC games during
Janurary and February.
The announcement was
made Friday by officials
of the OVC, which earlier
revealed plans for live
broadcasts of five OVC
basketball games star-

week. Sophomore
tailback Terry Suggs,
also in his starting debut,
picked up 68 yards and
done touchdown in 17 carries.
Tight end Bart Robinson also proved an effective target for quarterback Brian Fine as he
pulled down four receptions for 44 yards.
Guard Rodney Lofton
earned defensive player
of the week honors with 14
total tackles, including
two for losses. Tackle
Donnie Wilson, safety
Ralph Robinson and
linebacker Donald White
alsod recorded double
figure tackle statistics.
Middle Tennessee's
record fell to 4-2 overall

ting at 10:30 p.m. CST on
Friday nights.
Hacker, 38, has been a
broadcaster of University
of Kentucky football and
basketball games since
1971. Rice, 26, has 10
years experience broadcasting sports events,
OVC officials said.
The telecast, dubbed
"Friday Night Live in the
OVC," includes
Morehead State at Austin
Peay, Jan.7; Murray
State at Tennessee Tech,
Jan.14; Middle Tennessee at Murray State,
Jan.21; Morehead State
at Tennessee Tech,
Jan.28; and Murray State
at Middle Tennessee,
Feb.18.

Comet.,Pea Gravel,
etc.
"

wards' clubhouse
centered on Willie
McGee's exploits at bat
and in the field.
"It looked like his first
one was off a changeup,"
said Oberkfell in

reference to McGee's two
home runs. "I think the
second one was a
changeup, too. It was a
big run for us."
Oberkfell and most of
his teammates said they

regarded Andujar's
strikeout of hot-hitting
Paul Molitor with
Milwaukee runners at second and third with one
out in the third inning as a
turning point.

Murray High
(Continued from Pg.8)
the celebration was shortlived.
Greenville took a 19-14
advantage to the lockerroom at halftime after
Thompson found Fleming
with a 15-yard scoring
toss before the break.
The play that broke the
Blackhawk backbone was
a high, punt snap
mishandled by Mike
Shanks who was hit on his
own 2-yard line and
fumbled. Payne dropped
on the loose pigskin and
Murray led, 21-19, with
only 2:33 expired in the
third period.
The Tigers forced
another punt late in the
third quarter and drove
67 yards for their fourth
TD —a fake to McDougal
up the gut with Boggess
keeping off-tackle for the
score.
Greenville responded
by blocking a McDougal
punt in the fourth period
and running 55 yards for
the score. The Tigers had
already enough scoring

insurance to stave off the
final 'Hawk threats and
the hosts' hopes faded
when McDougal intercepted a fake-punt
pass on Greenville's 31. •
"We knew they were
going to try the fake, but I
didn't know they were going to throw it right at
me," McDougal said. "It
was a pretty easy catch,
but those are the kind
that can fool you. I bobbled it a little, but I made
sure I didn't drop it."
Altogether Murray
totaled 350 yards offensively (297 rushing, 53
passing), including an 86yard rushing night by
David McCuiston on 14
carries and a 4-for-9
throwing effort by Boggess.
Greenville racked up 98
yards on the ground, 107
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through the air on threeof-nine completed passes
for 205 total yards.
Next week Murray, 5-3,
returns to Ty Holland
Stadium to celebrate
Homecoming against
Caldwell County (7:90
p.m.). Greenville, 1-7,
travels to Hancock (winty.
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HORSING AROUND — Murray State mascot Minim (left) and
Racer football
coach Frank Reamer show their approval of a cheerleader stunt dories
nem
day's Homecoming pep rally at Racer Arena. Today the Racers
Imre putting
their enthusiasm to test when they host Middle Tennessee.
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Dealt,
By Abigail Van Buren

Daughter's 'Right'
Is Mother's 'Wrong a problem:

DEAR ABBY I am a IPA-year-old girl with
my mother. She asked me if I was sexually active with my
boyfriend and I told her the truth, and now I'm not
allowed to see him anymore.
My mother listens in on all my telephone conversations
and I am treated like a criminal. If I go anywhere, I have
to tell my mother where I'm going so she can call and
check up on me, and she always does.
I am seeing a counselor. She advised me to drop my
boyfriend to make peace with my mother, but I love him
too much to drop him. I was a virgin when I met him and
I have no plans to make love with anyone else, so I don't
think I'm a whore like my mother says I am, do you?
Now I'm sorry I was so honeil. I really love this guy,
and I think I have the right to do what I want with my
body, don't you?
SHOULD HAVE LIED
DEAR SHOULD: I don't think you're a "whore"
either. Neither do I think you should have lied.
As for the "right" to do what you want with your
body: As long as you are living under your mother's
roof, she has the "right" to raise it if you don't
abide by her rules.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Can you tell me if a wire has any legal
right to know some facts about her -leasimod? I've been
married for several years, but I deal know where ray
husband works.(He says, -Somewhere in Detroit.") I don't
know what he does. how much he makes, how arch he
owes, or if he has anything saved. I don't know if he has
any insurance, and if he has, who the beeteticitary is.
He never has any friends over. He &ever mentions any
names. No one ever calls him at home, yet he must have
some friends because he goes somewhere. If I ask any
questions, his routine answer is, "Don't worry about it."
Thank God I've got • good job. I make all the hoses
payments. I also pay for improvements. He pays the
utilities I buy my clothes. He buys his.
No mail comes here for him. It sounds as though he
could be a criminal, doesn't it? Well, I had the police
check, and he has never been arrested for anything. He'.
never paid any fines or been in jail.
If someone comes to me me, he goes into the bedroom
and stays there. No amount of pleading will get him out.
After my guest leaves, he yells at me for opening the
door He doesn't even want me to answer the phone.
•
Please help me. I need some answers soon.
IN THE DARK IN MICHIGAN
DEAR IN: Your husband is either sick (paranoid)
or he is hiding out. The chances are that he is using
a phony name. One thing is certain — something is
very strange. First see a lawyer to determine a
wife's "rights." You may have to hire a private investigator to find out why his behavior is so secretive. If you choose to live with this mysterious man,
it's your right, of course. But I am "in the dark" as
to what you are getting out of this marriage besides
abuse.
Se.

Movement
planned
WASHINGTON(AP)—
The Rev. Theodore
Hesburgis says the
nuclear piece movement
nay matte religious and
*lend& leaders divided
sines the thus of Galileo.
lisebargh, interviewed
on Cable News Networks's; "Newsmaker
Sussasy," said he has
been working with
religious and scientific
leaders from around the
world, including the
Soviet Union, China and
other Iron Curtain countries,to seek an end to the
nuclear arms race.
He predicted, "I think
we're going to see a lot
more of what is generally
called civil disobedience
and we're going to see
people going to jail" to
protest nuclear arms.

Your Individual
Horoscope

INVITATION TO BID FOR
DIESELrun.
The Calloway County Board of Education will receive sealed bids for diesel fuel
for the Calloway County School District
until 1:30 p.m., Monday,October 25, 1912.
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside the name of the job, the name of the
bidder, and the date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

2. Notice

If you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelopli to Abby, Letter Book11, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
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CAM OF
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The family of Deans Boyd
wish te express their
sincere opprociotiee fee His
way friends, seighbon
wW feselly soppert they
received is their tine of
sorrow le Wig their Wined Ded. Eased* for the
lovely Woven end feed. We
weerld oleo Ike to thank Dr.
Nu
Mentes end Dr.
illinciedt end the owns se
the 2•1 flew rt the Norm
Ulmer Cventy ifespitW
for their help end kindness.
The Fee*

We would Ike to express
eer deep wpm:Wm to of
ow friends end neighbors,
who were so 'seem* to
es, Mewing the recent Ilse
of ow Mae. Yew generosity ow ever-wheg. We
received so maw unex•
peeled gifts fres meads
ned churches, eases the
county. We especially wish
.
Is thank IS. Warm,Callowey Resew Squad,
who worked se bard and
le.. We think dory we
sheet the eitsst fells we've
wee wet. They reeky core.
Again, we thank everyone
who respendosi end were sie
skies. May Gad Ness of of
Mr. sod Mrs.
you.
books Notion

5. Lost and Found
Lost: white fiberglass
top off motorcycle
saddle bag. Somewhere
between Mayfield and
Crossland. Call 498-8324
or 498-8231. Reward.

6. Help Wanted
Artist Models Department of Art
needs part-time model.
Experience and artistic
sensitivity preferred.
Work will be assigned
according to need for
models, for fall semester. S4.50 per hour.
Contact: Dale Leyf
Dept of Art MSU.
Phone 762-3784 or 7623787. E.O.E.-M-F.
Beauty operator needed
in Benton. Very reasonat!e rent. Call 7534821 9-5p.m., after 5:30
437-4562.
College graduate-Multi
Billion Dollar Company
expanding its sales
force in Murray. Excellent career opportunity.
All fringe bc,,efits. No
travel. For confidential
interview call Garon
Allen 759-9480. Monday
12 noon-5p.m. Tuesday
8a.m.-5p.m.
Lady to wash clothes at
my home once a week
for single man. Phone
753-0897.
Nurses needed RN or
[Ph's, a full time
opening is available, for
the 11-7 shift. The
employ would be
scheduled Mon -Fri,
with every week -end
off. Excellent salary
and benefits. Apply in
person at Care Inn 4th
and Indiana St.
Mayfield, Ky. or call
247-0200.
Pillsbury Co. of
Murray, will be taking
applications Oct. 25 and
26, for office and ex
perienced grain elevator operator.
Secretary-Rec?ptionist.
Mature lady, typing,
bookkeeping, office
machine. Permanent
position. Send resume
to PO Box 1040B
Murray,,Ky.
Secretary needed.
Typing, shorthand, and
previous experience
required. Send resume
to :
7 0 Box 1040C
Murray, Ky.
Two seamstress
positions currently
open. Must have ability
to do general
alterations, be de
pendable, be able to
work unsupervised.
Apply the Tailor Shop
1600 Dodson Ave. 89
each morning, 4 5 each
No phone
afternoon
calls please
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AND MINIM
PERUD REALTY
10. Business Opportunity
4p.m.
after
436-2566
Tn.
shots and wormed. Call
-753-1222.
IT 175 Yamaha
21 yowl osperlowie.
Coin Laundry equip
SPINET COMM
Stove boards heavy 753-9390.
Sammy tterms, Pow
Hoisclaw trailer, with 3
ment. Washers, dryers,
lined 321n x din $12.99, AKC German Shepherd
irig Contractor I.
Staked Seers ow
PIANO
APPLIANCE
channels.
44.
Lots
changer, etc. Sell as lot.
Call
for
492
Sale
11144
36 x 52 $17.99. Wallen puppies 60 champions,
FOR MU
permsceel ornerier and
speddles.
Kenmore,
SERVICE
502-395-5641, ask for
Hardware Paris Tenn.
exterior painting Free
also guard dogs and For sale 1 Y2 acres and N.MeService
W estinghouse
Rested: itessmesibi•
Jim.
11011111111
eetintate 0101 75316116
Wash machine, excel- Registered Eskimo well. septic, and elecWhirlpool 70 years
/arts S. fake OVEM Ogee.
V P53047
lent condition. Call 753- Spitz. 502-554-2153.
ROSS.
tricity, near Aimo 64000
experience
Parts
and
Cam be i.e. Wally. PM*
2823 after A PM.
WILL Oillt.INO and
For sale to cooed home, firm. 1-442-6768
service
3544177
•
11. Instruction
Bobby
ttoPPer
Mr. Pewees, Bei 327,
repair COM011011 Well
Wood for sale
Bob's Appliance Set
De- Registered male
•
arwenemil
immolom
45.
Private pilot ground C.erfyle, Ilhwis 62231.
Farms
for
Sale
Drilling McKenna. TN
livered anytime. 474- Doberman, 7 years old,
vice 207 S 5th St
JC I. C Sheeting Vinyl. I rregation residential
School beginning Oct.
7274.
$25. Call 436-2410 after 100 Acres, over SO
7 5 3
4 8 7 2
aluminum,
steel
&
vinyl
18, 1982 at Mayfield
end CentmINCial ell
753 1N4(home)
Wood stove with ther- 5p.m. or 759-4455 after tillable, house barn and
coated aluminum siding 311 )671
Airport. Class will meet
crib. Marshall- Calloway
mostat and fan. New 2p.m. Ask for Patty.
a
trim
for
and
houses
on Monday and Thurs$450, sell $250. 436-2361.
County line. $16,500.
INFLATION
Also fiberglass shake WE( IASIMINT9 We
day evening 7:00,p.m.
A.Produce
Nell
make wet basements
Brenda
Sins
Realtors,
siding
We also put en or dry
until 10:00p.m. in six
27. Mobile Home Sales
PRICES
Work completely
1
354-6325
or
1-154-6900.
Centenial
sweet
repair
galvanized
Pasco,
and
sessions, Call 502-247guaranteed
C•10 or
Pierreer,
potatoes
sale
for
Serry,
Rt
4
10x50
aluminum
TWO
roofs and write
bedroom
6866 for registration
Morgan Con
46. Homesfor Sale
announces the
Murray, 753-8586.
mobile home. Ec
any., Maj•stic,
siding for barns 759
information.
strut hen Co RN 2 Ben
onomical gas heal, fur1600 office or 75.30379 409
Duplex 2 bedroom, cencar stereo.
opening of
A
Paducah Ky
nished. good condition, 41. Publk Sale
home
tral
gas
and
air,
brick,
43001. or call) 4437531
World of Sowed
his office
$2950.759-4552.
14. Want to Buy
large,
private
STUMP
lot,
K
K
&
by
REMO
Will do odd
....*•• 72 mei l•
1981 Buchaneer, 24 x 44,
owner. Call 759-4937.
VAL
Do you need ing raking lobs Paint
practice of
Good used baby crib,
leaves. and
753-5865
•
•
three
bedroom,
stumps
1
/
1
2
from
removed
Extra nice brick home
or, Cht,00 [Of
Call 753-0294.
cleaning gutters Cell
•
*
bath all electric, disyard
General
your
or
land 767 4002
located in city for
Want to buy 1 used
SC00
•
hwasher, shackled roof,
cleared of stumps' We
convenient shopping. •
14^.. 9
go-cart. Call 753-1593.
Deutistry
•
•
brown masonite siding,
stumps
Can MAW*
up Will do plumbing and
House is in excellent
heating re
12 x 16 deck. 753-5671
to 24 inches below the roofing
Hours by Nights
condition with 3 bepairs, painting Cell
PIANOS & ORGANS
before 5:00 p.m., 15415. Articles for Sale
ground.
leaving
only
drooms, dining room,
Available
E1323 anytime.
Sawdust and chips. Call 75.32311
snd garage. Well inHope or storage chest,
1653 Caliefrey Ave.
for free estimates. Sob Will sharpen hand Same.
Completely
sulated
and
furnished
natural
gas
inside measurements 34
753.1914
Kemp 435 4343 or Sob circular saws. and
New Console & bench
wood and electric heat.
mean low utility bills.
Yaft. Ig.xl9ft deepx18ft.
by LOWREY
atisigradagibm..
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
2
rooms
built
Owner
on,
3
financing
large
is
wide with 3 I 2 deep tray
609 Olive
lots. Located in Bay
Appliance repair wort
available. Priced very
$50 .tin tack (4 guns)
Reg $1,795(1 only)
View Vista near Panlow 104,000. Call
all brans'''. __Seectelfte in
Fri. and Sat. II-4
$20114WrbEr eV' feedtieS.
:
NOW $1;2138
orama Shdre'V. tall
515inn.'`
Tappan MR 753 5341 or
tf Assoc.
$20‘,5e0 a/ 1624 Olive or
p.idi in
-1,
59-9252.
753-7711412%ft
354-6956.Carl yivett.
New Spinet &bein•A
ROOF
phone 753-1712.
woinut finish (only 1)
FOR SALE IN CITY. 1
Bob's Home In
Marlin Model 336 C 35 by KIMBALL
P11011LIMS?
211. Mobile Home Rentals
we "odder kr never
Y2 story aluminum
provement, 17 years
caliber rifle, Weaver
Need a seem/ spisided borne one block
building experience,
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
nod plods eels. leK2.5 scope, quick adjust
NOW $1,088
from university. This
remodeling, additions,
for rent, near Murray.
es*? 111616-ap et
sling, mint condition.
stail
ureter
Ines
red
import
Auto
home has been recently
concrete work, repairs,
No pets. 489-2611.
762-4391 before 4:00. BALDWIN "The best month
Resideatiel. toil
vele
remodeled and has all Salvage, New and used general home main
•
489-2317 after 4:00.
con buy- (only 1), compare Two bedroom trailer on
parts,
rebuilt
engines
referees's.
Cal MO
new
carpet
taince. Call 753-4501.
throughout.
,
arS17;$
Ledbetter Church Rd.
Martin Wood Stove has at $2O
Owls* Pl-17PIar
Lots of living space with etc. Call 474-2325.
Build
Repair
and
$60
a
month.
$1,688
NOW
354-6144
been used one season
NCCALPIII
4 bedrooms, 1 /
1
2 bath, New set of headers for a tobacco barns. Free.
7534176.
after 5:00p.m.
with blower. 5100. 492small block 350 cubic estimate Call 435
dining
room,
study,
TOTAL
OUR
INVENTORY
KW
MN
4347
8207.
Two
16th
N.
St.
910
bedroom
trailer
/
1
2
inch
chevy
engine
REDUCED. WE TAKE ALI,
utility, game room,
$OO
mile south of Almo
•
Mosier office safe REASONABLE OFFERS/
981464-3476
shop and full basement. Two new glass pack
Heights, off Old 641.
Aleasksear and Vinyl
Schwab 2 drawer inmufflers
$15 each. Cali
Property adjoins
753-5618. No pets.
sulated filing cabinet,
skiing eel Alenierne
elementary school's 753-63011.
metal office desk,
Two or 3 bedroom
property. Utility bills Duane's Place-Used
boos. It
NW kr
SIMMS VINICLIS
753-7370.
mobile
HAMMOND "used"
Plumbing seppfies,
home, near
are very low with wood Volkswagon parts, tune3 to choose from
Panorama Shores. 474Pdollal•
AUCTION
REPOSSED SIGN! Noburning stove con- up, break jobs, rebuilt
electrical supplies.
8038.
Jack Glare.
thing down! Take over $788 to $2,988
Cers-Pbbee-Oesies leierbwas
nected into central motors. 435-4272.
payments $58.50
heating system and
TI'
VA/UT AUTIMILITY
753-1873
wuRLITZER "used"
V. Heating-Cooling
monthly
4'x8'flaShing
TVA insulated. Large S. Used Cars
3 to choose from
612
N.
Motet Street
<Mr
43. Real Estate
arrow sign. New bulbs,
lot with 2-car carport.
1967 Ford Mustang. 219
688 to $1,188
Paris,
Teseassee
letters. Hale Signs.
Owners
have
left town engine, AM-FM Cass
At CENTURY 21
1-800-227-1617, Ext. 667.
TUESDAY, OCT011111 11, 1180 A.M.
Air conditioning, Loretta
BALDviiN "used"
Jobs, Real- and will finance at 10.5 ette. Best Offer, 753 21162
Reefing Al Types, 1S
3 to choose from
Sunbeam ice machine,
tors...Rediscover the percent interest. Priced after 6 PM.
TRUCKS
appliance and
years experleace,
new motor, excellent
teens!... Price range, to sell at $35,500. For 1967 Karmann
$288 to $795
1990 Chevrolet Luv Truck, 4 Cylinder, 4
Ghia
work geareeteed. Den
refrigeration sercondition, makes
that is...This ex- more details call Spann Call 757-6147
Speed; 1970 Chevrolet, In Ton, 6
MANY MORE
crushed ice. $900 or best
ceptionally neat two- Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Miersea, 481-2580
vice.
All
We
service
brands.
what
vir
1967
Cylinder. 4 Speed (41; 1971 Chavrolet, 1/2
Cutlass,
Olds
good
offer. Call Mark 753bedroom home in town 2 bedroom 2 /
1 2 acres, 7
et 345-2612.
motor, three nearly new
Ton, 6 Cylinder, 4 Speed (2); 1972
9786.
has just been miles 210 East. 436-21102.
759-1322.
redecorated -interior For sale or trade for 15 inch tires also maple
Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed;
TRS-80 Model III perand economical land, 2 Bedroom Wes- bookcase bunk beds and
sonal computer with
1976 Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton, 6 Cylinder. 3
Campbell's Tree Set
maple
desk.
Call
753
aluminum
30. Business Rentals
siding exter- tern Cedar House on
cassette recorder. ASK
vice
Topping, trim
Speed; 1972 Chevrolet Suburban, II
ior
plus low -low two acres. West of Lynn 3293 after 5 PM.
memory. $875. Call
ming, removing
Full
Cylinder, A/T, 1971 Chevrolet, 3/4 Ton,
utility costs for your Grove. $23,000. Call 1974 Chrysler Imperial.
753-0033.
ch
Power windows and insurance Call 1 577
budget and fenced yard 753-3746.
Cylinder,
4 Speed. 1976 Chevrolet, 3/4
Mhui
Weight bench with leg
locks, tilt wheel, cruise 0918
for your children and
Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1977 Chevrolet,
lift and weights. Will CAR STEREO Pioneer,
House for sale by
Wareham"
Chimney
Sweeps. Call
control, good condition
pets. Dial 753-1492 now
sell seperate or Kenwood, marantz,
owner, on 8 acres, 3 or I
3/4 Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1974
Stereos Spec*
$600. Call after 5p m , now to secure an ap
to start your
together. Call 753-3174 Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Probedroom, full basepointment,
Chevrolet. 3/4 Ton. 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed;
435-434 or
753-1874.
investment
hr
lest
before 5p.m.
fessional installation.
ment, out buildings. 5
762-4792.
1973 Chevrolet Pickup. 8 Cylinder, 4
753-47511
Sunset Boulevard Music
miles northwest of 1974 Cougar KR 7
PgrIeos & Theresa
Speed; 1972 Chevrolet,! Ton, Cylinder.4
Dixieland Center
Murray on main POwer windows seats & Concrete, block, brick,
16. Home Furnishings
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
highway. Priced to sell sun roof, good condi- basements, bun
lasersecs
Speed; 1973 Chevrolet Platform, 1 Ton, 8
datIons,
drive32.
Apts.
ways.
For Rent
tion. $1200. Call 759 1776
Calf 753-2503 after 6p.m.
Carpeting for sale
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1976 Ford Platform, I
Reel Istets
sidewalks,
patios,
and
slightly used, blue plush 23. Exterminating
If you need a 3 bedroom after 5p.m.
Ton, 8 Cylinder; 1987 Ford F400 Platchimneys. Free es
Smokier Cod S.
1914
Ford
and gold shag,
Pinto,
house with extra intimates. Call 753-5476.
form.
2 Ton,I Cylinder, 4 Speed (2): 1971
Norm, kortoky
straight
shift,
draperies, light fixture.
needs
come to make part of
Microwave, like new,
Dodge D-700 Platform,2 Ton,8 Cylinder,
your payment. Take a some work, good tires,
753-44)1
Two bedroom
Tappen range, Tappen
look at this one, extras. $150. Call 436-25-49 after
Speed, 1978 Dodge W-2)0 Crewcab,
5PM.
side by side refrigerator
From
753-3949.
the
road
or
from
Cylinder. A/T; 1973 Chevrolet Suburban,
&Phi
freezer, harvest gold,
within; you'll be im• ONE YOU DREAM 1974 Mercury Montego
Cylinder, An; 1968 Ford F400 Dump, 8
751-4406
good condition. Call
pressed. Split-rail fenc- ABOUT: 3 bedroom Green, automatic, 1
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1975 Dodge D-100, 1/2
753-224 or 759-4573
ing frames the be- brick, 11
/
2 brick, quality cylinder. 762 2136.
Kelley's Termite Duplex for sale-507 autifully landscaped
Ton, 6 Cylinder, 4 Speed (2), 1977
1 construction on 21 acres 1976 Ford Torino 1
1
2 acre lot and stately 8 of good tendable land owner good running
Poplar excellent loca- /
Matching couch and
Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton, 6 Cylinder, 3 Speed;
& Pest Control
tion and investment room brick home. Welk- with substantial road condition. $2000 434.chair. 759-9886.
1970 Chevrolet, 3/4 Ton,
Cylinder, 4
in
$24,500.
closets, marble frontage on two paved 2253.
Brenda Sirt
Pharr' 753-3914
Speed (2); 1971 Chevrolet, 3/4 Ton, II
One couch, 2 chairs,
Realtor 1-354-6325 or baths, top quality highways. This is an 1977 Voter',
cylinder
6
matching set like new.
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1972 Dodge. 3/4 Ton, 8
6900.
workmanship and excellent investment automatic, power
Call 753-4821 9-5p.m., 24. Miscellaneous
materials are sure to for now and in the steering and
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1966 Ford F-350 PlatNice,
one
bedroom,
air Call
437-4562 after 5:30p.m.
10in. Rockwell table duplex apartment, one please the most dis- future. Located east of 753-6215.
form, 1 Ton, 8 Cylinder. 4 Speed, 1974
saw, 10ft. aiuminum block from campus, cerning buyer. Priced Murray and lust re- 1978 Cadillac
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Dodge IFtamcharger,8 cylinder, A/T; 1977
Sedan
braker, Sears miter available by Nov 1. at $80,000. Call KOP- duced to $63,900 for a DeVille, full power
Chevrolet Blazer, II Cylinder, AlT, 1978
A-1 condition Electrolux saw, tube fireplace Stove, refrigerator and PERUD REALTY - quick sale. Don't delay,
AMFM, stereo, CB, new
/51-1222.
vacuum cleaner with insert with fan. 436-2802 water furnished
Ford F-250, 3/4 Ton, Cylinder, 4 Speed,
call today Offered by tires
FREE ESTIMATES On
and battery, ex
power nozzle and all after 5p.m.
Fireplace. Phone 753- Lakefront wooded area Century 21, Loretta cellent
1977 Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton. 6 Cylinder, 3
condition Cali All Electrical, Plumbattachments will sell 2212 Gatesborough
2234
on Kentucky Lake. Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
ing, Painting, and Well
S-.
753-9567.
cheap with 1 yr Come in Friday October One and two bedroom
Calloway -County". Owner must sell or
Pump Needs Licensed.
AUTOMOBILES
guarantee. Call 759 4801 15, Ip rn -8p.m for sale apartments, available Write or call I,C. Bot trade. New cedar sid- 1979 Datsun Hatchback, Call 753 0092 or 753-9673.
Air, AM -FM stereo
1975 Ford Maverick, 6 Cylinder, An;
between 9:30-5 p.m.
of household furnishing, in November. Embassy sko, 7319 White Oak ing. 2 bedroom lake radio, radial tires, ex
Fence sales at Sears
Ave. Hammond, In. cabin. All new furni
1975 Chevrolet Malibu, 8 Cylinder, AIT;
ELECTROLUX Broyhill Premier ma
Apartments, 753-3530.
cellent condition. Call now Call Sears 753-23)0
Your home is the best ster bedroom suite, Room for rent. 2 blocks 16324. Code: tine, completely car
Urn Ford Torino,
for free estimate for
Cylinder, A/T: 1977
7534103
after
430p.m.
place to see why we're Spanish design, white from campus, cooking 219-845-3321
pitted, appliances and
your needs
Chevrolet
Malibu,
Cylinder, An; 1974
1979 VW Rabbit best
.M.11
better. Free pickup and girls provincial bed- facilities, washer,
air conditioning in
Plymouth Valiant, 8 Cylinder, An; 1978
delivery We repair all room suite, Broyhill dryer. $55 per month.
cluded. Very nice. $24, offer. Call 759-4721 after
Stro511" SOO. Call 1-328-1739.
Ford Maverick,II Cylinder. An'.
59
makes of vacuum Dining room Suite, 753-8165 or 436-2411.
SERVICE
1980 Pontiac Sunbird,
ELECcleaners. Bill Farris. 118 table with 3 extensions,
MISCELLANEOUS
Owner
transfering
Realty
must
Two bedroom Unexcellent condition 753
sell 3 bedroom 11
1972 Calument Coach Trailer, Van
TRICAL
/
2 bath
AND
furnished apartment
ori beautiful wooded lot. 8553.
$180 per month.
Type,11' X 12'(6). Various other items.
PLUMBING
Offlee Court to Gait
House completed in 1912 Datsun 210Z 753
Available November
11011111, caa, Caehlar's Ciesb. Cowpony w Pareseel Choi
4023
hew
leemeimi
Nears
1912,
new appliances
REPAIRS AND
lst.753-4793.
weeweedail be a Salk bear Ileweety.
drapes. blinds and car
Odd& Saniiir 111.•INS
111WOON116 is.,Oseale. IS, 1902, IMO e-s.
WILL
PUMPS.
SI.
Used
Troth's
Pets. $43.000, 1611 Oak
1911 Calaisear Need
34.limesfor Rent
340 p , CM.Per impialle
&we= osedie sew
Hill. 753-501/.
•PIESCINIPTIONS 1411611 MKT MIMS
libevey, eimeowhe 42011
1965 Ford pick up, 6
SW NAM Ilewebss, tsbahme wee sole MI442-2612.
Coleman Real Estate
(WO 7534186
cylinder,
straight
shift
•1105PITM SIIPVLIM FOR 18I7 AND SALE
SAVE $2400 Realtors
has houses, apart
TO0411511 VALLEY AUTHORITY
Awls*
Fee. Buy direct from 753 7301.12-5p.m.
*UMW MINIS Of COSMETICS
ments, and a trailer for
SURPLUS PROPERTY WHOM
M.L.
FORD
JOE I. ii01
owner
3
7970
bedroom
Chevrolet
brick.
pickup
rent.
Call
now 753-9191.
•1101.11170 OSTIMIT PIMINICTS
633 CHISTNUT STRUT
bad
1 1/2 bath, large den
WO. Nice 14ft. boat,
Extra nice 3 Wrest,'
C4ATTAN000A,TU041111111117401
kw Dam/atProseiblon bay Unlit
TVA ineuhited. S39,90111
limed& Raided
4354152
motor,
arid
trailer
$650.
house located in
TELEPHONE 6I1-71I1
1605 Belmont 753-4193
Call 4119-2595

way Mayfield Ky. 8156 or 753-4401.
E0E.
SportsEquipe*

25

Willis.
DIA D

YARD
SALE

SALE

•PlANOS•

*AIM

‘- YARD
SALE

•INGANS•

CONRAD'S

Pianos & 03aes

For Rent

• MURDER

WALLIS DRUG
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Consumer education
class planned

OBITUARIES
Williams
Co., dies suddenly
Mayfield.
Born Aug. 16, 1946, in at hospital

Rites today Youngblood rites today
for Mrs. King The funeral for Gary and Rubber
Services for Mrs. Jeannette King, widow of
Dewey W. King, will be
today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and
Dr. Jerrell White will officiate. Mrs. Otto Erwin
will be organist.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. King, 77, died
Thursday at 10:10 p.m. at
Lake Haven Health Care
Center, Benton.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Susie
Allen, one son, Mack
Wayne King, 12 grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren.

Hamilton dies
following illness
James Edward
Hamilton, 71, of the
Lakeland Wesley Village,
Benton, died Friday at
4:15 p.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital following
a brief illness.
Formerly of Trigg
County, Hamilton is survived by four daughters
and two sons, Mrs. Billy
Lovett, Benton; Mrs. Van
Childress and Mrs. Fred
Henson, Aurora; and
Mrs. Jerry Cothran,
Sharpe; Billy Don
Hamilton, Evergreen,
Alabama; and James
Ray Hamilton, Murray.
He is also survived by 15
grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
A retired carpenter, he
was a member of the Delmont Baptist Church in
Roaring Springs,Ky.
Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, is in charge
of the services with rites
planned for Sunday.
Burial will be in the
Powell Cemetery in Trigg
County.
Friends may call after
noon today.

Lynn Youngblood will be
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Webb
Hall will officiate.
Cousins will serve as
pallbeSrers. Burial will
followi in Mt. Olive
Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
huieral home.
Mr. Youngblood, 37, Rt.
1, Farmington, died probably Sunday about 8
p.m. in a pickup on his
parents' farm. He was an
employee of General Tire

they are to function in the
marketplace with campotence and coelblooce."
doe mid. "Teadien who

Detroit, Mich., be was the Billy Joe Williams, 50,
have expanded their
son of Odin Youngblood Rt. 5, died suddenly this
knowledge base in conWZIZ — "Pchiesek" *tau
PIETti MP
and Odell Hudspeth morning at the Murraynn economics are an
mks,
poodle
black
Jo."
"Gypsy
and
nib,
a
consumer
shepard
offer
Youngblood.
Calloway County
ftw adoption at Menai Matter,11111 E.
available
are
economics course for important factor in inHospital.
Sycamore Est., just east of &nth Teeth Street,
preeervice and inservice creasing such public
He is survived by his
Survivors include his
by Humane Society of Calloway County.
operated
teachers at Paducah awareness."
wife, Mrs. Ann Jones
wife, Mrs. Mary Ann
Community leaders
open to the public, are 10 a.m.
Hours of the
Commy College.
Youngblood, and one
Williams, Rt. 5; his
from areas of business,
Friday,10 am.to 4 p.m.,
through
Monday
p.m.,
5
to
Michelle
daughter,
Dr. Joan L. Matipin, industry, government
Youngblood, Rt. 1, Farm_ mother, Mrs. Pearl
Saturday,and neon to4 p.m.&mday.
assistant professor in the and education will share
two daughters,
Williams;
ington; his parents, Mr. Mrs.
Department of Home their expertise during
Don (Donna)
and Mrs. Odi-e F. Johnson,
Economics and Child each class session by
'and Mrsfit 8
Rt. 1,
Youngblood,
at Murray State, analyzing specific
Studies
v,..„._ , _ sister,
Dennis (Patricia)
Mrs.
will teach the course titl- economic issues and the
'
(Marilyn)Razzell Burkeen, Rt. 5; four sons,
Dan
ed "Trends and Issues in impact of those issues on
'Joseph, David and Jerry
Rt. 1, Farmington.
Home Economics: Con- Kentucky consumers.
Williams, all of Rt.5,and
Frances Drake
sumer Education
Mart,Dexter; one-sister,
Participants may
Forum" from 6 to 9 p.m. register for the course
Mrs. R.V.(Delores) Rose,
FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 18. 1982
Rt. 5; and one brother, Whet kind of day will tonter.about a relative or a domestic on Wednesdays.
under any of several
The funeral for Hansel Parham, Murray, Mrs. Gene,Rt.S.
She said it will focus on course numbers, Home
raw be? To find out what thematter, but new chances for
Dowdy was Friday at 2 Anna Lou Hawkins, Rt. 1, Funeral arrangements stars say, reed the forecastfinancial gain present identifying consumer Economics 597, Seconthemselves.
p.m. in the chapel of Roy Farmington, Mrs. Leona are incomplete at the given for your birth sign.
economic concepts and dary Education 597,
SCORPIO
M. Lowe Funeral Home, Alexander, R 1. 8, Max Churchill Funeral
demonstrating the aP" Elementary Education
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21)
ARLES
Lowes. The Rev. Charles Paducah, Mrs. Jeanette Home.
plicabllity of these con- 597 or Economics 597.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) TA Ybu'll have the chance th cepts to classroom learn- Partial tuition scholarBlair and the Rev. Ronnie Bryan, Rt. 5, Paducah, A
•
You may travel in search of Purchase something You've
and Mrs. Almetra Ray,
Stinson officiated.
ships will be awarded on
exPerlences'
peace and quiet. Luck is with always wanted. Rectify a tha
Grandsons served as Rt. 2, Wingo; two sons,
a competitive basis.
the
Maupin, who joined
you in financial matters and situation that has bothered
pallbearers. Burial was James Edward Dowdy,
Scholarship applicaState
Murray
at
faculty
very Youforsometime.
are
partners
In the Mt. Zion Cemetery Rt. 1, Wingo, and Chester
courses in tions may be obtained by
teaches
1978,
in
itt
xerii
SAGITTARIUS
Lee Dowdy, Rt. 3, LOUISVILLE, Ky. cooperative.
there.
family economics, con- contacting: Department
6167, (Nov. 22to Dec. 21)
(AP) — Michael J. TAURUS
Mr. Dowdy, 84, did Paducah.
issues and of Home Economics and
sumer
with
peace
You're
at
Greene on Friday was (Apr.20 to May 20)
Wednesday at 9:15 a.m.
Child Studies, Consumer
management.
resource
remay
friend
a
but
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Saturday, Oct. 16, 1982

DEVLIN MADE RBI DO IT — Clotheshorse Jack Scalia resided the greater celebrity el
television for years- But when Rock Hudson said him to appear with him in 'The Devlin
Osenectioa" be decided to drop his pucker and grab the script_ The NBC miss airs Salerday,°et n.

The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

tv week
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MONDAY
10/18/82

An urban family tackles the
harsh realities of life in the
wilderness. Robert Logan,
Susan Damante Shaw, Hollye Holmes. 1978. Rated G.
6:30 A.M.
(;) 31) - Moneymakers

.WOO A.M.
Hour Magazine
0 CL
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with actress Michele
Phillips, Debra Burke and Dr
Isadore Rosenfeld

-

8:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Female On
the Beach A woman Marries a man whom she later
suspects of wanting to murder her for her money. Joan
Crawford, Jeff Chandler,
Jan Sterling. 1955.
O - MOVIE: 'Summer

5:30 A.M.
O Cop and The Anthem
A bum tries to get arrested
to spend a warm night in
jail
-

6:00.M.
O — MOVIE: 'Adventures
of the Wilderness Family'

Solstice' Against a Cape
Cod background, this moving story spans a fifty year
Henry
marriage.
Fonda,
Myma Loy. 1981.
9:00 A.M.
Phil Donahue Donahue's guest is Jerry Lewis.
MOVIE: 'Jazz Singer'
A New York cantor sings
his way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family relations along the way. Neil
Diamond, Laurence Olivier,
Lucie Amaz. Rated PG.
Phil Donahue
Donahue's guest is William
F, Buckley, Jr.

Cl) -

as-

Frank Middlemass plays
the faithful retainer of "King
Lear" until heath does them
part. The opening presentation of season five of "The
Shakespeare Plays" airs
Monday, Oct. 18 on PBS.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes)

-

10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Fame Is
The Name of The Game'
A reporter discovers the
body of a slain girt Anthony Franciosa, Jill St.
John, Jack Klugman. 1966.
1 1:00 A.M.
0 - Commodores In
Concert The Commodores
perform their biggest hits.
12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Angel Face'
A spoiled heiress is responsible for the death of her
parents, her boyfriend and
then her own. Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons, Herbert Marshall. 1953.
- MOVIE: 'Arthur' A
young millionaire falls in
love with a girl from 'the
wrong side of the tracks.'
Dudley Moore, Liza Minelli,
Sir John Gielgud. 1981.
Rated PG.

O

-

o

1:00P.M.
MOVIE: 'Convicted'
A woman whose brother is
convicted of murder seeks
the real murderer. Glenn
Ford, Broderick Crawford,
Dorothy Malone. 1950.

-

PRE-SEASON
STOVE SALE

Fool's goal

2:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'One on
One' A basketball star
clashes head on with love
white battling the college
athletic
establishment.

-

6240— $29995

Benson, Annette
Robby
O'Toole, Gail Strickland
1977
3:30 P.M.
Ci)- All About Dogs
4:00 P.M.
113
- Lobo
0- Cop and The Anthem
A bum tries to get arrested
to spend a warm night in
jail
4:30 P.M.
O MOVIE: 'Adventures
of the Wilderness Family'
An urban family tackles the
harsh realities of life in the
wilderness Robert Logan,
Susan _Damante Shaw, Hollye Holmes. 1978. Rated G
5:00 P.M.
O - Carol Burnett
0 (21 - 3-2-1, Contact
(Closed Captioned)

-

5:30 P.M.
- Bob Newhart Show
Learning
Disabilities

o

(2d) -

o

6:00 P.M.

as CL - Nenvswatch

O-Eyewitness News
OD - Barney Miller

o - Gomm. Pyle
(1)- Scene at 6

0cc•- News
0
- Business Report
lE) (21) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
O - Charlie's Angels
CBS News

a-

6:30 P.M.
- P.M. Magazine
Cl) - Family
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"Good service at a good
price. That's home-owners
insurance the State Form
CALL ME

Jane Rogers
Insurance
201 South 6th
753-9627

•I!

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

Feud
- Tic Tac Dough
American Professionals
Money Matters This
program shows how money
can be saved and spent
wisely.
- Jeffersons
0 CID - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
tfi)
People's
O
Business
MASH

Like. good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
co*

STATE FARM
cawsow
Mae Plea

Iftiorgin•

.....

4111

-

7:00 P.M.
1111
- That's
Incredible! Tonight's program features a machine
that allows a men to fly by
himself, a wedding of two
window washers and the
world's only 50-yard train
tug. (60 min.)

ED
fi8 C2 - Square
Pegs _Lauren encourageF
Patty to Join her on the
Weernawee girls' football
team.
- MOVIE: 'Love Story'
Shortly after his wife's
death a young man reminisces about their first meeting, their courtship and their
hard but happy years getting him through law school.
Ali MacGraw, Ryan O'Neal,
Ray Milland. 1970.
CC 0 alD - Little House:
A
Beginning
New
A
former circus dwarf tries to
make a normal life for himself in Walnut Grove. (60
min.)
O - MOVIE: 'Jazz Singer'
A New York cantor sings
his way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family relations along the way. Neil
Diamond, Laurence Olivier,
Lucie Arnaz. Rated PG
- All Creatures
Great and Small
- Great Perform0
ances 'King Lear.' One of
Shakespeare's most profound works is presented
(3 hrs.)
- NFL's Best Ever
NFL Monday Night
Match-ups Tonight's program
previews tonight's
NFL contest. 160 min.)

•

-

7:30 P.M.
Private
Benjamin

▪ (ED

8:00 P.M.
(2) CID 0 - NFL
Football: Buffalo at New
York
Jets/or
Alternate
Programming If the NFL
players' strike continues, alternate programming will be
shown.
MOVIE:
'Forbidden Love' A doctor
in his early 20's and a wealthy divorcee twice his age
shock everyone by falling 4in
love.
Andrew
Stevens,
Yvette Mimieux. 1982
1:11 CV CID - MOVIE:
Farrell for the People' Liz
Ferrel an assistant district
• attorney, faces a brilliant exconvict who stands accused
of murder. Valerie Harper,
Dennis Lipscomb, Frank
McCarthy 1982
Great Performances 'Kong Lear.' One of
Shakespeare's most profound works is presented.

O

as men-

cip -

(3 hrs.)
MOVIE: 'Griffin and
Phoenix' Two people suffering from terminal illnesses meet and discover a
new zest for life through
their friendship.. Peter Falk,
Jill Clayburgh. 1976
ID - NCAA Football:
Vanderbilt at Georgia

-

9:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Halloween
II' A demented killer returns
to terrorize his hometown.
Jamie Lee Curtis, Donald
F'le3sance. 1981. Rated R.
9:15 P.M.
O - TBS Evening News
1 0:00P.M.

0CID - Eyewitness News
- News
Cl)0CE

e 21)- Victory Garden
ID - Benny Hill Show
10:15 P.M.

as_ All In the Family
10:30 P.M.

OCL-SanfordandSon
rAD - Three's Company
Theatre:
HBO
Camelot This magical love
story evokes memories of a
better world
0
- Tonight Show
Captioned ABC
News
- Starsky and Hutch
Trapper John
(121
M.D. Trapper has to deal
with an outspoken socialite
(R)(60 min.)

-

(;)

) -

•

_

o

10:45 P.M.

O GD - News
MOVIE:
O

'Public
Enemy' A boy raised in a
tenement becomes a racketeer and is brought home
dead. James Cagney, Donald Cook, Jean Harlow
1931.
-

11:00 P.M.
GS) - Trapper John.
M.D.
- Eyewitness News
CC - Barney Miller
News
Business Report

O-

0

-

11:15P.M.
- Entertainment
Tonight

as CL

11:30P.M.
- Moen.
CL
- Late Night
GD 411
with David Letterman
MOVIE: 'Road to
Morocco' Bob and Bing are

•

-
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DAYTIME
- TBS Morning News
- Early Today
CBS Early
C
Morning News

-

5:30A.M."
GO- Ralph Emery Show

C c2 - Country Day
5:45 AM.
- Morning Stretch

- That Girl

6:00 A.M.
- CBS Morning
News

o
time

SuperStation Fun -

o cc - Early Today
O Jim Bakker
Breakfast Show
C

-

7:15 A.M.
0cc - Weather
7:30 A.M.
(E o
Programs

- Weather

13

ap0(E - Today
- Guten Tag
CD
- Mr. Rogers
Neighborhood
- Great Space Coaster
- CBS Morning
News

-

6:15 A.M.

_ News

(kj) - Weather
fa) - Tennessee Tuxedo

7:45A.M.

-

cs

Instructional

- Cartoon Store
0- Movie
CL - Sesame Street
Abbott and Costello

-

8:30 A.M.

• - Andy Griffith

CI - Jimmy Swaggart

0

(2) a) 0 o
Morning America

Good

a cc - Child's Play

11:45 P.M.

o go - Nightline

- Richard Simmons

-

MASH•
NCAA Football:
at
California
Southern
Stanford

O

Shirley

clashes head on with love
while battling the college
establishment
athletic
Robby Benson, Annette
0'T oole. Gail Strickland
1977.
• News/Sign Off
Jim Bakker
CBS News
Nightwatch

-

ee

-

1:30 A.M.

CL - CBS
O
Nightwatch JIP

News

1:45 A.M.

O - News

2:00 A.M.
EL - CNN Headline News
2:15 A.M.
a - Face to Face
2:30 A.M.

_ MOVIE:

12:15A.M.

'The
O
A
softUnsuspected'
MOVIE: 'Murder
Is a One-Act Play A series
spoken radio commentator
of unfortunate incidents beis actually a craven murfaN the performances of a
derer, the victim being his
day-tome TV serial. George
wealthy young ward. Joan
Maher's, Jennie Linden,
Rains,
Claude
Caulfield,
Robert Powell. 1974
Constance Bennett_ 1947.
- NCAA Football:
MOVIE:
'Co▪ lombo: Candidate for
Vanderbilt at Georgia
Crime' The campaign man2:45 A.M.
ager of a senatorial candi- MOVIE: 'No
date creates a story about a
Survivors Please' Creamurder plot Peter Falk, Ken
tures from another planet
Swofford, Jackie Cooper •
cause accidents on earth in
1973
order to occupy the bodies
of the victims Mena Per
12:30 A.M.
schy, Robert Cunningham
MOVIE: 'The Trojan
1964.
Woman' The story of the
'Jazz Singer'
horrible plight of captured
A New York cantor sings
Trojan women destined to
his way from synagogue to
become concubines of the
Katherine
stardom, straining family reGreek captors
lations along the way Neel
Genevieve Butold,
.
Heepurn,
Diamond, Laurence Ofivier,
Vanessa Redgrave Patnck
Lucie Amer Rated PG.
Magee 1972.
(T) 0 CU - NBC News
4:45A.M.
Overnight
• World/Large
GB - M•A•S*H
• Money Matters This
program shows how money
1:00
can be saved and spent
• MOVIE: 'One on
wisely
A basketball star
One

_MOVIE:

A.m.

10:00 A.M.
O EL da - Love Boat
Price Is
O (75)

_

e

Right
- Love Bost
News
(f)- Fantasy
- Texas
Instructional
o
Programs
Movie
11:00 A.M.
• CID - Soap World

O-

-

e-

B EL -Midday
- Family Feud
CL0Mike
Douglas People
O

-

Now
EL - News
0cu - Richard Simmons
- Young and the
Restless
11:30 A.M.
O CU CID B - RYan's
Hope
O (1) - Young and the
Restless
E4J-NoonShow

0 CL

-

For

Search

Tomorrow

12:00P.M.
O(FCLO-AflMy
Children
- Movie
0Ci)e Cir 'Sews
- Independent Net
work News

cheer's
after
the
schedules bare bees sent
te tbe newspaper.

_

BOB

DIJNN

CE) e
o
World Turns

- As the

CID - Search For Tomorrow
CO (11) - Days of Our Lives
CM - Cart Tipton Show

1:00P.M.
Ill CI) (I) ID - on* life
to Live
CL - Another World
•- Afternoon Movie

Monsters
(1)- Dints of Our Lives
0

21)- Sesame Street

e - Little Rascals

(.11 - Tattletales
•

3:30 P.M.

•CL - Ileveriy Hillbillies
EL - Romance Theater
lig - Leave It to Beaver
•EL- Here's Lucy
Andy Griffith
•CD - Over Easy [Closed
Captioned)
- Flintstones
•CO - NIPPY DAY*
Again

-

•

4:00P.M.

•CL- Another World

()- Beverly Hillbillies
- Brady Bunch
People's Court
Walton*
42 - LIM* House
on the Prairie

2:00P.M.

cu

- General
e
lelj
Hospital
OD III 32 - Guiding
Light
SuperStation Funtkne
Texas

a -

•2:30P.M.
e _ Flintstones

Viptf TT

en,

MURRAY

1(`I 4207

Tee k leceivieg Timm [metal Pberseery
Nolleeds Customers Del
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Tear Tel & lemma beards
/MOMS SYSTEM
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PEMBIONAL ATTENTION
corrysinerict
DELIVERY SERVICE A RILAH OU/
SPEED
FREE PARKING
EMERGENCY PHONE

NUMRE RI

753-11815

Ow busmen pNt keeps wow.% We attr Now 4 W, Osr above ay ovoid
wthnoier,,
die woo
fivikoccod beW

Company

- Moppet Show
•
5:00 P.M.
Live on 2

•(j)-

Cl)• - Good Times
- Eyewitness News
0- Carol Burnett
()- Tie Tac Dough
- News
- Sanford and Son
•
• Sesame Street
3- 2 1 , Contact
Posed Captboned I
Jeffersons
•- Varied Programs

-

CI)
• _
•e(to -

5:30P.M.
III CD CU 0 - ABC
News

•(1) - CBS News
- Sob Newhan Show
•
co csD - NBC News

.

•p gr)- Varied Pompluna
- Alice
(fli -*Neuss

-

cowl)•

'Neighborhood
, Doo
•- Scoot''

4:30 P.M.

Nediand Au*,
PHONE 753-1482

GD -

a

•al)- lell•A•S•H

0CU - Fantasy
- Varied Programs

- So You Got Troubles
- El•ctroc
•CD

-

gm (2)- Family Feud
- Varied Programs

OKI

71331805

- Ed9e of Ph9111

CID

1:30P.M.
•CID MI 02 - C.apitol

R

109 SOUTH Kis ST

3:00 P.M.
O C2) - Rhoda
•EL- Wartons

12:30 P.M.

•

o-

-

0CU - Electric Company
- Child's Play
▪

CC

CE - Romance Theater

O (2) -

_

- Hour Magazine

O
$25000
menB
CL - Instructional
o
Pyramid
Programs
(El- 700 Club
C - Jim Bakker
•- Phil Donahue
9:30A.M.
o - Donahue
Asked For It
O go - You
- Lavern* and

12:00A.M.
▪ -

listings ere presided by
the TV stations, who
sometimes inks propene

9:00A.M.

MONDAYcoprt
shipwrecked arid make their
Bing
way to Morocco
Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
L amour , Anthony Quinn
1942
MOVIE:
'Co▪ lombo: How to Dial a
Murder' Columbo engages
in psychological warfare to
expose a suave psychologist suspected of slaying his
best friend. Peter Falk, Nicol
Williamson, Joel Fabian'
1978

Viewers wise receive
television signals vie
Murray Cabievisien should
refer te the hied screen
chemeel neniers hi the eccenspenyieg Setiag.

8:00A.M.

o - I Dream of Jeannie
o(1)- News
o (17) - Business Report
6:45A.M.
O (2)- Newswatch
7:00 A.M.

WNGE Nashville, TN
WSI L
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville, TN
WSM
Nashville. TN
WTV F
WPSD Paducah. KY
WDCN Nashville, TN
KFVS
Cp Girardeau, MO
WK M U Murray, KY
Viewers who make
ask teievision sip* Am
sown shield refer to
the volito screen cbeenel
aniebers.

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA
Home Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

Programs

o

6:30 A.M.
(1r) - ABC News/Morn

Instructional

WNGE
WTVF
WTBS
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

Channels

Od8S8See

- ABC News/Morn
- Hour Magazine

O
O

Cable
Channels

O - My Three Sons

101111000•1111111

5:00A.M.

- Hogan'

Heroes

•- Beverly Hillbillies

AFTER AFTON — The
much pursued Afton
Cooper (played by
Audrey Landers) makes
trouble on -Delos." The
popsies/ dramatic series
airs Fridley, Oct. 22 on
CBS.
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Denver Pyle. Rated PG
- Phil Donahue
Donahue presents an indepth discussion of sexual
violence in marriage.

through' A railroad worker
plots to escape from East
Berlin. Eric Schuman, Maria
Korber 1963

2:00 P.M.

13

5:00 AM.

-

Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with poet Rod McKuen
and designer Calvin Klein

_

5:30 A.M.

Trilogy:
Three
Classic Tales Clay animation is featured in these
three stories.

7:00 A.M.

0- MOVIE: 'Portrait of a
Rebel: Margaret Sanger'
Margaret Sanger established
the nation's first birth control clinic and was subsequently brought to trial
under New York's obscenity
laws. Bonnie Franklin, David
Dukes, Richard Johnson.
1980.

o
Man

8:00 A.M.

MOVIE: The Great
Following the death
of the nations top humorist, a reporter tries to discover what made the star
tick Jose Ferrer, Dean Jagger, Keenan Wynn 1957

9:00 A.M.
X-

Phil Donahue Guests

TBA

O-

MOVIE: 'Legend of
the Wild' A man flees civilization in the 1830's to live
in the wilderness among
wild animals Dan Haggerty,

14:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Surprise
Package' A big time gambler, deported to his native
Grecian island, is offered
the bejeweled crown of a
dethroned king, but instead
of money his former associates send him his exgirtfriend. Mitzi Gaynor, Yul
Brynner,
Noel
Coward.
1960
11:00 A.M.
0-

Yesteryear... 1933
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1933.

12:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Hello Down
There' To prove to his
boss that his idea for an underwater house is feasible,
an inventor agrees to move
his family into it for 30
days. Tony Randall, Janet
Leigh, Jim Backus. 1969.
MOVIE: 'House
O
Calls' A recently widowed
surgeon becomes entangled
with an outspoken divorcee
Mathau,
Walter
Glenda
Jackson, Art Carney. 1978
Rated PG.

-

-

1:00P.M.
MOVIE: 'Break-

-

MOVIE: 'Portrait of a
Rebel: Margaret Sanger'
Margaret Sanger established
the nation's first birth control clinic and was subsequently brought to trial
under New York's obscenity
laws. Bonnie Franklin, David
Dukes, Richard Johnson.
1980.

Matron
patrons
When Marion (Marion
Ross) faces her newly empty
nest, she seeks splice from a
fellow beauty parlor customer (Harriet Nelson) in the episode of "Happy Days" to air
on ABC Tuesday, Oct. 19.
(Stations reserve the right

4:00 P.M.

o CU - BJ and the Bear
- Strange Creatures of
O
the Night
Explore a world
where animals survive by
adapting to life in the dark

to make last-minute changes.)

5:00 P.M.
0- Carol Burnett
O - Trilogy:

Three
Classic Tales Clay animation is featured in these
three stories
- 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.M.

o - Bob Newhart Show
113

- G. E. D.
6:00 P.M.

Om- Newswatch
eau- Eyewitness News
(I)- Barney Miller
Gomer Pyle
CAD - Scene at 6
News
Business Report
(2j) - MacNeil-Lehrer

o CS)0-

o
o

(I)-

Report
Charlie's Angels
CBS News

ag

-

-

6:30 P.M.

O Go - P.M. Magazine
O CE)

- Family
Feud
(I) - Tic Tac Dough
Andy Griffith
O - MOVIE: 'Legend of
the Wild' A man flees civilization in the 1830's to live

-

MURRAY
0#**

in the wilderness among
wild animals Dan Haggerty,
Denver Pyle Rated PG
Jeffersons
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0(21) - Kentucky Journal
0 - MASH
1/3

CU

-

7:00 P.M.
0 CID CU WI - HaPPY
Days Two legendary television moms help the Cunninghams and Fonzie.

Cri)0

-

Bring 'Em

Back Alive

IED - MOVIE:

'Promise
Her Anything' Young widow's efforts to catch a
husband results in riotous
mixup. Warren Beatty, Leslie Caron, Robert Cummings 1966
World Series
Game #13 If this game is
not necessary, Father Murphy, Gavilan and St. Elsewhere will air at their

(A)

CC

-

SPECIAL RATES

1
3
,oc
,
c,t*

for your Colorful advertising
medium NOTE: You can choose
from 8 colors Red-Blue-GreenYellow -Violet-Black -WhiteBrown

TELEPHONE
(502)753-11,116

Prime Time Insert Rates
The following rates are Prime Time Insert Rates.
Top of every hour
When available, they guarantee 168 inserts per
Time -Temp-Forecasts week, 24 inserts per day.
Constantly
Open Rate
$5.00 per day...$35.00 per week
30-Day Contract . $4.00 per day...$28.00 per week
A.P. Newswire
13-Week Contract $2.75 per day...$19.25 per week
HBO Daily Schedule
PLUS-EACH 30 DAY or more contract will
Tie
Stock Reports
place your business name in the TV Guide
Section of the Murray Ledger & Times as a
Sport Reports
CABLE 13 NEWS Sponsor
Regional News
each week of contract.

Local News

your advertising $'s
tog"ether
on
CABLE 13 NEWS

••••..

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS

YARD 81 GARAGE
SALES
3 Line $3 each day

24 AD EXPOSURES EACH DAY
(minimum)

ANNIVERSARIES
(2 lines-name-Vdress)
$3for 3 Line Day

PAGES
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& Wife: /woe of
Hockey:
NHL
ap
11:00P.M.
weary This celebration feaMurder' A thief makes off
York
New
at
Vancouver
began
who
stars
tures the
SEL- Quincy
with jewels in the muddle of
islanders
their careers at this famous
(I)- Barney Miller
a crowded party Roc* Hod
MOVIE:
Philip Carey. 1953.
al
New York club
- M•A•S•H
son. Susan Sam James
'McMillan I Wife: The
111 - M•A•S•H
8:30P.M.
1971
1 1:30 P.M.
set
gat
A
Survival
of
Game
al cc - PBS Late Night
OELELS-9to5
Entertainment
12:30 A.M.
McMillen*
the
leaves
slaying
This live talk -show features
Judy poses as_a man to get
To▪ night
MOVIE: 'if it's •
puzzled. Rock Hudson, Su- •
newsworthy guests from arher old lob back.
Leta Night
Man. Hang Up' Story of s
san Saint James, George
politics,
of
worlds
the
ound
- MOVIE: 'Tattoo' A
fashion model with count
with David Letterman
Mehra. 1974
entertainment, business and
psychotic tattoo expert kidless maie admirers, enclud
Heroes
's
Hogan
12:00 A.M.
sports with telephone calls
naps a model and makes
a
ing
heavy -browning
e - MOVIE: 'Curtain Call
from viewers around the
5-Viewpoint
ciD
her the ultimate canvas for
one caller
mysterious
innoAn
Creek'
at
Cactus
country.
News
Darn,
Eyewitness
Maud
his work. Bruce
CU who takes drastic steps to
a
in
man,
property
cent
ABC
crp - Captioned
Adams 1981. Rated R
- MOVIE: 'LA Cage
suitors
her
discourage
road show touring the west.
News
Aux Folks' A young man
9:00 P.M.
Carol Lynley,Paul Angelis,
with
involved
becomes
110 - Starsky and Hutch
bongs his fiancee's parents
Tom Conn, Gerald Harper
- Hart tc
ID CE OD
robbers. lie's chased
horns to meet his gay
1111 - Quincy Quincy ex- bank
David Gwdlim 1976
Hart Jennifer becomes a
Wincing
Arizona by
over
all
amines a young runaway
father Michael Serrault, Ugo •
fortune carrier for a myster- MOVIE: The Beach
and a posse of outraged ciTognazzi, Michel Galisioru.
who's hurt in a car crash to
ious baron. (60 min.)
Party' An anthropologist
O'Connor,
Donald
tizens.
victhe
was
he
if
determine
12:15 A.M.
clang studies on the sex Pie▪ - TBS Evening News
Geis Storm, Walter BrenMOVIE:
bits of today • s young pet>
CID
SO
nen. 1950
- League of tim of child abuse. (R)
Women Voters Congressional Leadership Debates
10:00 P.M.
e(2)- N•vesv•atch
O (1) (E) - Eyewitness
News
Woman Watch
SID V) CU
News
- Business Report
- Benny HNI Show
Cablevision brings you the msost sumatzbag variety of

TUESDAY COW
regularly scheduled times.
o (1) - Political
Spectrum
- Nova 'The Fragile
Mountain.' This documentary presents the problems
of the Himalayas, the highest peaks in the world. (60
min.)(Closed Captioned]
111 - Underground Evangehsrn
Hockey:
NHL
Vancouver at New York
Islanders

•

7:30 P.M.
COMMIE- Laverne &
Shirley
la cc - Metro' Council
Meeting

ou -

o

gID

Company Jack gets involved in a roller nnk rendezvous that involves a
cache of diamonds.
ecuea- MOVIE:
'Johnny Belinda' A young
man opens up a new world
to a deaf girl only to have
fragile
relationship
their
Ritragically threatened
chard Thomas, Rosanna Arquette, Dennis Quaid. 1982
2j) - MYstorY1 'Dying
Day' When a man hears a
tape he found on a train, his
amusement turns to horror
when he hears that some
people are plotting to kill
him. (60 min.)
- MOVIE: 'Calamity
Jane' The roughest, toughest gal of the wild west finally wins the man she loves
Dons Day, Howlird Keel,

Cl)

-

•

o

-

Get what you want

10:30P.M.
0 cu
- Tonight

Show
- Sanford and Son
111
Cl) - Viewpoint
- MOVIE: 'The Flame
and the Arrow' A mountain
fighter leads his people in a
fight against an unjust Hessian ruler. Burt Lancaster,
Virginia Mayo, Robert Douglas. 1950.
CL - Three's Company
- On Location: Catch a
Rising Stars 10th Anniv-

•

sotastkes..,

Great looking hair takes
expert care. If your hair
isn't 'shaping up,' let us
help! We'll start with o
styling that's right for
you...then show you how
to keep it 'in top condition'! And during the
month of October we're
giving $500 off hair coloring and hi-lighting.
Autumn is rich in colors.
And you can be too
MAIM PLAZA,

Ala.

gi

o

8:00P.M.
cip
- Three's

•

•

MNINIAT, 753-0542

do.
111
pr
ever to some out of a television'set- No!smatter what you=7:
on
it
find
you'll
know,
to
want
you
what
matter
no
Cablevision forjust peonies a day.

Get entertained
Enjoy star-studded extravaganzas
from the show capitals ofthe world.
Watch nightclub acts, comedy routines
and concerts by stars like Diana Ross,
Paul Simon and Richard Pryor. Smashhitshows like"Camelot"and "Barefoot
in the Park:"Plus first-run movies like
"Arthur"and "Body Heat."All are
uncut, unedited and without
commercial interruption—and most
are Cablevision exclusives.
Getin shape
Cablevision will help you eat better,
live better, get more out oflife.
You'll discover the latest
advances in nutrition, health
and fitness, and enjoy
fascinating programs
on yoga, holistic
medicine, cooking,
mental health,
and more.

MID

i

GEITAI3LEVISI N N
I
AND SAVE$5.00
I OFF CONNECTION FEE
I
Call 753-5005
or mail coupon today.

2412 N.C. NA= OMNI,

PAOKAII, 442-43114

Tie adifted Ibakesesn.

Getsmartwithyour money
Whether you're an experienced
investor or new to the world
ofbusiness and finance,
Cablevision will help you
get the most out of
every dollar you haw
Watch unbiased
reports on a wide
variety of products.
Learn about their
value, quality,
reliability and the
truth oftheir
advertising
claims.
MI 11=1 NO MN MD

NM OM NM

MEI

M
St
!

Getallthefacts
Cablevision newsdigsdeeper,probes
harder,takes you placesthe networks
can't. It'slike having yourown electronic
newspaper,from newssourcesall over
the earth. Getup-to-the-second
newsreports,feature storiesthatgo
beyond the headlines,no-nonsense
businessandfinance,revealing
consumerjuformation,and more.

Offer =pimp ta 10days
Offer good in cabled areassay and
appites to uon-commerical accounts only

-_at am at me um am an mu am

n

YES!'moat°God cud bow toeupendie Itle to Oil wing I waist— I
on Cablevlsiou. Call at wfdi eon hdorinissas.
Naar
Address
City
?bone

Sane
(an)

(home

Beet use to call Is

Zip

(boat)

Cablevision of Murray
"Television Worth Watching'
CABLE del Air Shoppisig Coster

vIslosi

South 12th Str•ot 42071

WIN MIMI MD NIP NM MEM NM

11•11 IIIMMI
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WEDNESDAY
8:30 A.M.
a - Kamikaze:Mission/

10/20/82
5:00 A.M.

D

the North' A young woman
grapples with the loneliness
and hardship of a Canadian
wilderness Ellen Burstyn,
Tom Skerrilt, Gordon Pinsent 1981 Rated PG.

(I) -

Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Cicely Tyson, her
personal
manager
Larry
Thompson and consumer
expert Paula Begoun
MOVIE: 'Silence of
the North' A young woman
grapples with the loneliness
and hardship of a Canadian
wilderness Ellen Burstyn,
Tom Skerrilt, Gordon Pinsent 1981 Rated PG
-

6:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Sea
Wolves A group of British
soldiers takes on German
ships hiding in supposedly
neutral
waters. Gregory
Peck, Roger Moore, David
Ntven, Rated PG.

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Country

re-

Girl' A Broadway and
star, lost in self
pity, nearly misses his
chance at a comeback. Bing
Crosby, Grace Kelly, William
Holden. 1954.

cording

Death Personal testimony
and interviews are used to
explore this World War II
tactic

o

Taxing
situation

Hoodlum Priest' A man of
God fights to save those
condemned by the world by
becoming a part of their
world Don Murray, Cinch
Wood, Larry Gares. 1962
O - MOVIE: 'Green Ice'
An electronics wizard becomes involved in an emerald heist. Ryan O'Neal,
Omar Sherif, Anne Archer
Rated PG.

9:00 A.M.
CL - Phil Donahue Guests
TBA
_ MOVIE: 'The Private
Eyes' Two Scotland Yard
sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors looking for killers
Tim Conway, Don Knotts,
Trisha Noble Rated PG
0 (I) - Phil Donahue
Donahue is Joined by columnist Talc, Theodoracopulos
who discusses his
recent
article
Amercan
Women Make Lousy Lovers '

Blair has to do some fast
talking when an IRS man
(Kenneth Tiger) questions
her about her family's tax
return on "The Facts of Life"
to be broadcast on NBC
Wednesday, Oct. 20.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

:00 P.M.
▪ - MOVIE: 'The Doolins
of Oklahoma' Bill Doolin resumes leadership and walks
into lawmen's guns Randolph Scott, George Macready, John Ireland 1949

10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Chalk

2:00 P.M.
a _ MOVIE: 'Spirit of the

Garden' A governess attempts to provide the love
her sixteen-year-old charge
needs Deborah Kerr, Hayley Mills, John Mills 1964

Wind' A young boy overcomes his handicap to become the world champion
dog sledder,

4:00 P.M.

10:30 A.M.
-

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The

▪ (I)- Lobo

MOVIE: 'Silence of

- Commodores In
Concert The Commodores
perform their biggest hits

5:00 P.M.
a - Carol Burnett

5:30 P.M.

KING-LANDOLT IS BRINGING
UNIVERSAL LIFE TO MURRAY

O - Bob Newhart Show
sts - Another Page
6:00 P.M.
O CID - Newswatch

SEE WHY THE DIFFERBICE IS IMPORTANT TO YOOmmummommi
UNIVERSAL
LIFE
Death Benefit

Pr‘nlaUM

t

011holeUte

Term

Adapts to your
financial goal

•

Always the
same

Always the
same

Choose the
amount of premium and the
schedule of
payments

•

Inflexible

Inflexible

o

(2)- P.M. Magazine
•

ai (10 0 (F-- Family
Feud

cD - Tic Tac Dough
- Andy Griffith

Accumulates
rapidly In step
with inflation

•

Increases on
schedule

No

Interest
CashValu.

Grows at
current rates

•

Fixed on a low
rats: usually
2% to 5%

None

Policy Costs

Fully disclosed

•

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

Expense
Chow*

Fully disclosed

•

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

_

- Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller
- Gorner Pyle
(30 - Scene at
gip - Stepping Out: The
DeBolts Grow Up This
follow-up documentary joins
the DeBoits for Christmas
cc 0- News
•
- Business Report
2i) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
up - Charlie's Angels
4D cfb - CBS News

6:30P.M.

C_a_sh Value

IL

O - Wild Babies Twin
fawns,
acrobatic
flying
squirrels and
wide-eyed
wolf pups learn to survive
and take their first steps toward independence
0 (2J) - 3-2- 1 Contact
[Closed Captioned]

IF THE ABOVE COMPARISON APPEALS TO YOU .
ASK US ABOUT UNIVERSAL LIFE

KING-LANDOLT

- Jefferson.
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0
- Opportunity Line

af) -

eb

DAVID KING &
UNDY SUITER

753-8355

Murray, KY- 901 Sycamore St.

7:00 P.M.
excuta- Tales of
the Gold Monkey Jake,
Corky, Louie and Jack brave
a fierce tribe of tiny warriors to undertake a mercy
mission. (60 min.)
Seven
a
Brides for Seven Brothers
- MOVIE: 'Wait Until
Dark' A
photographer's
blind wife is trapped in her
New York apartment by a
trio trying to retrieve a
heroin-filled doll. Audrey
Hepburn, Alan Arkin, Efram
Zimbalistclir. 1967.
321 0
- World Series
Game *7 if this game is
not necessary, Real People,
The Facts of Life, Family
Ties and Quincy will air at
their regularly scheduled
times.
a - MOVIE: 'The Sea
Wolves' A group of British
soldiers takes on German
ships hiding in supposedly
neutral
waters.
Gregory
Peck, Roger Moore, David
Niven. Rated PG.
ea CID 0 (2it) - Greet
Performances 'Live from
Lincoln Center. New York
City Opera: Madams Butterfly.' Giacomo Puccini's
famous opera is presented
in both English and Italian.

xeca-

TUESDAYcon
pie finds himself in the
middle of a pie-throwing
brawl. Bob Cummings, Dorothy Malone, Frankie AvaFurncello.
Annette
lon,
1963
- NBC News
IX 0
Overnight
•
- News/Sign Off
1:00 A.M.
- Jim Etakker
a ciz - CBS News
Nightwetch

2:30 A.M.
•(/)- Ann Hat at Large
- MOVIE: 'Monkey On
My Back' Berney Ross battles narcotics in this true
story. Cameron Mitchell,
Dianne Foster, Jack Albertson. 1957
si - PBA Bowling

•

3:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Invaders

•

1:30 A.M.
- CBS News
Nig▪ htwatch JIP
- Romance Theater
- MOVIE: 'Private
Lessons' A young man is
introduced to passion by his
housekeeper. Eric Brown,
Sylvia
Kristel,
Howard
Hessernan. 1981. Rated R

•

"Personal Service pats es out
frent—ceaspetive Rates keep as Moe

_ IN•A"S•H

2:00A.M.

(1)- N',Ars
•

- CNN Headline News

From Mars' Strange occurances terrify a small boy
and the Army. Helene
Carter, Arthur Franz, Jimmy
Hunt 1953

3:15A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'House
Calls' A recently widowed
surgeon becomes entangled
with an oiltszvken divorcee.
Glenda
Mathau,
Walter
Jackson. Art Carney. 1978.
Rated PG.

4:30 A.M.
0- World/Large
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WEDNESDAYcoin
subtitles. (3 hrs.)
Starsky and Hutch
OP - Florida Federal Open
Coverage of the women's
finals is presented from
Tampa, FL. (3 hrs.)
-

8:00P.M.
OCEGE).- MOVIE:
'The Main Event A bankrupt
perfume
magnate's
only asset is a contract she
owns on a prizefighter
who's afraid to fight. Barbra
Ryan
O'Neal.
Streisand,
1979.
Alice A
newspaper story reveals
that the former owner of
Mel's Diner could have buried money under the building.
MOVIE:
'Lost
Weekend' The brutal life of
an alcoholic is depicted Ray
Milland, Jane Wyman, Phil
Terry. 1945

O au FJ a -

-

8:30 P.M.
_
O CE) 0

Filthy
Rich Marshall sets out to
prove he's a 'real man.'

9:00 P.M.
(1)0
- Tucker's
Witch
Amanda
has
'flashes' of danger when a
neighbor gets involved in a
fatal shooting.(60 min.)
O - Commodores In
Concert The Commodores
perform their biggest hits

9:30 P.M.

O - TBS Evening News
10:00P.M.
- Newswatch

op lID - Eyewitness

News
El 0 Up IFD
G2 News
MOVIE: 'Halloween
II' A demented killer returns
to terrorize his hometown
Jamie Lee Curtis, Donald
Pleasance. 1981. Rated R
- Business Report
- Tony Brown's
Journal
0- Benny Hill Show

o-

10:30P.M.
0 (I) 0 (1) - Tonight
Show
O (1)- Sanford and Son
CI)- Nightline
O - All In the Family

boy stows away on a moving van and becomes a witness
to
murder
Dan
O'Kelty, Dean Stanton, John
Carradine . 1967
CD - PBA Bowling

14)- Three's Company

- MASH

0

-

PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country.
21) - Captioned ABC
News
Starsky and Hutch
Archie's Place
Archie's bookkeeping practices get him into trouble

-

-

12:00A.M.
Nightline
(2)0-O
CID - Eyewitness News
'The
Fear Is Spreading' When
an American reporter is assigned to interview a British
collector of rare posters,
she finds a story of murder
and intrigue Tandy Cronyn,
Claire Neilson, Anthony Valentine, 1975
NBC News
()0
Overnight
News/Sign Off

- Love Boat Capt Stubing is reunited with his love
child, a woman tries to
catch up with the times and
two disagreeing Jurists take
their battle to sea. (R) (1 hr ,
10 min.)
O - MOVIE: 'The LeftHanded Gun' Billy the Kid
avenges the murder of his
employer and escapes to
Madero where he is given
sancturary by a gunsmith
and his wife. Paul Newman,
Rita Milan, John Dehner
1958.
RD - Barney Miller
O - MASH
MOVIE: 'More
Than Friends' A young
couple can't decide whether
to be friends or lovers. Rob
Marshall.
Reiner,
Penny
1978

is a _

11:30P.M.
CL - Entertainment

Tonight

O

3:30 A.M.

-

MOVIE: 'The Sea
Wolves' A group of British
soldiers takes on German
ships hiding in supposedly
neutral
waters
Gregory
Peck, Roger Moore, David
Nrven Rated PG

•

4:45 A.M.
O - World/Large

-

1:00P.M.

O CI) - Archie's Place

o

12:30A.M.
- MOVIE:

Death Personal testimony
and interviews we used to
explore this World War II
tactic

op - MOVIE: 'Fugitive

Family' A government witness against a cnme syndicate boss is forced into
hiding with a new identity.
Richard Dearden, Kirby Cullen
()0 CU - Late Night
with David Letterman
MOVIE: 'Green Ice'
An electronics wizard becomes involved in an emerald heist
Ryan O'Neal,
Omar Sherif, Anne Archer
Rated PG
14ogen's Heroes
MOVIE:
'The
Hostage' A six-year-old

o-

•
-

_

1:00 A.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'Lady From
Louisiana' Lovers separate
because he is a lawyer out
to rid New Orleans of lottery and her father is a bigtime gambler. John Wayne,
Ona Munson. 1942.
40 - Jim Bakker
CBS News
Nightwetch

Go

-

1:15A.M.
O -

MOVIE: 'Silence of
the North' A young woman
grapples with the loneliness
and hardship of a Canadian
wilderness. Ellen Burstyn,
Torn Skerrilt, Gordon Pinsent 1981, Rated PG.

al

1:30 A.M.
- CBS

•

2:00 A.M.

News
Nightwatch JIP
- Romance Theater
111) - National Rollerskatlog Championship

Actors Bill and Susan Hayes
(Doug and Julie Williams) will
soon be promoting "Days of
Our Lives" throughout Italy
where the show is slated to
make its debut this fall. Incidentally, Bill is in the midst of
writing his aatobi
y.
Susan Scanacli
Carter on "Search for
Tomorrow") and her husband,
Kristopher Roland (of "Another Life") recently produced
and acted in several one-act
plays in Virginia Beach, Virgina. Produced for the World
Hunger cause, the plays also
featured appearances by
David Forsyth (T.J. Canfield
on "Texas") and Jennifer
Reayss (Sally Hobson on
"Another World").

Lunch Is
Special At
Pagliai's

- News

CID - CNN Headline News
2:30 A.M.

ea
- MOVIE: 'Deed
Reckoning' A flier sets out
to avenge the murder of his
war buddy. Humphrey Bogart, Lizabeth Scott, William
Pnnce. 1947.

2:45 A.M.
elp -

MOVIE: 'Fury of the
Apache' A young cowboy
aids a rancher and his wife
who are being harassed by
neighbors Frank Latimore.

Mondavi
Paghaig thef Salad

sm°11$149"w9e $219

Tuesda3d
Pagliai's Hot Ham and Cheese Sandwich
with chips and a dill spear

3:00 A.M.
11. -

LOVE AND HONEY — Erik tetrads stars as
~Honeyboy," a sort of barrio Rooky, in an MC atovie
to be aired Sunday. Oct. 17. Morgan Fairchild co-stars
as a mobilo relations agent who becomes his romantic
interest.
FOR

Kamikatti:PAission/

Smail$11large 1199

!Wednesday'
Pagliai's Spaghetti Special
will start at

•
LIMITED OFFER'
COME IN FOR DETAILS!
Only ea Not's& malor Appliances
with approved credit
This Is what men bees waiting for
to shop for Christmas. Offer geed threegit Oct.

1:00 a.m. serving to

$
Regular Serving

10:00 p.m.

L
1
$

iThursdayi

49

99c

childs Portion
dinner solads 59'

Taco
99
Pagliai's Homemade Chili
09Salad .1
1Frida Pagliai's Homemade Beef
And Vegetable Soup & Sandwich$179
Sandwiches Include Pimento Cheese,
Ham,Tuna,or Chicken Salad.

MrrfAri
%or

•,

641 N. 753-4471
Across fres Woad Neese
.eag it

4'0 •

us

-hp

j

111111
•a'al a Arlk,a'e•a.
rWei••b44.41, We'a.'

1111111

kr 44/11
Specials Geoid 113011
beside &aim Osky
SIO Main
lost Off The Square
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FUN fly241,
eurtown

COMMERCE CENTRE

ROY STEWART.STADIUM

10

UNIVERSITY CENTER

UPSTAIRS
DOWNTOWN
GALLERY
Decorative Art
Owners: Bill 8, Mickey Phillips
753-8900
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
401.. Maple St.
Sat. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Monthly Exhibits

NOT SCOUT MUSEUM

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

13
ROBERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVE AUDITORIUM

rifle &

WEST UITUCKY M

Steaks•Seafood
Quiche • Crepes
Unique dining
Atmosphere
Sendey Beffet
Friday Seafood Mane
Open 11 AM Deily
Chestiet it 16th & Five Poiots

Pius• Salads
Sandwiches
Spaghetti
Lasagna

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
Fist Not Delivery
Open 11 AM Doily
4 PM kooky

YOU'RE PROBABLY TOO LATE.
Sorry, but season tickets to THE PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK ore
not available after October 9. If you don't have yours, you've
already missed the excitemebt of THE ROBBER BRIDEGROOM.
But don't dispoir: you're only a few weeks away from enjoying
the spine-tingling

HAUNTING OF HILL HOUSE
As/ yeo won't wont to be late for this one.

Call 759-1752
for information &
reservations.

• -if...11MM..•

`r"--71:11E
BIG
DIPPER
Chestnut Hills
ing Center
$ 4

III MIRAN elk

We're More
than Ice Cream
•Nachos
•Deli Sandwiches
•Hat Dogs
chili
•Cusrom Made
Ice Cream Coke
Your One Stop Meal

11

•SPecializing in originals in all media
•Custom and Design framing of prints and ornals
*Interior Design Consultants
*Ready Mode Frames
•Pre-cut mats
*Art Supplies and custom ordering
*Shrink Wrap for shower*g or presenfingl
•Art Gasses

TAC
O JOHNS.
EVERY
TUESDAY IS

Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos

99`

for only

Cows& Shoppias C.aasor
Across from deo Stadion

,le entire
LUNCHEON MENU

Top Sirloin - so:
Crunch
Ham and Cheese
Tomato Wedge
4111.1.

•••• OS OW

rho% Fatally Si.si Hoses*
.77 Lunches Served

1

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Dimes Nightiy-Sson.-Thers.5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri,OW Set 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

2151 CENTURY
ENTERTAINMENT
.At 126

PAGE 10
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THURSDAY
10/21/82

5:00 A.M.
Cl)O

-

Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with 'Today" weather
man Willard Scott, author
Lawrence Olson and Joan
Nathan, who shows how to
make Jewish holiday treats.

5:30 A.M.
42) Trilogy:
Three
Classic Tales Clay animation is featured in these
three stones.

7:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Adventures
of the Wilderness Family'
An urban family tackles the
harsh realities of life in the
wilderness. Robert Logan,
Susan Damante Shaw, Hollye Holmes. 1978. Rated G.

-

8:00 A.M.

MOVIE: 'The Uicly
o
Gambles' A woman develops an uncontrollable passion for gambling Barbara
Stanvvyck, Robert Preston,
Stephen McNally 1949

A.O.Sntith
CONSERVATIONIST'
water heaters
offer agreatreturn
oninvestment
for your residential
customers.

9:00 A.M.
(1) - Phil Donahue

Donahue's guests are children
who supervise themselves
at home while their parents
work
O - MOVIE: 'Summer
Solstice' Against a Cape
Cod background, this moving story spans a fifty year
marriage
Henry
Fonda,
Myrna Loy. 1981
Phil Donahue
Donahue's guest is Lana
Turner

I

CC

Racquet
squad
Jon Cypher guest stars as
a sports-minded police chief
who wants Captain Furillo to
compromise his standards
on the episode of "Hill Street
Blues" NBC will broadcast
Thursday, Oct. 21.

-

10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: One on
One' A basketball star
clashes head on with love
while battling the college
athletic
establishment.
Robby
Benson, Annette
O'Toole, Gail Strickland.

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

1977
▪ - MOVIE: 'I'll See

You
In My Dreams' The life and
music of one of our most
beloved popular song writers, Gus Kahn, Dons Day,
Danny Thomas. Frank Lovejoy. 1952

0-

12:00P.M.

MOVIE: 'Casanova
Brown' An astrologist forecasts the failure of a writer's marriage. Gary Cooper,
Teresa Wright, Frank Morgan. 1944.
11, - MOVIE: 'Islands in
the Stream' An isolated artist is forced to reveal his
hidden emotions when his
three estranged sons visit
him. George C Scott, Claire
Bloom, David
Hemming.
1972

CD -

1:00 P.M.

his wife. Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch, Jayne
Mansfield. 1955

2:00 P.M.
o - MOVIE: 'Adventures
of the Wilderness Family'
An urban family tackles the
harsh realities of life in the
wilderness. Robert Logan,
Susan Damante Shaw, Hotlye Holmes. 1978. Rated G.

3:00 P.M.
0 - Sesame Street
4:00 P.M.
- 11J and the Bear
Trilogy:
Three
Classic Tales Clay animation is featured in these
three stories.
ad) - Mr. Rogers'

o

MOVIE: 'Illegal' A
former district attorney gets
involved with mobsters and
ends up having to defend

(13

CALL TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION.

Murray Supply
Co.
753-3361
2011E.Ahia
•Conservationist is the registered trademark
of A.O. Smith Corporation

how Americans can see ani-

mals in the wild.
4:30 P.M.
i2j) - Sneak Previews
o - Electric Company O
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
5:00 P.M.
Jeffrey
Lyons look
at
0- Carol Burnett
what's happening at the
tp - 3-2-1, Contact
movies.
[Closed Captioned)
• - Starsky and Hutch
5:30 P.M.
O - PBA Pro Bowlers
Tour Coverage of the Ohio
o - Bob Nevvhart Show
0 - Yesteryear... 1933 Open is presented from
Cleveland. OH. a hrs.)
Dick Covert hosts this look
at the events of 1933.
7:30P.M.
02F- G. E. D.
(/)
- st. of
the Family Buddy rescues a
6:00P.M.
beautiful lady who later in- Newswatch
vites him to a party.
O (i)- Eyewitness News
O - MOVIE: 'Islands in
(31) - Barney Miller

o - Gomer Pyle
- Scene at 6
News
o
- Business Report
MacNeil- Lehrer
113Repoe!!)
Charlie's Angels
CBS News

CE0-

Have you Heard...
More plumbing contractors than ever before
have begun recommending and installing
residential Conservationist water heaters
Why?
The reasons are simple. First, consumers are truly
interested in purchasing energy-saving products
if the pay-back period is fast enough.
Second, more contractors are beginning to stress
the return on investment concept in selling
Conservationist water heaters. They point out
that the average extra cost of $100 for a gas
Conservationist water heater will ordinarily save
the customer about $33 a year or more. And
that's a 33% annual return on the extra $100
investment. Better than money in the bank.

Neighborhood

O

-

6:30P.M.
O (1)- P.M. Magazine

Our5hours of
classic radio?
Masterworks
Showcase

Family
€11
FeudX
(I) - Tic Tee Dough
Andy Griffith
- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games
- Jeffersons
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Kentucky
(t1) Considered
MASH

o-

•

with Joe Jackson
Weekday mornings
10 a.m.-Noon

o 7:00P.M.
scums- Joanie
Loves Chachi
O 002 - Magnum.

A egro

P.I. Magnum investigates
the hijacking of TC's chopper 'for use in a prison
break. (60 min.)
- MOVIE: 'Something
For a Lonely Man' A courageous young couple hitch
thWr wagon to a locomotive
to bnng happiness to themselves and success to their
town. Dan Blocker, Susan
Clark, Henry Jones. Warren
Oates 1968
- Fame Lydia is
CC
romanced by a Broadway
star who tries to buy her
love. (60 mm)
mesioe
- Wild
'Watching Wadkfe.' Questions are answered as to

with
Mark Reinhardt

•

Weekday afternoons
1-4 p.m.

Discover Public Radio
It's a World of Difference

IMSS'1.%

•

s.

.4•..1

% :•

the Stream' An isolated artist is forced to reveal his
hidden emotions when his
three estranged sons visit
him. George C. Scott, Claire
Bloom, David
Hemming.
1972
0 CU - Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
(2j) - Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy

8:00 P.M.
O

CE CD
For Comfort

- Too Close

spol.00m- Simon &
Simon
GID 0 Cik - Cheers A local sportscaster. interviews
Sam but the story is
bumped off the air
CIE) - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey
Lyons look
at
what's happening at the
movies.
Nova 'The Fragile
Mountain.' This documentary presents the problems
of the Himalayas, the highest peaks in the world. (60
min.)(Closed Captioned)
fiN - MOVIE: 'You're a Big
Boy Now' A young man,
working in a New York
public library, is told by his
father to move out of his
house and grow up. Elizabeth Hartman, Geraldine
Page, Peter Kastner 1967

-

8:30P.M.
scums- It Takes
Two
Gl) 0 3) - Taxi Simka
learns that Latka has been
unfaithful
O(F - Portfolio

9:00P.m.

•CI)(3) - 20/20
II CD ID Cit - Knots
Landing Valerie tapes her
,.

%.7.0

.

a .4
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adapting to life

FRIDAY
10/22/82

in the dart

11) - Mc Rae's'
Neighborhood
4:30P.M.
live. Barbara
Stanwyck ,
•ti) Electric Company
John Lund, Jane Cowl
1950.
6:00 P.M.
11:00 A.M.
- Carol Burnett
- MOVIE: 'Jazz Singer'
- Wild Babies Twin
A New York cantor songs
fawns
acrobatic flying
his way from synagogue to
squirrels and wide-eyed
stardom, straining fern*/ rewolf pups learn to survive
lations along the way Neil
and take their first steps toDiamond, Laurence Olivier,
ward independence
Lucie Amaz Rated PG
•11) - 3-2- 1 Contact
(Closed Captioned)
12:00P.M.
5:30P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Montana
Belle Star. a noto- Bob Newham Show
nous frontier outlaw, joins
21) - Dealing In
o
forces with the Dalton
Discipaine
Gang Jane Russell, Scott
6:00 P.M.
Tucker
Brady,
Forrest
a (2) - Newswatch
1952
- Eyewitness News
1:00 P.M.
Miller
Barney
CU
- Karnikare:Misakm/
_ Winners
Death Personal testimony
CL) - Scene at
and interviews are used to
explore this World War II •- Inside the NFL Len
-

5:00 A.M.
0 CID - Hour Magazine
Zapped!
When a video game company executive disappears
with $5 million, Remington
(Pierce Bronson) goes after
him with all the enthusiasm of
Pac Man In NBC's "Remington Steele" to be broadcast,
Friday, Oct. 22.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-nenute changes.)

Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with an incest victim,
discuss what to know
about marrying a man with
kids and show embroidery
work for the stars

- Strange Creatures of
the Night Explore a world
where animals survive by
adapting to life in the dark

6:00A.M.
O - Inside the NFL

Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.

7:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Legend of
the Wild' A man flees civsh-

•

ration in the 1830's to live
in the wilderness among
wild animals Dan Haggerty,
Denver Pyle. Rated PG

THURSDAYCONT.
first talk-show promoting
her book. (60 min.)
O - TBS Evening News
@ID 0 alp - Hill Street
Blues Capt. Furillo saves Lt.
badge
Goldblume's
and
Renko meets the girl of his
dreams. (60 min)
(l) - Mystery! 'Dying
Day.' When a man hears a
tape he found on a train, his
amusement turns to horror
when he hears that some
people are plotting t* kill
hen. (60 min.)
• aft - KET Schol.
Challenge

o

9:15 P.M.
O - On

Location: Catch a
Rising Star's 10th Anniversary This celebration features the stars who began
their careers at this famous
New York club.

9:30P.M.
fri) -

Workl of Books

10:00 P.M.
1:10 - Newswatch
a au ap - Eyewitness
News
O - All In the Family

1111 CC
News
0(I)- Businoss Report
0

- Karate

a - Bonny Hill Show
10:30 P.M.
- Tonight
•(1)
show
▪
- Sanford and Son
- Nighdine
- MOVIE: 'Violent
Road' During a dangerous
trip six men discover the
true values of life. Brian
Keith, Dick Foran, Efrem
Zimbaket Jr. 1958
CIO- Three's Company
- M•A•S•14
•(I) - PBS Lets Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country.
•

•

- Captioned ABC
a
News
- Stardry and Hutch
▪
- Quincy Quincy be-

•

lieves that a nuclear technician, kiled in a car crash

actually cried of radiation
poisoning. (R)(60 min.)

-10:45P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'First
Monday In October' The
first female U S. Supreme
Court Justice engages in a
battle-of-the-sexes with another member of the court.
Jill Clayburgh, Wafter Matthau,
Bernard
Hughes.
1981 Rated R

11:00 P.M.
O CE)- Quincy
CIO - Vega& Dan Tanna
uses all of his talents to
hide an old friend. (R) (1 hr.,
10 min.)
- Barney Miller
- M•A•S•H
•- PBA Pro Bowlers
Tour Coverage of the Ohio
Open is presented from
Cleveland, OH. (2 hrs.)

12:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'I'm

The
Girl He Wants To Kill' An
American girl in London, is
the one person who can
identify
a
psychopathic
killer Julie Sommars, Tony
Selby, Robert Lang, Ken
Jones. 1974
0 - MOVIE: 'Hercules
and the Masked Rider' A
soldier finds his betrothed
promised to another and
with
elopes
her. Aim
Steele, Ettore Mann. 1960.
(3) - mac News

Overnight
- News/Sign
•

Off
1:00 A.M.
- Jim Bakker
- USA Friday Fights
• (j2 - CBS News
11:30 P.M.
Nightwatch
• c2D - Entertainment
1:30 A.M.
Tonight
- CBS News
au
a
- Late Night
13D a
Nightwatch JIP
with David Letterman
co- Romance Theater
- Hogan's Heroes
2:00A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Ma And Pa
•

•

•

8:00 AM,
0 - MOVIE: 'The Lonely
Profession' A private investigator gets himself on the
wrong side of the law when
he searches for his client's
murderer
Harry Guardino,
Dina Merrill, Joseph Cotten
1969

9:00 AM,
- Phil Donahue Guests

•

•

•

tactic

-

MOVIE: 'The Boy
from Oklahoma' A gun-shy
sheriff tries to won the
prettiest girt in town Will
Rogers Jr. Nancy Olson.
Lon Chaney 1954

•

1:30 P.M.
_ MOVIE: 'Legend of
the Wild' A man flees moilration in the 1830's to live
in the wilderness among
wild animals Dan Haggerty.
Denver Pyle Rated PG

TBA

2:30 P.M.
New Shapes in
Education
3:00 P.M.
•ad) - sosamo Street
3:30 P.M.
- Money Matters This
program shows how money
Donahue's guest is sex educan be saved and spent
cator Beverly Whippie.
wisely
10:00 A.M.
4:00P.M.
- MOVIE: 'No Man of
Her Own' A women as- •CE)- Lobo
sumes the identity of a
- Strange Creatures of
dead woman to give her ilthe Night Explore a world

- MOVIE: 'Arthur' A
young millionaire fails in
love with a girl from the
wrong side of the tracks
Dudley Moore, Liza Mine.,
Sir John Gieigud. 1981
Rated PG.
- Phil Donahue

•

t2j)

-

•

•

•

legitimate child a chance to

where animals survive by

Dawson and Nick Boon
cony analyze this week s
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games
- News
0CID
•cu - Bueirwtes Report

•21) - MacNeil-Lahrer
Report

- Chedie's Angels
fb(s-CU News
0:30P.M.
▪ c2) MillgaZine
ID
ap ciu - Family
Feud
(:)1) - Tic Tac Dough
- Andy Griffith
•- Jeffersons
•(1) - Mocked-Lehrer
Report
111 411 - Comment on
Kentucky
- USA Friday Fights
Coverage of professional

•

•

boxing is presented from
Madison Square Garden
New York, NY (3 his)
• - Parlk•S•H

7:00P.M.
01) - Seneca

WM
•.
.
re
A. ..
r7
r",
WffgafflinfrOr.fira
0
,4"
.
#:#"" 2/ • a•f7
r
.•

•

Kettle' Pa wins an electronic house of the future in
a tobacco slogan contest
then almost loses it because of neighbor's jealousy. Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbricle, Richard Long. Meg
Randall, 1949

O

CID

-

MOVIE:

'McCloud: Top of the
World' A football player arhves in New York looking
for a syndicate man who
owes him $10,000. Dennis
Weaver, Be Svenson, Stephanie Powers. 1971.

12:00 A.M.
ID 01D - PReedickl
up - Nightline
12:15 A.M.
- MOVIE:
'M▪ cCloud: Give My Regrets to Broadway' A fellow officer is killed while
taking over McCloud's duty
and McCloud must determine if the officer was killed
in his place. Dennis Weaver,
Milton Bade, Barbara Rush.
•

- NOWS
OD - CNN Headline News
- Inside the NFL

•

2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'X. V. a
zips' The love-hate

relationship between a husband
and wife explodes when he
discovers that the young
widow he has been sleeping
with is also having a lesbian
relationship with his young
wife. Elizabeth Taylor, Michael Caine, Susannah York.
1972.
- MOVIE: 'An Al/gator
Named Daisy' A man accidentally brings horns the
wrong suitcase and finds an
alligator in it. Diana Dors,
Donald Sinclair,. Jeannie Carson 1957.

•

3:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Wands in
the Stream' An isolated ar-

•-

tist is forced to reveal his
hidden emotions when his
three estranged sons visit
hem George C Scott, Claire
Bloom, David Hemming
1972.

- MOVIE: 'One on

One' A basketball star
clashes head on with love
while batting the. college
athletic
establishment.
Robby Benson, Annette
O'Toole, Gail Strickland.
1977

4:15 A.M.
- Rat Patrol
4:45 A.M.
0- Wald/Lary*
a

eti:

For Wedding
Invitations To Fit
Your Personality
Look To Stylart.
ta1 - Come In And See
This Unique Album.
Photo Invitations
"
iU,i77//edriOAP
PHOTOGRAPHER:DAVID CELAYA

•
WELLS STINKY
216E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY,
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.

'WOO • 2r ";4= ZaZY'r.

Weare00,0,11ffia

Ow.
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SATURDAY
10/23182
5:00 A.M.
(1)- Movie Cont'd
O - TBS Morning News
5:30 A.M.
- Sign On
O - MOVIE: The Sea
Wolves A group of British
soldiers takes on German
ships hiding in supposedly
neutral
waters
Gregory
Peck, Roger Moore, David
Niven. Rated PG.

5:45 A.M.
- Agriculture U.S.A.
6:00 A.M.
O c2D - Health Field
El (I) - Mornings on 5
- Ag USA

0- Between the Lines
El CZ - Perspective
6:15 A.M.
- Farm Digest
6:30 A.M.
-

Children's Gospel

Hour

(3)- New Zoo Revue
113 - Vegetable Soup
j)- To Be Announced
- U.S. Farm Report
El

6:45 A.M.
0cID - Weather
El - News
7:00 A.M.
O CE aD 0 - Super
Friends

oGrea-

Speed

BuifflY
- Romper Room
(4)
- Flintstone
Funnies
El - Super Heroes

o

7:30 A.M.
ammo- Pac

Man/
Little Rascais/Richie Rich
Sylvester
& Tweety/Daffy & Speedy
Show
El - That Girl
Glp0
- Shirt Tales
MOVIE: 'Green Ice'
An electronics wizard becomes involved in an emerald heist. Ryan O'Neal,
Omar Shard, Anne Archer
Rated PG.
El - Spidennen

o

-

8:00 A.M.
IED - Civilisation
(3)0CID- smurfs
0 CC - Understanding
Human Behav.
C)- Wild Kingdom

8:30 A.M.
O GU 0
-

Bugs
Bunny Road Runner Show
- Understanding
Human Behav.
El - Lone Ranger

9:00 A.M.
▪ GD CID
- Mork

&
Mindy/ Laverne & Shirley/
Fonz Hour
El - MOVIE: 'Pursuit of
the Graf Spee' Story of the
destruction of the formidable German battleship, the
Graf Spee. Anthony Quayle,
John Gregson, Peter Finch.
1957
0 CL - Focus on Society
El - Daniel Boone

9:30 A.M.
- Gilligan's
O lag 0
Planet

c4D 0(}{) - Gary Coleman

e_

MOVIE: 'Spirit of the
Wind' A young boy overcomes his handicap to become the world champion
dog sledder.
13
- Everybody'
Business
El - Wrestling
11:30 A.M.
alCCISta- NCAA
Football: Teams to be
Announced
American
CE
Bandstand
El - MOVIE: 'Triumph of
the Ten Gladiators' Ten
gladiators, who are considered the finest and bravest, are sent to rescue a
kidnapped Queen from her
traitorous Prime Minister.
Dan Vadis. 1941
(3) CO (3)- Flash Gordon
OB - Everybody's
Business

o

12:00P.M.
- Big Blue Marble

(1)
o
Fencepost

- Focus on Society
10:00 A.M.
0 GO CI 1111 - ScoobY.
Scrappy,
Yobbo-Doo/
Puppy Show
(S)
El
(21 Pandemonium
(41) 0
- Incredible
Hulk and the Amazing
Spider-Man
- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.
o cc - Personal Finance
- Wild, Wild West

•

10:30 A.M.
0 a)e at- Meatbelis
& Spaghetti

0(4)- Personal Finance
1 1:00 A.M.
0C2)- NCAA Football:
Teams to be Announced
comectio- NCAA
Today
aD 5 - ABC Weekend
Special
giD0ap Jetsons

Atop

12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:

(3)

'The
Postman Always Rings
Twice' The story of a love
affair between a young wife
and a hired man. Lana Turner, John Garfield, Cecil Kel'away. 1946.
- Courtship/Eddy's
Father
(1)- Here's Richard
- To Be Announced
GC- GED Course
CED - Writing for a
Reason

o
o

1:00P.M.
(1) -

Please

-

MOVIE:

'House
Calls' A recently widowed
surgeon becomes entangled
with an outspoken divorcee
Mathau,
Glenda
Walter
Jackson, Art Carney 1978
Rated PG
- Backstretch
- Art of Being
Human
- Focus on Society
0 - MOVIE: 'Frankenstein Created Woman' Dr.
Frankenstein, experimenting

o

753-1314

STEAK and PIZZA
HOUSE
Sunday Buffett

11 sm.to 3 p.m.
4 MEATS 6 VEG.
SALAD RAlt, BEVERAGE,& TAX

$499
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE COME TO EAT
We Deliver
Sun - Thurs 10.30 A M to 12 Noon and s P m toll PM
fro Sat 10 30 A M to 1/ Noon and 5 P M to 12 P
Catering and Private Dining For Parties

1:30 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'A Distant
Trumpet' A U. S. Cavalry
man falls in love with another
Lieutenant's
wife
Troy
Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette. 1964
- NaPPY Days
(10 - Art of Being
Human
o
- Focus on Society

o

2:00 P.M.
- That Nashville Music
0 CE -- Greatest Sports
Legends

0

- American Story

0ti) - Making It Count

2:30 P.M.
cE 5 - NCAA Football:
Teams to be Announced
(4) - Bobby Jones Gospel
Show
Lebanon
(i) 0
Aftermath
- American Story
o
- Making It Count

2;4 P.M.
SA vs.
e (y.)
World in

The
eur Boxing

3:00 P.M.
O (s) - John Merritt
Show
(1)0 (I) - SportsWorid
Today's program features
coverage of the Charlotte
500 auto race and the
women's final in the U.S.China Invitational Gymnastics meet. (90 min.)
O - MOVIE: 'Portrait of a
Rebel: Margaret Sanger'
Margaret Sanger established
the nation's first birth con-

FRIDAYcomr.
El cuea_

Dukes of
Hazzard
El - Salute of the Stars:
Tribute to Johnny Mercer
CE 0 CC - Powers of
Matthew Star Matthew endangers his life when he
uses his powers to befriend
a classmate. (60 min.)
▪ - MOVIE: 'Arthur' A
youhg millionaire falls in
love 'With a girl from 'the
wrong side of the tracks.'
Dudley Moore, Liza Minelli,
Sir John Gielgud. 1981.
Rated PG.
0 GE 0 al Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is joined by top
Washington journalists analyzing the week's news.
El - Focus

7:30 P.M.
0 CU 0
Street Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a
weekly review of economic
and investment matters.
- All About Dogs

Don't Eat

Daisies

d\ tnai'esstr=
rne
'

the

0CU - GED Course
o
- Writing for a
Reason
- Twilight Zone

Show

0- Video Jukebox

-

with the bodies of a young
woman and a young man,
gels the sexes mixed up.
Peter Cushing, Susan DenThorley
Walters.
berg,
1967

▪

8:00P.M.
C/D
-

Guest
Season
Premiere.
Four
Americans find themselves
on a chase for a jackpot
that includes the riches of a
kingdom. (2 hrs.)
▪ (1)0 - Dallas The
Oil Barons' Bali opens up a
new era for Miss Ellie. (60
min.)
- Pre-Season Basketball: Atlanta vs. New
Jersey
CC 0
- Knight Rider
Micheal Knight enrolls in a
school that teaches evasive
driving techniques because
one teacher is helping
would-be kidnappers. (60
min.)
O CI) - Nova 'The Fragile
Mountain.' This documentary presents the problems
of the Himalayas. the highest peaks in the world. (60
min.)(Closed Captioned)
0
- Masterpiece
Theatre 'To Serve Them
All My Days.' David goes
on holiday and meets a
young nurse named Beth.
(80 min.)(Closed Captioned)
MOVIE: 'Ulysses'
The adventures of the King
of Ithaca and his warriors
during the Trojan Wars.
Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano. Anthony Quinn. 1955
-

9:00 P.M.
gio (I) 5 (12 - Falcon
Crest Carlo Agretti is found
murdered and Cole is the
only suspect. (60 min.)
CI)
CU - Remington
Steele
Remington
and
Laura are heed to locate a
missing executive of a video
games company.(60 min )

O - MOVIE: 'Jazz Singer'
A New York cantor sings
his way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family relations along the way. Neil
Diamond, Laurence Olivier,
Lucie Amaz. Rated PG.
- Prize Winners
tft) - Odyssey 'On the
Cowboy Trail.' Ray Holmes,
one of the last true cowboys, discusses how new
farming techniques is threatening tradition. (R) (60
min.)

o

9:30 P.M.

Inside Business
10:00 P.M.
O c2)- Newswatch
up (1) - Eyewitness
News
GD 0 GD 0 ON a News
CU - Business Report
eid) - Black Stream
- Benny Hill Show
Ce

-

o

10:30 P.M.
0 Cl) 0
- Tabight
Show
(s)- RockforiFiles
c3p
- Nightliive
O TBS Evening News
Gip - Three's Company
0 CC - PBS Late Night
-

This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
- Captioned ABC
News
El - Starsky and Hutch
- MOVIE: 'Who's
El
Killing the Great Chefs of
Europe?' Someone is killing
the great chefs of Europe.
George Segal, Jacqueline
Bisset, Robert Morley. 1978
1 1:00 P.M.
ap
- Fridays
GI) - Barney Miller
El - MOVIE: 'Private
Lessons' A young man is
introduced to passion by his
housekeeper. Eric Brown,
Sylvia
Kristel,
Howard
Hesseman 1981. Rated R
1 1:30 P.M.
- Entertainment
so
Tonight
•ap - MOVIE: To Be
Announced
O - MOVIE: 'The Thing'
A strange thing from another world terrorizes an
Arctic U.S. research station.
James Ames*, Dewey Martin, Kenneth Tobey. 1951
cc - SCTV
Gu
Netwott
al- Midnight Special

O

12:00 A.M.
-

12:30 A.M.

o(2)- At The Movies
(I)- Don Kirschner's Rock
Concert
- NBC News Overnight
O - MOVIE: 'Blue
Lagoon' A shipwrecked boy
and girl come of age on a
tropical
island.
Brooke
Shields, Christopher Atkins.
1980. Rated R.
- Solid Gold
El - MOVIE: 'The Foos of
Fu Manchu' The/ supposedly dead doctOr is in
Tibet, provisioning himself
with enough poison to destroy the world. Christopher
Lee, Nigel Green. 1965
- News/Sign Off
El
1:00 A.m.
e
- Madame's Place
0 CL) - NBC News
Overnight

1:30 A.M.
0 - Eyewitness News
e - MOVIE: 'Carry On
Doctor' A hospital full of
non-terminal patients is the
site of love affairs galore
among
the
attractive
nurses, inept doctors and
supposedly suffering patients. Kenneth Williams,
F rankie
Howard, Sidney
James. 1972.
- Romance Theater
El - News/Sign Off

2:00 A.M.
O (2) - MOVIE: 'A

Killer
In Every Corner' Dr. Carnaby, a noted criminal psychologist,
invites
three
psychology students to his
home to view some of his
experiments with the criminal mind. Joanna Pettet,
Patrick Magee 1975
- CNN Headline News

2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Jazz Singer'
A New York cantor sings
his way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family relations along the way. Neil
Diamond. Laurence Olivier,
'.30 A.M.

•c2)- News

0
MOVIE: 'Bkinclie's
Big Dear Dagwood invests
in a fire-proof paint and
uses the boss' house to demonstrate. Penny Singleton,
Lake,
Arthur
Jerome
Cowan. 1949.

4:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:

'Brie
Encounter' Two strangers
meet by chance and find
love and understanding for
a brief moment. Richard
Burton, Sophia Loren, John
Hedley. 1974

4:30 A.M.
-

Stopping Out: The
Datotts Grow Up

•

,•,,
•
U *•
• ••
•
ttiE MURRAY,Kr.,1.6:0Gin a intFs.
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trol clinic and was subsequently brought to trial
under New York's obscenity
laws. Bonnie Franklin, David
Dukes, Richard Johnson.
1980.
CE) - Everyday Cooking
CD (It- G. E. D.
- MOVIE: Scarface
Mob' Elliott Ness and the
Untouchables tackle the Al
Capone gang. Robert Stack,
Neville
Wynn,
Keenan
Brand. 1960.
CBS Sports
Saturday Today's program
features a 15-round WBA
Junior Middleweight chambetween
bout
pionship
champion Davey Moore and
Gary Guidon, (2 hrs.)

3:30 P.M.

o

-

4:00P.M.
Wide World of

-

a
Sports

o

CID

Badiestar

-

Galactic&
Rat Patrol
0 cc - This OM 141111.0
[Closed Captionoll
Firing Une
4:30 P.M.
Motorweek Illus
dated
(I)- Grizzly Adams
112 131) - Nashville on the
-

a c=2 -

o 21-

o -

TELE....puzzLE

.-1

•

r4

is

15

7

9

17
IA

1

19

8

14

12 1

11

r

24

le'r
kk

•
V
i

I T.

45
49

r:

.

.::

Road

o CIE)- Munster*
Woodwright's
o
Shop
o )-G. E. D.
CC

..:,1

59

58

Magic of Oil
Painting
5:00 P.M.
▪ cr - Glen Campbell
Show
413 - World Championship
Wrestling
- MOVIE: 'Green Ice'
An electronics wizard becomes involved in an emerRyan O'Neal.
ald heist
Omar Shard, Anne Archer
Rated PG
O cC- montasp•
O cu - Portfolio
11) - Matinee at the

SggKeTglt,g&t:tt(6'*`'

ACROSS

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
20
22
23
28
29
30
31
34
35
37
38
39
40

Played Rhett
Eight Is —
Neighbor of Mass.
Miss Hogg
Shirley Of Spike
Character actor Jack —
Triumph
Mr Villella's sign-off
Plays Barney Miller
Turner and Cantrell
Cakes and —
Facts of —
A Stooge
Mr. Dreyfuss' insigne
----carte
Played Mike StivIc
— Day at a Time
Sandra or Ruby
Audience
Miss Hawn
Sanford — Son
Altar words
Actor Rotten
Haley opus
Debbie or Richard

41 Mr. Nugent'S sign-off
42 Allen Williams on Lou
Grant
44 Urich on Vega$
46 — Here To Eternity
47 Bygone
50 Harper Valley —
52 Cy Young Award slat
55 Mr. Storch's insigne
57 Miss Lollobrigida's
sign-off
SOLUTION

Adoptive father Conrad
Bain counsels Arnold (Gary
Coleman) on sybilng rivalries
in the sitcom "Diff'rent
Strokes," to be broadcast
Saturday. Oct. 23.
Ofesises manePs astir
to twee tattowareme MimeI.I

Bijou

Kung Fu
- News
5:30 P.M.
(2)- Here's Richard
•
O cu - Has Haw
CC0 CE - NBC News
0 CID - Tony Brown's
Vanishing
The
Journal
Tribe
10
- CBS News
6:00 P.M.
CE - Newswatch
•
- Memories With
Lawrence Welk
C4D - Scene at 6
- News
0
00(12 - Hee HAW
• cp - Bobby Jones'
World
O - Dance Fever
6:30 P.M.
- Teddy Bart's
el
rr
Nashville
0CID - Eyewitness News
- Point to Point
O CC- Accent
(1) - Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
21) - K ET Schad.
Challenge
- Nashville on the
2
Road
7:00 P.M.

Switch setting
Plays Lou Grant: Init.
Kaplan, to friends
Sevareid or Ambler
Ely or Glass
Played Maude
Polka —
This — House
Jane or Henry
— — Clear Day
Overdose: A bbr
Paid athlete
— of Consent
Ripples,e.g.
Lucy on Dallas
Plays Potter
— Street
MASH star

He ain't
heavy

•

-

a

•

1,5 Shown, plays
Cousin Geri on
Facts of Life
11 Role for Darryl
Anderson
14 Miss Newton-John
15 Derek or Hopkins
16 Miss MacGraw
17 Fabray, to friends
18 Mr. Nolte's Insigne
19 —and Abner
21 Mr. Zimbalist
23 Miss Rehan
24 Personality
25 Begley and Wynn
26 Role for Richard
Sanders
27 Greatest American —
30 Jones or Martin

Cic.,a•je;

ID CU (I) 0 Hooker A blind witness
helps Hooker catch some
(60
murderous
thieves
min.)
V - Watt
SD CID
Disney
0 - NCAA Football:
Kansas at Kansas St.
(i)
(I) - Diffrent
Strokes Arnold gets jealous
when Willis acts as a 'big
brother' to one of Arnold's
friends
es - SRO: Crystal Gale In
Concert Crystal sings a of
her greatest hits
Firing Unit
- Nature 'The Flight
CD
of the Condor' The South
American wilderness is presented as a symbiotic relationship among landscape.
climate and creatures in the
Andes. (60 min )
op -4 Pop! Goes the
Country
7:30 P.M.
- Silver Spoons
(4) 18
Rocky gets some advice on
how to talk to Ofis
- Backstage/Grand Old
OPFY
8:00P.M.
- Jerry Reed and
Specie, Friends
MOVIE:
0
Saddles'
A
'Blazing
crooked attorney general in
cahoots with an equally unscrupulous governor conspire to take over the
territory wi this western satire Mel Brooks, Harvey
Little
Korman, Cleavon

a cc -

•

cu

1974.

- Love Boat
(4) a pou _ Gimme
Break
O - MOVIE: 'Tattoo'
au

a

A
psychotic tattoo expert kid
naps a model and makes
her the ultimate canvas for
his work Bruce Dern, Maud
Adams. 1981. Rated R
113 (E)- Six-Gun Heroes
CS 21) - Undersea World
of Jacques Cousteau
MOVIE: 'Clone
biochemist
A
Master'
clones 13 replicas of himself, perfect physical and
emotional copies, and uses
them to thwart a plot to
destroy the top-secret clonArt Hindle,
ing project
Ralph Bellamy, Robyn Douglas 1978

o

-

8:30 P.M.
Love, Sidney
9:00P.M.
CD 5- Fantasy Island
(US CE) - Devlin
Connection Nock finds a
body in the trunk of Brian's
car. (60 min.)
0(I) - MOVIE: 'Tin Pan
Alloy' New York's Tin Pan
Alley vi early 1900's is the
setting for the trials and tribulations of two composers
and a song plugger loved
by one Alice Faye, John
Payne, Betty Gable, Jack
Oak* 1940
PAYsInrYI 'Wing
Day • When a man hears a
tape he found on a train, his
amusement turns to horror
when he hears that some
people are plotting to kdl
him (60 mon )
(I)0
(I)

-

10:00 P.M.
Newsy/etch
CU - Eyewitness News
01)
- ABC News
- TBS Evening News
Naves
OD
MOVIE: 'House
Calls A recently widowed
surgeon becomes entangled
with an outspoken divorcee
Glenda
Wafter
Mathieu,
Jackson, Art Carney 1978
Rated PG
Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gelder and
at
Jeffrey Lyons look
what's happening at the

a

John
the Red Chinese
Wayne, Lauren Bacal, Anita
Ekberg 1955
10:15P.M.
CE)- Eyewitness News
Wrestling
10:30 P.M.
NCAA Basketball'
Ole Miss. at Vanderbilt
- Guns/mks
- Here Corns the
Brides
(3)- Saturday Night Live
0 CU - That Nashville
Music
- Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy
- Dance Fever
11:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Hound of
the BaskervIlles' A curse
of a English noble family
descends to each man who
inherits the title Peter Cushing, Andre Morel, Christopher Lee 1959
alD - Popl Goes the
Country
- Best of Midnight
Specials
11:15 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Quiet
Please, Murder' A criminal
steals a priceless Shakespeare folio from the library
George Sanders. Gail PaDenning
Richard
trick,
1943

-

-

o

a-

•

11:30P.M.
- Said Gold
0
- Wrestling

- MOVIE: 'The lea
Wolves' A group of British
soldiers takes on German
shops hiding in supposedly
Gregory
waters
neutral
Peck, Roger Moors, Devitt
Pavan Rated PG
•CU - Saturday Night
Live
12:00 A.M.
'Call
MOVIE:
gip
Northeide 77.7'
- Saturday Night
0
uv.
12:30 A.M.
119 (U -Entertainment
We
- America's Top

•

.02ek

1:00A.M.
•XI- Eyewitness News
IS • MOVIE: 'Last
Chance' Intrigue and ad
venture set in the capitols
of Europe Michael Rennie.
Danielle Bianchi, Tab Hunter 1968
- Wrestling

•

1:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Leek
Back in Darkness' Bradford
Dolman, Catherine Schell.
Ray Smith 1975
- MOVIE: 'Green Ice'
An electronics wizard becomes involved in an enter
Ryan O'Neal.
aid heist
Omar Sherif. Anne Archer
- News/Sign Off
Go
2:00 A.M.
Movie Cont'd

•cc

-

•

ap -

We're Open
I. HMOELDLICAANLD

-

•

cocuace-

The Fittest In Hem.Heel&
Stop*& Medical Equipment
*Featuring*
Rareashar Medium 1

•

CED

-

1710V6111
- MOVIE: 'Blood Ailey'
An Arnencan merchant Mir
inn captain escapes from

•

*Wheel Clair'
*Crutches

nil peg ap re 11116 al
mailicad heal*
hone arse if yea are
65 years or War

row

*lads
'Com
depose siedlings
nod mock, mock
MM.
Caring Far Yen Is Our Twain§
sr... Tio lisikelfe illmq IsswellaMilMOO arm
•
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SUNDAY
5:00 A.M.

o - TBS Morning News

El ID ED
- Jimmy
Swaggart
It Is Written'
- James Robison
O - Lost In Space
EL - At Home With the
Bible
0(I)- Young at Heart
Trinity Tabernacle
0 lID - Undersea World
of Jacques Cousteau
0a - Sesame Street
CI - Show My People
-

5:30 A.M.
EL - Its

0

Your
Business
O MOVIE: The Private
Eyes Two Scotland Yard
sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors looking for killers
Tim Conway, Don Knotts,
Trisha Noble Rated PG
-

a-

6:00 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

0 c2D - Today's Black
Woman
- Mornings on 5
EL - Eyewitness Magazine
0- James Robison
6:15 A.M.
0 X - Weather

O(1
- )- James Robison
- Reborn
Day of Discovery
Paducah
CC
Devotion
Ted
Garner
▪
Armstrong

EL a_

9:00 A.M.
Kenneth
EL

6:30 A.M.
(1)(13 - Face to Face
EL - Best of Kids

-

Copeland
(11 - Oral Roberts
EL - Gerald Derstine
O - Lighter Side
CL - Silhouettes of The
City
Commodores In
O
Concert The Commodores
perform their biggest hits
Miracle Revival Hour
- Mystery! 'Dying
Day When a man hears a
tape he found on a train, his
amusement turns to horror
when he hears that some
people are plotting to kill
him. (60 min )
- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
- Ernest Angley
0 - Jerry Falwell

o

Are
People Too Today's guests
are Leif Garrett, Mel Fisher
and Pat Hurley (R)(60 min )
- It Is Written
0 CC - Accent
ag ill- Perspective

—

o

-

6:45 A.M.
CD -

Farm Digest

-

7:00 A.M.
0 EL - World Tomorrow
0EL - Jerry Falwell

a_ Cartoon Carnival

- Community Worship
0 - MOVIE: One on
One' A basketball star
clashes head on with love
while battling the college
athletic
establishment
Robby Benson, Annette
O'Toole. Gail Strickland
1977
Montage
Spiritual Uplift
CjEi 0 j1l _ Sesame
Street
▪
- America's Black
Forum
- Robert Schuller
(19

9:15 A.M.
- Hamilton Bros

9:30 A.M.
05D - Two Rivers

-

o

Hour
- World Tomorrow
- MOVIE: 'The Glenn
Miller Story' The life of
Glenn
Miller
is
traced
through his musical career
James Stewart, June Allyson, Charles Drake 1954.
0 X - Herald of
Truth
- Oral Roberts and You
- Electric Company

-

o

7:30 A.M.
O

CE

()

-

8:00 A.M.

10/24/82

Amazing

Grace
- Day of Discovery
CL - Nashville Gospel
Show
James Robison
- Old Time Religion

o

10:00 A.M.
CE) - Rex Humbard
PTL Club

-

EL0C-JIm
Whittington Religion
O MOVIE: 'Silence of
the North' A young woman
grapples with the loneliness
and hardship of a Canadian
wilderness. Ellen Burstyn
Tom Skerrilt, Gordon Pin sent 1981 Rated PG
13 CC - Changed Lives
0 CC - Matinee at the
Bijou 'It's Got Me Again
Today's program features
one of Harman and Ising's
wittiest cartoons. 190 min )
- Sesame Street
4121 - Lone Ranger

10:30 A.M.
CE EL - Baptist
Church
CC) - Face the Nation
- Jerry Falwell
0 X - First Baptist
Church
- Way of Life
eir) - MOVIE: 'Charlie
Chan in Honolulu' The disappearance of jewels leads
Chan on a chase in his own
back yard Sidney Toler,
Phyllis Brooks, John King
1938
Rex Humbard
CO

-

11:00 A.M.
EL Newsmakers

113

-

- Meet the Press
- First Baptist Church
Kentucky
0
Entrepreneur
• (tt - Oral Roberts

11:30 A.M.
II

New York City
Marathon J I P
- NFL
13 cc
Today
CI) - Western Outdoorsman
(I)- Leave It to Beaver
O MOVIE: 'Adventures
of the Wilderness Family'
An urban family tackles the
harsh realities of life in the
wilderness Robert Logan,
Susan Damante Shaw, Idollye Holmes 1978 Rated G
112) (jID - NFL '82
0 CL - Sneak Previews
- Comment on
Kentucky
Ci)

-

-

12:00 P.M.
- NFL Football:
Teams to be Announced/
or Alternate Programming
If the NFL players' strike
continues, alternate pro
grammtng will be shown

SAT1JRDAYcow
3:00 A.M.
ABC News
- Mission Impossible
CID

-

3:15 A.M.
- Newswatch
3:30 A.M.

•

MOVIE: 'Tattoo' A
psychotic tattoo expert kidnaps a model and makes
her the ultimate canvas for
his work Bruce Darn, Maud
Adams 1981 Rated R

O -

ONl v

,

Inside Dining Only

1

$ With
49

Garlic Bread
Salad 51' Extra
Free Refills On Dr'nits

99 Special for Kids

3:45 A.M.
CE - MOVIE: The
Second Best Secret Agent
in the Whole Wide World'
A British secret agent foils a
dastardly plot by the Russians to gain control of a
Tom
formula
secret
Adams, Karel Stepanek, Pe _
ter Bull 1965
4:00A.M.
Rat Patrol

o
Wednesday IIAM lOPM

-

4:30 A.M.
111 - Agriculture U.S.A.

l'‘

Ann (Bonnie Franklin) travels to Paris for a business
trip, but comes down with a
cold in the episode of "One
Day at a Time" In be broadcast Sunday, Oct. 24 on
CBS.
(stations reserve the right
to make lasl-minute changes.)

O

ea

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Seine city

EL - Computer World

o - MOVIE:

The Benny
Goodman Story' The life of
Benny Goodman is depicted
from his youth through his
Carnegie Hall band concert
Steve Allen, Donna Reed,
Berta Gersten. 1955
- NFL Football:
Teams to be Announced/
or Alternate Programming
In the event of a players'
strike, alternate programming will be shown.
- Andy Griffith
CC 0 a Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is joined by top
Washington journalists analyzing the week's news.
MOVIE: 'Captaip
Newman, M.D. The head
of neuro-psychiatry at an
army base receives a new
orderly untrained in medical
arts but invaluable in assisting with psychiatric therapy
Gregory Peck, Tony Curtis,
Angie Dickinson. 1963
U (121 _ NFL Football: St.
Louis at New England/or
Alternate Programming If
the NFL players' strike continues, alternate programming will be shown

-

12:30 P.M.
0EL - Ann Holt at Large
- This Week with
David Brinkley
Search the Scriptures
CE
(b) - Wall
Street Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a
weekly review of economic
and investment matters.

a-

1:00 P.M.

a -

Johnny
El CC
Majors
0 CU - Everybody's
Business
- Writing for a
0
Reason
1:30P.M.
- New York City
Marathon Coverage of the
New York City Marathon,
the world's largest race, is
presented from New York
City, NY (3 hrs I
MOVIE: 'Summer
Solstice' Against a Cape
Cod background, this 'moving story spans a fifty year
Fonda
marriage. Henry
Myrna Loy. 1981,
13 CC - Everybody's
Business

EL

a -

- Writing for a
Reason

2:00 P.M.

O c2D - Vandy Coach's
Show
a - This Week with
David Brinkley
0 CU 0
Society

- Focus on

2:30 P.M.
-

At The Movies

MOVIE: 'Five
o
Pennies' The biography of
-

Red Nichols-his relationships
with his wife and daughter,
his band, and fame Danny
Kaye, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Bob Crosby, Louis. Armstrong. 1959
O - MOVIE: 'One on
One' A basketball star
clashes head on with love
while battling the college
establishment
athletic
Robby Benson. Annette
O'Toole, Gail Strickland
1977
0
- Focus on Society

2:45 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Desire
Under the Elms' The story
of the conflict between a
son and father in harsh
19th-Century New England
Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Burl Ives. 1958

0

3:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:

Force' A man leads a daring attack on a desert mining compound to steal $20
million dollars in diamonds
Peter Fonda, Telly Savalas,
0. J. Simpson. 1975
0alp - TO Be Announced
(A)0 cip - NFL Football:
Teams to be Announced/
or Alternate Programming
In the event of a players'
strike, alternate program
ming will be shown
O - Gunsmoke
0 CU - Understanding
Human Behest.
0 121) - Making It Count

3:30 P.M.
Murrsters
C3)- Whitey Herzog
CH) - Making It Count
- Adam -12
-

CO

O

4:00,P.M.
(13 - Battlestar

Galactice
Cl) - Western Outdoorsman
- Hogan:Ortfasoes

o

0 ari) - American Story
Ci
- This Old House
[Closed Captioned]
0 (1) _ Homecoming
Parade

4:30 P.M.
EL - Wild Kingdom
O - Commodores

In
Concert ne Commodores
perform their biggest hits
O - Sportsbeat
Kathy's Kitchen
- NCAA Football.
Georgia
Tennessee
at
Tech
CD

-

•

5:00 P.M.

O up- News
CL - Eyewitness News
(I) a_ ABC News
a_ Last of the Wild
el CC - Art of Being
Human
- Everyday Cooking
0
- Wonder Woman
ct - CBS News

5:30 P.M.

a CE - ABC News
O _ Money: How

to
Make/Keep It
EL - Jack Anderson
Confidential
Nice People
O MOVIE: 'The Private
Eyes' Two Scotland Yard
sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors lookinc for killers
Tim Conway. Don Knotts,
Trisha Noble Rated PG
MASH
0
_ Wild America
'Swamp Critters' Tonight's
program
presents some
amazing
animals
from
southern swamps
0 - News

0-

a_

6:00 P.M.
CE
- Ripley's
Believe It Or Not!
(I)
- 60
Minutes
Best of World
Championship Wrestling
00X - voYailersi Ph,
fleas and Jef.ey travel to
the Wild West to find
Teddy Roosevelt in a conflict with Billy the Kid (60
mini
- Solid Gold
CID - Personal Finance
O 121) - Nature 'The Flight
of the Condor.' The South
American wilderness is presented as a symbiotic rela
tionshop among landscape,

-
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climate and creatures in the
Andes (60 min.)

9- Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew

ship
among
landscape,
climate and creatures. (60
min.)

All Creatures
Great and Small
is- Ernest Angley
- NCAA Football: West
Virginia at Penn State
(21)

7:00 P.M.
0 CZ) CU 0 -

Matt
Houston A pro football
quarterback asks Matt to
clear him of charges that he
murdered the team's owner
(60 min.)
9CID10(2- Archie's
Place Archie becomes an
art
connoisseur
when
Jose's 'garbage paintings'
become the local rage.
0 - Sara Dane 1 First of
4 parts. In Australia's early
days as a penal colony, a
wrongfully convicted Sara
Dane and her new husband
are caught up in the struggle for power on the new
frontier. Juliet Jordan, Harold Hopkins, Brenton Whittle. (2 hrs.)
GD 0
- CHiPs A teenage girl, caught stealing,
teas Pooch and Bobby that
an extraterrestrial inspired
her to do the crime. (60
min.)

- HBO Theatre: The
Rainmaker A handsome
stranger fulfills a lonely
woman's yearning for love.
Tuesday Weld. Tommy Lee
Jones, William Katt.
- Nature 'Flight of
Cl)o
the Condor.' The South
American wilderness is examined through the relation-

-

7:30 P.M.
61(100a- Gloria
8:00 P.M.
Cl)1
Cl) 0 - NFL
Football: Dallas at Cincinnati/or Alternate Programming If the NFL players'
strike continues, alternate
programming will be shown

sousa- Jefferson:
George's idea turns Charlie's bar into 'gold.'

- Bryant Productions
9:00 P.M.
•OID 0 (12 - Trapper
•

John, M.D. Jackpot resigns
from the hospital staff (60
min.)

O - TBS Weekend News
Writers'
CL
-

Workshop
(21) - Crisis to Crisis
9- Jerry Falwell

9:15P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Private
Lessons' A young man is
introduced to passion by his
housekeeper Eric Brown,
Sylvia
Kristel,
Howard
Hesseman 1981 Rated R

9:30 P.M.
CID - Washington

0

Report

10:00 P.M.
- Eyewitness News

(I) Dar)- MOVIE: 'Little
Gloria. Happy at Last'
Part 1 One of America's
most famous child custody
cases involving America's
'poor little nch girl,' Glona
Vanderbilt, is presented.
Bette Davis, Angela Lensbury, Christopher Plummer
1982.
Ci
CID
0 att Masterpiece Theatre 'To
Serve Them All My Days
David and Beth are married
(60 min.)(Closed Captioned]

0- Black Pulse
8:30 P.M.
Inoue(12- one Day
at a Time Franone cons
Ann into going on a business trip to Paris

O Jerry Falwell
CE oxe(12- News
-

o
Death

Clf) -

Matters of Life &

- Wrap Around

10:30P.M.
GE) - Rockford Files
13D - Miller and Co.
Frank Simmer
O
Cif)

-

Show
0CE - B.J. Gospel
0- Jack Van Imps
9(12- CBS News

10:45 P.M.
fp Cl)- Nws
ge- On Location: Catch a
Rising Star's 10th Anniversary This celebration features the stars who began
their careers at this famous
New York club

- ABC News
(12 - Face the Nation
•

11:00 P.M.

Timerlachine

(3)0- ABC News
if- Open Up
- MOVIE: 'Mrs. R's
Daughter' A rape victim's
mother seeks revenge for
the attack on her daughter.
Clons Leectsnan, Season
Hubley, John Fitzpatrick.
1979

13 @ID - MOVIE: 'Bugles
in the Afternoon' Cavalry
officer, stripped of his rank
for assaulting fellow officer.
travels West and rejoins as
a private. 1952
0- 700 Club

11:15P.M.
- Saturday Night

1111
Live

(I)- Eyewitness News
0- Jim Bakker
ID
- It's Your
business

1 1:30 P.M.
0(l)- Kojak
(11) - Rey Dempsey

11:46 P.M.
- Mizzou Football
12:00A.M.

By Teresa Byrne-Dodge
For seven years. Peter Graves starred as James Phelps on
"Mission Impossible." He is also remembered for his role on
"Fury," the Saturday morning favorite of the '50s and '60s.
1) What was the same of the city orphan (played by
Dbusead)who owned the Black Stallion, Fury?
t) What was the same of the reach that was the settling of
the program?
3)What weft-taws televisisa actor Is the brother of Peter
Grinres?
snowy SaK1:111f(5
qJur'flaaqM 0011041 au, (g

uovaaN iaor(1

(1)- 700 Club

-

MOVIE: 'Bed Man's
River' The notonus King

•

Gang is hired by a Mexican
Revolutionary
leader
to
blow up an arsenal used by
the Mexican Army Lee Van
Cleef, Gina Lollobndgida,
James Mason 1972

itt -

NCAA Footbah:
UCLA at California

12:15A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'One on
One'
ea- Andy Griffith

12:30 A.M.
al CID - Eyewitness News
0- News/Sign Off
12:45A.M.
•11) - Jack Anderson
Confidential
- Andy Griffith
9(121 -Sports Sunday

1:00 A.M.
• CE) 0 (12 - ces
News Nightwatch
- CNN Headline News

1:30 A.M.
- Directions
1:45 A.M.
eicv- ABC News

Murray State TV station
announces programming
Murray's most famous
athlete, Mel Purcell, will
be the featured guest this
week on "Spotlight on
Murray," at 6 p.m. Tuesday and 6:30 p.m. Friday
on PLSU-TV 11.
"Spotlight's" Jim
Gingles caught up with
Mel on the court when he
was in Murray recently
and discussed his recent
success as well as some
of his tennis techniques.
At 6 p.m. Monday, the
student-produced "Here
and Now" will feature a
dance routine designed

runner-up in the Mr. PASU
contest).
On the 6 p.m. Thwado
"Here and Now" imr..
gram, Phi Mu Alpha bead
will be featured god a
discussion of siddleinal
advertising by De. now
Haney of the Daparbasat
of Journalism-Radio
Television.

Monday
6 p.m.'Here and Now'
6:30 p.m.'News 11'

2:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Young
Rebel'

Tuesday

2:30 A.M.
e- PICAA Football: West

6 p.m. 5potlight on Murray'
6:30 p.m.'News 11'

Virginia at Penn State

4:00 A.M.
at - Commodores

In

Concert

Wednesday
6 p.m. 'Speakeasy'
6:30 p.m.'News 11'

Bookmobile
schedule

Thursday

The Calloway County
Public Library

6 p.m. 'Here and Now'
6:30 p.m.'News 11'

Bookmobile schedule for
the week of Oct. 10-21 has
been announced by
Carolyn

Adams,

bookmobile librarian.
The schedule includes
— Oct. 16, Apple Tree,
10:30 a.M.-11:30, Harrison, 11:30-12:30 p.m.,
Ernstberger, 2-3; John
Calhoun,3-3:30,
Oct. 19, North
Calloway, 9:30 a.m., Star
Forrester, 1:30 p.m.-2, H.
Adams, 2-2:30, Shady

Frid
6 p.m. 'Friday
1n'
6:30 p.m. 'Spotlight on Murray'

UINALLY THERE'S A BETIER WAY
TO MAKE UP ON SUNDAY MORNING.

Oaks Trailer Court, 2:30-1
3:30,
Oct. 20, Brown's Grove,
10:30 Am.-12., Coldwater,
12-12:30, M.Tucluer, 1:302:30, Calloway Avenue,33:30,
Oct. 21, Stella Grocery,
10:30 a.m.-12, Gallimare,
1:30-2, Hazel, 2-3. and Irvan,3-4.
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Patrick Vincent, who is
also co-anchor on "News
11" and was recently first

MSU TV schedule

1450 Theatre: Th.
Rainmaker

COMPETITIVE PRICES

by btSU dance instructor
Cathy Charles and a
musical review by
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New show has same story, different characters
By FRANK BLODGETT

-

The problem with
"Family Ties,"
Wednesdays at 9:30 on
NBC,is that we've seen it
all before — different
plots, different
characters but essentially the same story:
parents and children
struggling to bridge the
generation gap who each
think they know best but,
in the end, discover that
they don't always. This
show reminds you of
those low key family
comedies of the past like
"Ozzie and Harriet" or
Father Knows Best." Of
course it's been modernized with the parents being the ultra liberals —
they were 60's hippies
and peace marchers (the
father is even manager of
the local public television
station) — while the kids
are the conservatives.
The 14 year old son wears
a vest and tie, calls
himself "Alex P. Keaton"
and has a William F.
Buckley poster over his
bed. The oldest daughter
is very preppy and quite
critical of her parents,
especially their constant
smooching in the living
room. "Haven't you gotten enough of that?" she
asks disgustedly. She's
also on guard against her
ex-flower child mother's
attempt to sneak health
food into the diet. Checking out a salad, she looks
her mother in the eye and
asks, "Are there sprouts
in there?" And the
youngest daughter is the
cute one who seems to be
required on all family
shows these days. She
qualifies in that depart-

ment — and also has a lot
of the best lines.
The regular cast is fine
— and very good looking.
I've always liked
Meridith Baxter Birney,
who is playing her first
"older woman" role as
the mother of teenagers.
She never seems to age,
which makes her look
more like an older sister
than a mother. TV
newcomer Michael
Gross, who played a
season with Actors
Theatre of Louisville
once, is just right as the
father.
The writing is even
pretty good, as is the
directing. The latter is
critical to the success of a
comedy since timing of
movement and delivery
is a key ingredient.
So why do I have reservations? Well, as I said to
begin with, there's not
much new here except
the plot twist. In the first
few episodes very little
happens to keep us interested. Pop gets upset
when Alex is invited to a
restricted country club,
Alex gets upset when he
thinks his sister is being
taken advantage of by a
high school romeo and
Jennifer, the youngest,
gets upset when she faces
peer pressure to get rid of
her boyfrield. This is just
not gripping material! Of
course there's the
generation gap sniping,
but after a while you get
used to it and it can't
carry the show by itself.
I'd like to see "Family
Ties" succeed since there
aren't many good situation comedies on television these days. Even the
laugh track sounds like a

real audience. But — at
least so far — the show is
only a cut above average.
It's a "nice" family comedy: cute kids, handsome
parents, clever dialog
with only a few mild put-

downs, but no yelling and
nothing off color. In other
words;it's sort of bland.
Given time, "Family
Ties" might grow on the
audience. NBC has certainly tried to buy it that

opposite "Family Ties,"
may knock it off — if
summer ratings are to be
believed. If that happens,
so much for the taste of
America's television
viewers.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
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POTSCRUBBER* DISHWASHER
•6 cycles—Potscrubber,
normal soil, short wash—all
with energy saver dry option
•3-way sound control
•2-level wash action

NOW ONLY

GSD1200T

Convertible Potscrubber'
Dishwasher with
Temperature Sensor System

NEW POTSCRUBSERN DISHWASHER WITH TEMPERATURE SENSOR SYSTEM
• Temperature Sens& System provides additional
water heat—when you need it.
• PermaTut* tub and door liner backed by a
no-charge full parts and labor warranty for 10
years. (Ask for details).
• Potscrubber cycle removes even baked-on soils.

regularly
less rebate
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time by scheduling it between two established
shows, "The Facts of
Life" and "Quincy." But
I have a terrible feeling
that that awful new series
"Filthy Rich," which is
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$ 40

Tv woRps'' BELOW.
'Appliances are our
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'In store financing
•Up to 24 me. to pay
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you buy
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MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
7 1 2 E MAIN

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS 75 3

1 586

